




Praise for Don’t Write A Crappy Book!

Every business owner can benefit from becoming an author. Unfor-
tunately, it’s entirely too easy to write and publish really terrible books 
these days. The biggest problem is most authors don’t even know their 
books are crap until it’s too late. James Ranson is a true expert in the 
writing world, and someone who genuinely cares about books. Don’t 
Write a Crappy Book is a fun, humor-filled guide that helps authors-
to-be discover how to write amazing books that serve the world and 
build businesses. If  you’re even thinking about writing a book, read 
this one first!

—Julie Anne Eason,  
author of  The Profitable Business Author  
and CEO of  Thanet House Publishing

Full of  insightful stories and important research revealing all-too-com-
mon mistakes self-published authors make, Don’t Write A Crappy Book! 
is a text every entrepreneur considering a book should read. 

—Dave Chesson,  
founder of  Kindlepreneur.com

Forget everything you think you know about writing a business book! 
James Ranson is here to show you what you don’t know you’re missing-
-and teach you how to write and market a book you’ll be proud to build 
your business with. If  Don’t Write A Crappy Book! had come out ten 
years ago, the self-publishing world would look very different today.

—Tina Dietz,  
award-winning audio publisher,  
international speaker & CEO of  Start Something  
Creative Business Solutions



The good news is that there’s never been a better time in world history 
to be a writer. The bad news is that now anyone can get their content out 
into the world. With now half  a million self-published books coming 
out every year, how do you rise above the pile of  obscurity? You don’t 
write crap! In Don’t Write A Crappy Book! James Ranson has unveiled a 
no-excuses, step-by-step, anti-crap path to writing a great book. It’s now 
a must-read for all of  our writers. 

— Polly Letofsky,  
CEO of  My Word Publishing
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In Memoriam

John Howard Ranson, 1950–2015

This one’s for you, Dad. Thanks for telling me stories.
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Foreword

There’s no shortage of  programs that offer you tips on “how to write a 
book in a weekend,” “how to write a book in 7 simple steps,” or “how 
to write a book on a budget.” While writing a book quickly, easily, and 
cheaply are sexy selling points, what can potentially be lost is the focus 
on creating a book of  amazing quality. 

Since you’re reading this, you probably already know a quality book 
isn’t likely something that can be effortlessly created over a weekend. 
Reading this book means you value long-term success over speed. 
You value a quality reader experience over copy-and-paste formulas. 
And you’re willing to do what it takes to create a book you’re proud 
of, even if  it’s not always easy. If  that’s not the case, then this isn’t the 
book for you.

What sets James Ranson apart from most book professionals is his 
relentless focus on quality. As a Wall Street Journal bestselling editor who 
has worked on books ranging from personal development to business 
to relationships, he knows what makes a great-quality book. And he 
knows that a poor-quality book can do more harm than good for you, 
your brand, and your overall success. 

And while a quality book is the foundation, the greatest book in the 
world can still be lost in a sea of  competing books if  you don’t know 
how to market it well. James’s expertise as both a writer and a marketer 
ensures you’ll write a book that both reads well and sells well. 

As a guitar instructor years ago, I would see a phenomenon that 
made me realize how important feedback was. A student may prac-
tice for months on their own without an instructor, only to end up 
worse off  than if  they hadn’t practiced at all. How? By practicing with 
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the wrong technique and reinforcing bad habits. As the saying goes, 
it doesn’t matter how hard you row your boat if  you’re rowing in the 
wrong direction.

Virtually no serious entrepreneur sets out to write a crappy book. 
Yet even great authors and entrepreneurs can end up with a crappy 
book because they didn’t get the proper guidance and feedback. Even 
though this book can’t provide the feedback of  a great editor or coach, 
what it can do is save you hundreds or thousands of  dollars they’d 
charge to explain these things to you—and thus the thousands of  dol-
lars that making the mistakes it describes could cost you.  

What’s even better about this book than any one coach or training 
program is the collective wisdom it contains. When you hear advice 
from one person, it may simply be their preferred approach. However, 
when you hear the same advice repeated over and over from different 
experts, you know you’re on to something. In Don’t Write A Crappy Book, 
you’ll get the wisdom of  many book-publishing and marketing experts, 
all distilled down into one guide.

The biggest thing that’s made a difference in my business was 
switching from a “What can I do?” mentality to a “What can we do?” 
mentality. As you read James’s words, I invite you to take the time to 
digest each chapter, take plenty of  notes, and when the time is right, 
heed his advice to get good help. As the proverb goes, “If  you want to 
go far, go together.”

Derek Doepker
Author of  Why Authors Fail
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Introduction

Have you ever heard of  idea sex?

Idea sex is what happens when you take two ideas that don’t have much 
to do with each other, lube them up, and join them together. The result 
is a new idea—one that contains elements of  both its parent concepts 
but moves in a direction neither of  them could have moved alone. 
(James Altucher, the guy who came up with idea sex, credits it for his 
most innovative and profitable initiatives.)

Idea sex is how this book came about. I’d been thinking, separately, 
about two different big ideas. One day, it occurred to me to think about 
those two at the same time—and after I did, I realized I had the premise 
for this book.

Idea 1: Perception is reality. How people perceive you is, to them, 
how you really are. When you write a book for your business, your audi-
ence will perceive that book as your business—and more than that, as who 
you are.

Idea 2: You never get a second chance to make a first impression. 
Anyone who’s ever blown a first date or a job interview knows how 
harsh this truth can be. With a book, you’ve got to wow your audience 
the first time they open it—or they may never open it again.

(Cue Barry White.)

If  you write a crappy book, your audience will think you have a 
crappy business—which will make your business crappy when 
they decide not to buy from you. Or to put it more bluntly: if  your 
book sucks, your business will suck too.
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A good book is worth its weight in gold for your business, and then 
some. It can build you an email list that brings you regular customers 
for years to come. It can drive traffic to a course or program that will be 
the cornerstone of  your business. It can get you coaching or consulting 
clients who pay you thousands of  dollars a month or speaking gigs that 
pay hundreds of  times the price of  a book sale. It can even get your 
business in front of  investors or partners who want to fund your next 
decade of  business growth.

But what happens if  you write a crappy book? If  your readers think 
your book is terrible, what are they going to think about your brand, 
product, or service? Will they be clamoring to hire you, consult with 
you, book you to speak on their stages, or recommend you to their 
friends? Or will they pitch the book into the nearest wastebasket and 
forget you even exist?

If  you run your own business—if  you’re a coach, a consultant, a 
speaker, or any kind of  service-based entrepreneur—then you’re a rock 
star. You change people’s lives with your work, and those people pay 
you well to do it.

But if  you’re writing a book with the goal of  achieving certain 
results for your business, and it ends up being crappy, then guess what? 
In the eyes of  your potential customers, clients, and connections, your 
brand, product, or service still sucks. Which means those business 
results you’re hoping for may never materialize.

And the worst part of  all is that if  you’re thinking about writing a 
book, you’re already set up to make some common mistakes that usually 
result in that exact outcome.

Now you won’t make these mistakes on purpose. You probably won’t 
even be aware of  them. Maybe you’ll follow the wrong advice, maybe 
you’ll miss a couple important steps somewhere, maybe you’ll just be feel-
ing your way in the dark because you’ve never done this before.

Ignorance of  the mistakes you could make doesn’t make you an 
idiot or a failure. But it does mean you don’t know a few things. And 
if  your goal is to write a high-quality, successful book, what you don’t 
know can and will hurt you.
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The bad news is that no matter how strong a writer you are, how 
amazing you are at your business, or how passionate about that book 
you feel, none of  those things can turn a crappy book into a good 
one.

The good news, though, is that nobody is doomed to write a terrible 
book unless they decide to write one. All of  the things that could make 
your book subpar are fixable, as long as you’re willing to fix them. And 
if  you’re reading this, I’m pretty sure you are willing. I’ve worked with 
over 200 authors, and not a single one of  them ever told me, “I want to 
write a crappy book!”

Writing a high-quality book is simple, but not easy. You’re gonna 
have to put in the work if  you want a good book. But the way to 
get there is a lot more straightforward than you might think. By 
stopping a few detrimental practices, shifting a mindset or two, and 
broadening a couple of  horizons, you can write a strong, accessible, 
commanding book that represents your business exactly the way you 
want it to.

This book will help you do that by shedding light on the most com-
mon business-book-creation mistakes, pitfalls, and “gotchas.” You will 
learn what to do—and what not to do—to make sure that your book 
doesn’t fall on its face. We’re going to explore a lot of  the knowledge 
that most book gurus today just don’t share, knowledge that can spell 
the difference between a crappy book and a successful one.

As a quality-centric book professional, I approach book creation 
from the standpoint of  excellence over expedience. Authors don’t come 
to me when they want to write just any old book, they come to me when 
they want to write the best book they possibly can. Not only have I seen 
lots of  mistakes, I’ve helped many authors fix them and achieve the 
authorial success they wanted.

The other way I learned about these mistakes was by making a 
bunch of  them myself. I even wrote my own crappy book, once upon a 
time! I’ll talk more about that later on, but in the meantime, know that 
you aren’t just learning from other people’s mistakes, you’re also learn-
ing from my own.
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In addition to my lessons, you’ll also hear from over two dozen 
other book professionals I spoke with during this book’s early phases, 
people like these:

 • Founders and CEOs of  high-profile book-creation companies

 • Executive coaches and consultants who regularly use high-quality 
books to grow their businesses

 • Self-publishing and book-marketing experts who have coached 
authors through hundreds of  successful book launches

 • Prolific business authors who’ve written anywhere between six 
and sixty books

 • Expert book coaches, ghostwriters, and editors who make a 
living helping would-be authors like you avoid writing crappy 
books

At the end of  each chapter and throughout the book, you’ll hear 
words of  hard-won wisdom from these experts, and you can learn more 
about them at the end of  the book.

Note: this book is solely intended for people who want to self-
publish books to support their businesses.

If  you’re a fiction author, if  you don’t own a business and aren’t an 
entrepreneur, or if  you’d like to use a traditional publisher for your 
book, be aware that you’re not my target audience. You may get some 
value out of  reading about these mistakes, but some of  them won’t 
apply to you. Some might not even make sense to you or may rub you 
the wrong way. By all means, please take as much value as you can find, 
but be aware that I didn’t write this book with you in mind.

Why did I write this primarily for self-published business authors?
Because my clients are “authorpreneurs,” as Jesse Tevelow called 

them in his book by the same name. You are the people I work with 
every day. I know your issues backward and forward, and I know how 
to solve them.
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The self-publishing industry is full of  books, courses, programs, 
products, masterminds, events, and other resources telling authorpre-
neurs how to write and publish business books. And many of  those 
resources are way off  target. At best, they miss several of  the crucial 
mistakes I’ll be talking about in this book. At worst, they teach would-
be business authors to write crappy books without knowing that’s what 
they’re doing. And they charge a lot of  money to do it—money those 
authors don’t always have.

This trend hurts everyone it touches—the authors whose business 
books flop, their readers who then don’t get the guidance they need 
from those authors, and the book-creation industry itself, which gets 
cheapened and tarnished as a result.

Self-published business authors have the most to lose by writing a 
crappy book—and the most to gain from writing a good one.

If  you’re a fiction author and you write a crappy book, you’ll lose 
some sales. But that’s all you’ll lose. Watching that book crater will be 
emotionally painful, but you won’t see your whole livelihood fall apart.

If  you’re an entrepreneur and you write a crappy book, however, 
you may lose your business altogether. Especially if  it’s your first book. 
Your business is much more tied to the book because you are your own 
brand—to potential clients, the book is your business. If  it doesn’t get 
you the results you want, your business may take months or years to 
recover…or it may not recover at all.

I’ve seen that happen too many times, and I don’t want it to happen 
to you.

A Few Things To Expect From This Book

As you read this book, expect to hear different advice than most people 
within the self-publishing industry will give you. There are a few excep-
tions, but most of  what you hear out there these days won’t serve you 
well, and I’m writing this book to stand against it.

Second, expect to go deeper than “how to write well” and “how to 
market your book.” There are plenty of  other resources out there on 
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those topics, and most of  the mistakes I’ll be talking about deal with 
why more than how.

Finally, expect some tough love. One big reason business authors 
write crappy books is that they’re rarely challenged to make those books 
better. Fair warning: this book will push you a little (or maybe a lot), but 
I promise, writing a decent book is worth the effort.

Writing a quality book isn’t easy. But those of  us who want to write 
the best book we can don’t make that choice because it’s easy.

We make that choice because we know it’s worth making, because 
we care about the journey, not just the destination, and because it makes 
us (and our businesses) better.

Words of  Wisdom

“If  you want to position yourself  as a person of  authority in nonfic-
tion, you cannot throw spaghetti at the wall and see if  it sticks. You 
must understand who your audience is and how to speak to them, 
you must work with a good editor and a good designer, you must get 
into the nitty-gritty of  making your book good.” – Dale L. Roberts

“We’ve all tried to read a book that we’re only reading because we 
know the person who wrote it, and it’s so boring that we have to 
make ourselves suffer through it. You don’t want to be that book! You 
want to be the book that’s so hard to put down that you want to stay 
up past your bedtime to keep reading it.” – Shannon Howard

“With a book, you’re plucking yourself  out of  the pool of  obscurity. 
It allows you to write articles, become the face of  your topic, get your 
foot in doors. With a good book, you will be chosen over people who 
don’t have books or don’t have good books.” – Polly Letofsky
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What’s A Crappy Book,  
And Why Should I Care?

How do you know when a book is bad? What determines whether your 
book is truly awful or just misunderstood? And who gets to decide 
whether it’s crappy, decent, or great?

Well, technically, everyone gets to decide for themselves. Subjec-
tively speaking, a book is bad when people don’t like it.

But judging a book’s full merit on personal opinion isn’t reliable. 
No two people have the same tastes. No matter how many people love 
your book, some will hate it. And people dislike good things all the time 
(broccoli), just as they like bad things all the time (Big Macs).

Here’s a different yardstick: a book is bad when it doesn’t accom-
plish the goals you had in mind when you wrote it.

When a book is truly good, you can reliably use it to support and 
grow your business. When a book is subpar, you can’t. Therefore, a 
book that doesn’t help your business is a crappy book.

Let’s take a look at three ways that a good book helps your business 
and a bad book doesn’t.

A crappy book repels money, but a good book attracts it.

We all know that writing a book can do awesome things for you. Many 
of  the people I interviewed talked about how writing their books trans-
formed their businesses. They talked about how books helped them 
reach more clients, serve current clients better, develop programs and 
events, counter objections in sales meetings, attract speaking opportuni-
ties, scale their businesses, save time, create stronger connections, and 
on and on.
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But here’s the thing: a book only does those kinds of  things for your 
business if  it’s actually a good book. A bad book repels money and suc-
cess the way citronella repels mosquitoes.

Think of  your book like a business partner whose job is to talk 
about you to potential prospects. If  your business partner tells those 
people, “My partner is innovative, reliable, and knowledgeable, and has 
the exact solution to the problem you’re facing right now,” you can bet 
those prospects are going to get a positive impression of  you.

But if  they say, “Yeah, my partner’s all right, I guess” or “My 
partner may be smart, but they’re also sloppy and self-centered and 
don’t take their work seriously,” you can imagine the difference in 
those prospects’ reactions. Best-case scenario, they’re indifferent. 
Worse-case, they’re actively uninterested and may even give you the 
cold shoulder.

Either way, clients you could have booked probably won’t call you. 
Event planners who could have hired you to speak might not reach out 
to you. Connections that could have added tremendous income to your 
business may never get made. Some doors that could have opened for 
you will stay closed.

And you will never even know.
Is that survivable? Sure. But it won’t be fun. And you can do better 

than that for yourself.
Think of  your book as a business asset, something real that you can 

leverage to gain a higher return in the medium-term and long-term. If  
an asset is unreliable, unstable, or unappealing, trying to leverage it will 
blow up in your face. It’s in your business’s best interest to create and 
invest in the best assets possible—which means writing a good book.

A crappy book risks your reputation, but a good book builds 
your credibility.

Writing a subpar book puts your professional reputation on the line, 
which definitely falls under making a bad first impression.

For starters, if  your book doesn’t meet a basic standard at the very 
least, your readers will notice—and they’ll let you know by leaving bad 
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reviews (if  they decide to let you know at all rather than just putting the 
book down without saying anything).

And that’s just with low-level things like having all the words spelled 
right and the formatting clean and well-spaced. Imagine what happens 
if  you publish a beautiful book that doesn’t actually teach your audience 
anything valuable. How much worse will it be to realize that dozens or 
even hundreds of  people read your book…but found it empty, unhelp-
ful, banal, or boring? If  that isn’t a kiss of  death for your business, I 
don’t know what is.

A crappy book presents a warped image, but a good one shows 
the real you.

Your book is yours in a way that few other things will ever be. It’s no 
coincidence that many authors refer to their book as their “baby.” Writ-
ing and publishing a book is closer to birthing a child than almost any-
thing else a person can do.

When you write a mediocre book, what people see when they read it 
is a mediocre version of  you. It’s kind of  like those carnival mirrors that 
distort your reflection. You know you’re not like that. But if  the mirror is 
all someone ever sees, than that’s how they’ll think you are.

Jyotsna Ramachandran discovered this after publishing a number of  
quick anonymous books using cheap ghostwriters…books that barely 
sold a couple copies a month. When she decided to write a book that 
would express a powerful personal message, she realized she needed a 
different approach.

“I had to go through a huge mindset shift for the book I 
wrote myself. I knew that I was going to put my name on 
it, where all the others had been under pen names. This was 
going to be my book, like my child. I wanted to share my 
experience, so I cared about it so much more. It wasn’t to 
make quick bucks, it was to share my message and provide 
value. And I felt so fulfilled after writing the book that way 
that I never put out another pen name book again.”
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Writing a solid book not only levels up your business, it also shows 
the world your truest and best self ! This is a great branding move that 
also feels great.

But if  a good book gets such positive results and it feels so awe-
some, why do so many authors choose to write crappy books instead?

The answer took me several years to discover.

Words of  Wisdom

“Writing books helps you get clarity on who you are and what you 
do, which in turn gets your audience clarity on how awesome it will 
be to work with you. A book is leveraged income. When people keep 
asking you the same questions, you can put your answers to those 
questions in a written or recorded form, put a price tag on it, and use 
that recorded knowledge to scale your business beyond one-on-one.” 
– Andrieka “AJ” Austin

“Nowadays, anyone can be a publisher, because anyone can publish 
their book…which means there’s a lot of  crappy books being pub-
lished by, well, just anyone. But that also means that if  you write a 
really good book, you will stand out from all of  the crap. It’s a noisy 
space. There are so many shiny objects, you want to write something 
that defeats distraction.” – Michael D. Butler

“Books are not like software. With software, people say to get it to 
60% or 70% and then get it out there, then iterate based on reception 
and feedback. Books don’t work that way. A book is too much of  a 
physical product. People have an expectation level for books, and it’s 
way too risky for your personal brand and reputation to have a book 
out there that’s only partially done.” – Kim Butler
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Why Do Good Authors  
Write Crappy Books?

At the beginning of  my editing career, I just couldn’t wrap my head 
around the fact that brilliant entrepreneurs and business owners would 
choose to write subpar books that didn’t get them the kinds of  results 
they were looking for.

Why? Because I was in denial.
I saw the dozens of  books, programs, products, events, and compa-

nies that seemed to be making money hand over fist by teaching author-
preneurs to write books fast (“Write a book in a weekend!”), cheap 
(“Publish a bestseller for only $997!”), and easy (“Write a book even if  
you hate writing!”)—all of  which are recipes for a crappy book—and I 
closed my eyes. I clung to the beliefs that those hyper-marketed voices 
didn’t represent the real state of  the book-creation industry, that they 
didn’t truly believe that quality was secondary or optional, and that the 
authors who bought their programs and products would still want to 
write high-quality books.

In other words, for the first two years of  my business, I stuck my 
head in the sand. And I almost didn’t survive it.

What I eventually realized was that while my principles of  quality 
book creation definitely had value, the industry wasn’t set up to view 
them that way. The authors who turned me down for having high rates 
or wanting to take three months to edit their books instead of  two 
weeks weren’t necessarily dilettantes or cheapskates. Most were just act-
ing on what they knew of  the industry.

Problem was, they didn’t actually know all that much. What little 
they did know was dictated by the loudest voices they heard—that is, 
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the people selling the fast/cheap/easy book programs. And what those 
voices were saying wasn’t designed to help these authors avoid major 
book blunders, like being in a huge hurry and paying as little as possible 
for professional help.

Most of  these authors were writing crappy books because no one 
was teaching them not to. They were making missteps that the advice 
they listened to wasn’t addressing. Their books were falling short of  
the results they wanted because of  it. And they didn’t even know it was 
happening.

Have you ever noticed how hundreds or even thousands of  busi-
ness and self-development books come out on Amazon every year, 
have a halfway decent book launch, and then disappear? Most of  those 
authors (many of  whom are entrepreneurs like you) are making the 
mistakes that this book will teach you how to avoid.

When I say mistakes here, I’m not talking about having one or two 
typos in your book. I’m not even talking about writing a pretty good 
book when you could write an excellent one. I’m talking about the 
major book blunders I mentioned in the introduction—the ones you 
probably don’t even realize you’re making.

While one or two such errors may not completely destroy the book’s 
desired results, errors compound pretty damn quickly. The more you 
make, the exponentially crappier your book will be, and the harder it 
will be to achieve the results you want.

So why do otherwise intelligent business authors make these 
mistakes?

I believe there are four tripwires most authors stumble over: too 
much freedom, too many book “gurus,” too much entitlement, and too 
much ego. Let’s unpack them one at a time.

Tripwire 1: Self-publishing makes writing crappy books all too 
easy.

The shift from the traditional publishing model to the Amazon model 
over the last decade or so has been a double-edged sword for authors. 
This change removed a ton of  gatekeepers between everyday people 
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and published authorship, certainly, but it also removed established stan-
dards of  quality from both universal enforcement and general notice.

A few years ago, I had the pleasure of  working with writer Seth 
Adam Smith on his talk for TEDxSarasota titled “Books Don’t Create 
Movements, Movements Create Books.” Smith was one of  the lucky 
ones, having gotten his book deal because of  a blog post he wrote, 
“Marriage Isn’t For You,” which went viral and got hundreds of  thou-
sands of  views. His publisher knew that thousands of  people would 
buy a book by the guy who wrote that blog post.

But if  Smith hadn’t had that viral post, that publisher wouldn’t have 
taken a chance on him—even if  he’d already written a fantastic book. 
Ultimately, the publisher wanted guaranteed sales for his company, not 
business success for one author.

The self-publishing model allows business authors to have priorities 
other than simply selling lots of  books, and therefore to write books 
that work best for them, not for a publishing company with a sales-
driven agenda. And this isn’t a bad thing! The removal of  the gatekeep-
ers who say, “You don’t have enough followers to publish a book” and 
“This book isn’t good enough for us to take a chance on” is flat-out 
empowering to authors everywhere.

Problem is, those gatekeepers were also the only ones maintaining 
any kind of  professional standard or quality control for book creation.

Case in point: When you’re self-publishing, who revises your book 
after you finish writing the first draft? Who edits it? Who proofreads it? 
Who designs the cover? Who formats the interior? Who oversees the 
publishing process? Who takes responsibility for all of  those things that 
the publishing companies just take care of  for their authors?

Either you hire people to do those things for you, or you’ll have to 
do it all yourself.

But good luck with option #2.
As a business owner, unless you have training in one or more of  

those skills, you probably don’t have the time, the disposition, or the 
desire to learn everything you need to know to self-publish a high-qual-
ity book.
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So it’s all too easy to skip over the things you don’t have time to learn 
or don’t want to learn, to rush through them, or to give them your best try 
and call it good enough. Even when you hire professional help in these 
areas, the temptation to get through them quickly and cheaply because 
you aren’t familiar and comfortable with them is still hard to resist.

The resulting books may not be awful, but they’re rarely good.

Tripwire 2: Most book experts and gurus are really just glorified 
marketers.

When a typical business owner or entrepreneur goes to look for info or 
guidance on how to write a book for their business, the self-proclaimed 
“experts” are the people they usually find first—and may be the only 
ones they’ll ever hear from. What most of  these gurus don’t tell you is 
that just writing, publishing, and launching a book is no guarantee of  
business success, or that writing a book (let alone a good book) takes 
real work.

Why don’t these so-called experts say any of  this? Because if  they 
did, you might not buy their program or join their mastermind.

While these “gurus” may be authors, their bread and butter, the 
focus of  their work, is pure marketing. Their goal is to sell you the idea 
of  writing a book so that you buy their method of  realizing that idea. 
And they get paid regardless of  whether your book makes any money, 
or even if  you don’t complete their program.

So many of  them only teach what worked for them, and therefore 
can conveniently dodge accountability if  their system doesn’t work for 
others. They minimize the parts of  book creation that focus on quality 
in favor of  saving time and cutting costs, but don’t take responsibility 
for the crappy books that this approach creates. And once they con-
vince you to pay them for what they presented as the answers to life, 
the universe, and self-publishing, many leave you to figure out what the 
questions are all by yourself.

These folks aren’t breaking any laws, but the way they work raises 
some pretty big ethical questions. Some may have their authors’ best 
interests in mind; many don’t.
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Tripwire 3: Authors feel entitled to success—and take shortcuts 
to get it.

Of  course, it doesn’t help that we as authors can be pretty gullible. 
We rush in headlong, looking for easy money and work-free suc-
cess, and in our pursuit of  the smoothest path, we take all kinds 
of  shortcuts that make our lives worse and our book and business 
paths harder. We fall for the questionable marketers because we want 
their pitches to be true, and we think if  we want them hard enough, 
they will be true.

We also feel entitled to the results that those pitches offer, whether 
we’ve done the work to earn them or not. Jon Acuff  describes this 
mentality in his book, Start.

“[People think], I don’t really want to learn how to be a great public 
speaker. I don’t really want to spend hours editing that skill. I don’t want 
to spend time mastering it. I just want to do it a few times, have every-
one recognize me as a master, and then enjoy the rewards.”

Acuff  goes on to explain a few reasons we feel entitled to instant 
success.

 • The internet has made it easy for people without qualifications or 
experience to be considered “experts.”

 • We pay attention to celebrities who aren’t famous for doing any-
thing, just for being famous.

 • Everything else in our lives happens immediately, from our food 
to our travel to our access to information.

If  you’re not careful, you can start to feel like you’re entitled to 
expert status, not after earning it, but just whenever you feel like you 
deserve it.

Take it from someone who knows: entitlement is poison. Every 
time I’ve approached a situation feeling like I was entitled to any-
thing out of  it, I’ve been burned. And many of  those times have been 
moments where I saw someone else’s image or presentation of  success 
and thought, I should have that.
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Please don’t fall for the idea that you’re entitled to success just 
because you write a book. Quality requires humility. Entitlement is 
crap.

Tripwire 4: Our own expertise gets in the way.

Of  all the different types of  authors out there, business authors often 
have the biggest disconnect between wanting to write a book and know-
ing how to write a good one. As much as we all wish it would, solid busi-
ness acumen doesn’t automatically translate to good writing skills.

As a business owner or entrepreneur, you’ve got topical expertise, 
industry experience, and clear evidence that your message is impor-
tant and can help people. You also know how to monetize those things 
to create professional success for yourself. And you often (though not 
always) have the resources to invest in your own business growth rather 
than having to bootstrap.

But you also may not have much training or experience in writ-
ing. You’ve probably spent most of  your time and focus on other 
business tactics. To give one example, you may read a lot, but you’re 
probably better at speaking than writing. You’re also used to environ-
ments where the people around you already know what you’re talking 
about, accustomed to being right and/or making the final decisions 
most of  the time, and busy enough that you spend much of  your time 
multitasking.

None of  those things are necessarily bad in and of  themselves. But 
in the context of  writing a book, they can lead to the big detrimental 
kinds of  mistakes I talked about earlier.

You might think things like…

 • “I run a business on this topic, so of  course I can write a book 
about it.”

 • “This entrepreneur I admire did it, so I can do it too.”

 • “I can do this all by myself.”

 • “I’m a good enough writer; I don’t need an editor.”
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These mistakes turn your own best efforts against you.
These four factors work together to build a system that sets author-

preneurs up for failure. In it, the publishing industry no longer guides 
us or holds us up to any kind of  standard, we believe we can and should 
achieve expert status without putting in the work, we make mistakes we 
don’t even know we’re making, and we wind up as easy prey for people 
who want to sell us that image of  easy success.

This leads to a hell of  a lot of  crappy books. Books whose authors 
don’t care how good they are as long as they become “bestsellers.” Books 
that receive haphazard guidance, minimal editing, and low-end design 
because those things are seen as options or luxuries (when they’re really 
necessities). Books that try to be the fastest and the cheapest rather than 
the best.

The results of  this trend are clear. Possibly the most agreed-upon 
statistic of  book sales is that the average book sells only 250 copies 
over its entire lifetime. Another oft-cited stat shows the average reader 
only reads to page 18 of  any book they start before dropping it. And 
the Pareto principle (aka the 80/20 rule) states that 20% of  books pub-
lished garner 80% of  the sales revenue, recognition, and positive results.

Do a random search on Amazon on just about any topic, and if  
you scroll down a page or two, you’ll find ugly, unprofessional, and/or 
sleazy books that you wouldn’t read if  someone paid you, let alone pay 
for them yourself. Writing a quality book that people actually want to 
read isn’t easy…and writing a subpar book that no one will read is easier 
than you think.

Writing a crappy book chases money away, trashes your reputation, 
and holds you down to a lower standard than you’re worth.

So make the hard, right decision. Writing a good book will be harder 
than writing a crappy book. It will take more time, cost more money, 
and require more dedication. It will feel like you’re doing way more than 
most authors do, and way more than most voices in the industry would 
tell you to do.

But trust me, you should do it anyway.
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Words of  Wisdom

“For centuries, traditional publishing was the only option, so read-
ers are used to books with those standards of  professional appear-
ance and content—so self-published books that don’t meet those 
standards will stand out, and not in a good way. In the traditional 
publishing world, things like editing and design and layout and even 
determining if  a book is good to begin with are covered by other 
people. In self-publishing, you have to do all those things.” – Amy Scott

“When traditional publishing was the only way to publish a book, it 
wasn’t optimal, but we were forced into not making horrible deci-
sions. Now the shackles are off, but we’re also free to screw ourselves 
over in a lot of  ways.” – Zach Obront

“A lot of  people are selling the idea that all that matters is having 
the book, the content is irrelevant, that no one’s going to read it 
anyway—you should just have one to have one. Two problems with 
that. First, even if  99% of  people don’t read the book, 1% will, and 
they’ll think, ‘What the heck is this?’ Second, this is your personal 
brand you’re talking about. Why would you want something out 
there representing your brand that represents it badly? Even if  peo-
ple don’t hire you, you want them to still get value from your book.”  
– Rob Cuesta
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What Do I Do About It?

Okay, so here is some good news for you: you don’t need to be a pro-
fessional-level writer to write a professional-grade book.

Wait, what?
Yes, you read that right. To write a successful book, you don’t have 

to be a professional writer, have a degree in English or journalism, go 
back to school, or have years of  hard-earned writing experience.

If  you’re an amateur, the way to get dramatically better is not to 
become a professional. The key to success is to stop making the same mis-
takes that other amateurs are making.

One of  my favorite explanations of  this difference comes from 
David Cain, the razor-sharp yet relaxed mind behind Raptitude.com.

Pro [tennis] players have all the fundamental elements mas-
tered, and they win by being slightly better than their oppo-
nent at one or more of  them. When amateurs meet, they 
don’t edge each other out by being slightly more skillful. 
Instead, it’s a contest of  who makes the fewest huge, gaping 
blunders.

Everyone’s strategy, therefore—whether you want to win 
more amateur matches or graduate to professional status—
should be to identify and eliminate these big, costly rookie 
blunders, one by one.

The same principle applies across the non-tennis world. 
Everything has its own list of  classic amateur blunders. Just 
one of  these blunders, made consistently, can undermine 
almost everything you’re doing right. Each is like a hole 
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where your success leaks out. If  the hole is big enough, or 
there are multiple holes, it’s hard to get anywhere beyond 
“struggling,” no matter how good you are at other parts of  
the game.

Your priority is to write the best book you can for your business, 
and the best way for you to do that is to focus on not making the same 
mistakes other people in your position make.

The mistakes I’ll cover in the remainder of  this book fall into three 
major categories. In a hat tip to Top Gun, I’ve called them the Three 
Danger Zones.
(Cue Kenny Loggins.)

 • Danger Zone A: Writing A Book You’re Not Proud Of

 • Danger Zone B: Writing A Book That Doesn’t Connect With 
Your Audience

 • Danger Zone C: Writing A Book All By Yourself

Let’s take a look at them.
If  you write a book you aren’t proud of, the reader will be able to 

tell. They may not be able to say why they can tell, but they’ll know that 
you could have done better on some level. And you’ll know too. You’ll 
hesitate to share it, to use it to its fullest extent.

In the world of  professional music, there’s a concept called the 
“rough mix,” referring to a demo tape that isn’t polished yet. A rough 
mix is kind of  like a rough draft, except that instead of  keeping it to 
yourself  and working on it until it’s the best it can be, you hand it out to 
everyone so they can hear it—all the while apologizing for the fact that 
it’s a rough mix. You’re literally telling people your work isn’t that good 
before they even hear it.

If  you write a book you’re not proud of, you’ll do the same thing. 
You’ll apologize for that book before people even open it. You’ll tell 
them that it really isn’t that good, or that it’s a work in progress, or 
something similar. And while to you it may feel like protecting yourself, 
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to your audience it will look like you aren’t taking the book seriously. 
Every author will have resistance to putting a book out into the world, 
and if  you’re not actually proud of  your book, you’ll have a ready-made 
excuse to let that resistance defeat you without a fight.

Making the decision to write a book you’re proud of  changes the 
whole book process. Suddenly taking some extra time, investing some 
extra money, and getting good help become a lot easier.

Not connecting your book to your audience makes your book 
crappy because it guarantees that no one will finish reading it. They’ll 
pick it up, read 18 pages or so, think “This book isn’t for me,” and 
put it down. Instead of  a valuable business-growth tool, your book 
becomes a conversation piece at best—and a very expensive doorstop 
at worst.

Connecting the book to your audience helps you get readers. But it 
also goes a step further, ensuring that most of  the readers you get will 
be the ones you want.

What does that mean?
It means that they’ll be your ideal clients. They’ll be the people who 

resonate most strongly with your message. They’ll be the ones who 
become raving fans and tell all their friends about the amazing book 
they just read.

With connected readers behind you, your chances of  making money 
with the book and using it to grow your business go way, way up.

Writing a book without professional help puts you at risk of  two 
problems.

It may keep your book at a subpar level, possibly not even meeting 
basic standards of  clarity, which tells your readers that you couldn’t even 
be bothered to write something coherent for them (let alone something 
helpful) and spells disaster for the whole project.

Or it may hold the book back from being as good as it could be, 
which often leaves readers thinking things like “That was good, but not 
great” or “I was hoping for something more.” This issue won’t hurt 
your book quite as badly as the first one, but it still leads to a disap-
pointed audience.
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Getting professional help allows your book to become the best it 
can be, because no matter how good you are, you can’t get your book 
to its full potential glory by yourself. Professional book experts know 
the mistakes to avoid and how to help you avoid them—usually because 
they’ve already made those mistakes, learned from them, and developed 
ways to defeat them.

The unity of  an author with a good editor, book coach, or even 
ghostwriter allows 1 + 1 to equal 3. Together they can create something 
much bigger than either could have done alone.

If  you don’t read a page further in this book, take these three things 
to heart. If  you commit to writing a book you’re proud of, connect that 
book with your audience, and get solid professional help in putting it 
out to the world, you will be light years ahead of  every other author in 
your field.

In the following pages, you’ll look at the specifics of  how these 
mistakes can play out. I’ll dig into why you might find yourself  writing 
a book you’re not proud of, and help you relocate the pride you felt 
when you first decided, “I’m going to write a book!” You’ll explore 
why connecting a book to your audience isn’t as easy as it sounds 
and be guided through several helpful strategies to make it easier. I’ll 
describe why getting professional help could be a struggle and chal-
lenge the voices that are holding you back.

And I’ll set you on the path to writing a decidedly non-crappy, 
decent, or even great book.

You ready? Let’s do this.

Words of  Wisdom

“So many ads talk about writing a book in a weekend or 30 days, but 
never talk about making that book good. I’m glad that people are 
encouraged to become authors, but if  you want to become an author, 
you need to write something you’ll be proud of  for years to come!” 
– Denise Michaels
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“There are too many books written by people who have great infor-
mation but aren’t good at writing about that information or making 
it captivating or interesting for anyone but themselves. If  your book 
doesn’t have an audience, and a message for that audience that you 
can say in a different way than it’s been said before, then why are you 
writing it?” – Shannon Howard

“The biggest way to prevent yourself  from writing a crappy book is 
to have professionals help you! If  you’re a beginner, you want to take all 
the shortcuts that look great but aren’t going to help you. Profession-
als have already taken them, so they know better, and they can help 
you avoid the mistakes they made.” – Polly Letofsky





Danger Zone A:  
Writing A Book You’re Not Proud Of
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Mistake #1

Not Knowing Why You’re  
Writing A Book

Maybe you’re writing a book because someone told you that you should. 
Maybe you’re doing it because it sounds like fun, or because you read 
somewhere that every business owner needs a book. All of  those may 
sound like good reasons, but they aren’t connecting to anything that 
truly matters to you. And writing a book you feel “meh” about will take 
you straight to Crap Town.

As Nassim Nicholas Taleb put it, “What you’re bored writing bores 
the reader.” You’d be better off  to not write a book at all than to write 
one you don’t feel connected to.

Writing a quality book is not something you could take or leave. It’s 
something you can’t not do.

In order to get into that mindset, you need two things: motivation 
(your “big why” for writing it in the first place) and intention (your goals 
for what the book will do for your business). Without a good reason 
to write your book, you’ll never finish it. Without a clear intention, you 
might finish it, but it will come out directionless and wishy-washy. Both 
options are crappy!

Smart Move: Begin by playing Simon Says.

Author and speaker Simon Sinek is best known for his instruction to 
“Start with why.” The idea behind this instruction is that once you know 
why you’re doing something, the barriers to doing that thing (and doing 
it well) melt away like mist at high noon.
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But the why he’s talking about goes a lot deeper than “because I feel 
like it” or “because I heard every business needs a book.” The Big Why 
Sinek refers to is something deeper. It’s part of  who you are. It’s what 
makes you sit down to write when you just worked a 14-hour day, came 
home to crying kids and a broken washing machine, barely kept your 
eyes open through dinner, and know you have to get up to do it all again 
in six hours—because your reason for sitting down to write is bigger 
than your exhaustion. If  you don’t know what that reason is, finishing 
your book is going to be a battle.

So ask yourself  straight up—why does your book need to exist?

 • Do you want to change the world (or at least your industry) for 
the better?

 • Do you want to be famous?

 • Do you want your business to grow?

 • Do you have a story or message that needs to be heard?

 • Did someone tell you to write it?

 • Have you always wanted to write a book?

 • Do you feel like you’re supposed to write one?

Some of  the motivations I just listed are clear Big Whys. Some are 
smaller whys. Some may be auto-responses or placeholders for the real 
reasons you want to write a book. And it’s okay if  some or all or none 
of  them apply to you. You’re free to come up with your own.

The point here is to ask yourself  the question and then listen care-
fully to the answers. If  you know you have a Big Why and you can pin-
point what it is, great. If  you aren’t sure, that’s okay, but now’s the time 
to figure it out. You’ll know when you find it, because it will give you the 
feeling that you have to write the book. Smaller whys will make the book a 
nice-to-have; Big Whys make it mandatory.

This is also where you’ll think about altruism—helping people, 
changing lives, having a servant’s heart, and making the world a better 
place. Your Big Why is usually at least partially selfless. It’s about what 
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you want to do for your readers and for the world, as well as what it will 
mean for you.

Finding your Big Why is about motivation and desire. It will start 
a fire inside you that will keep you warm throughout the entire pro-
cess. When you’re exhausted and frustrated, it will remind you that 
the work is worth doing and that what you’ll create is more important 
than having an easier life. It’s also an emotional thing, not a rational 
one. It has more to do with how you feel than what you think. When 
your brain wants to give up, your Big Why can convince it (and you) 
to keep going.

Asking these questions will require you to get super honest with 
yourself, so that you can lead yourself  where you want to go. After all, 
writing a book is in many ways an act of  leadership—and you won’t lead 
anyone else if  you don’t lead yourself  first.

But knowing your Big Why is only half  the battle. Once you know 
why you want to write the book, you need to have an intention for it—
that is, you need to know what you want it to do for you and for your 
business.

Smart Move: Decide how your book is going to help you.

What’s your endgame? When you think a year ahead, what do you see 
your business doing because of  this book that it isn’t doing now?

As noble as it is to help people, you can’t do this very well if  you’re 
not making money. And I don’t just mean enough money to survive, I 
mean enough that your business is secure and actively growing. Altru-
istic motivation alone isn’t enough. You need to know how you want 
this book to improve your own life and business. You need to set a clear 
intention.

Why is your intention so important here? It helps you decide two 
important things: what kind of  book you’ll write and how you’ll mar-
ket it. A book designed to attract potential employees is different than 
a book designed to attract potential clients. Similarly, a book that you 
just want to sell a lot of  copies of  will be different from one that you 
want to use for lead generation, or to position yourself  as an expert in a 
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particular market. Even if  these books deal with the same subject mat-
ter, they’ll be different in content, tone, and writing style. 

Take this book, for example. Don’t Write A Crappy Book! is about 
growing an awareness of  who I am and what I do by helping my audi-
ence understand that they have a problem, so that I can present my 
experience and perspective as a solid solution to that problem. So the 
job of  this book is first to educate readers about what the problem is 
and why it’s a problem, and then to talk about solutions that I know 
actually work. If  this book had the goal of  getting people to hire me or 
book me as a speaker, on the other hand, it would have a very different 
format.

So ask yourself, “What specifically do I want this book to do for 
my business?” It can be a general idea, like “get more speaking gigs” 
or “attract investors,” or it can be more specific, like “add a thousand 
people to my email list” or “attract five new consulting clients over the 
next six months.” Don’t feel like your book has to do everything for your 
business. Remember, different intentions make for different books, 
so choose one or two in particular for this book, and then plan future 
books for the others.

Okay, so now you have your Big Why and your intention, or at least 
are starting to give them both some solid thought. Congrats! You’re off  
to an excellent start. Next, we’ll look at some intentions that are actually 
big fat mistakes in disguise.

Words of  Wisdom

“People don’t like indifference. If  you don’t care about your content, 
why would you expect your audience to care about it? If  you aren’t 
getting excited, you need to revisit that goal and refine it until you 
are! And if  the goal of  writing a book never gets you passionate and 
pumped up no matter how much you refine it, maybe you shouldn’t 
have it at all. It’s okay. Find a different goal that you will be passion-
ate and excited about. You can’t force yourself  to love something you 
don’t love.” – Dale L. Roberts
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“Consider your motivation. Do you want to write a book because 
you feel a certain message needs to get out to the world? Because it 
will be a good calling card for your business? Because you love the 
topic? That initial push to write the book will shape what pieces of  
the puzzle you may focus on and what goals you have for the book.” 
– Amy Scott

“A big mistake I made was expecting a lot out of  my first book—a lot 
more sales and results and engagement, even though it was my first 
book and no one knew who I was. Manage your expectations based 
on your goals. Pick your intention based on what you actually want, 
not what you think you’re supposed to want.” – Jyssica Schwartz
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Mistake #2

Just Wanting To Be A  
“Bestselling Author”

The lure of  the bestseller is undeniable, but many authors don’t realize 
that behind that lure is a bait and switch with a nasty hook in it.

In traditional publishing days, bestsellership was a laudable goal. 
It meant that you’d sold thousands if  not tens of  thousands of  books 
within just a few weeks, that your book had national or international 
acclaim, that you’d see it on a special shelf  in bookstores, and that 
you’d make a pretty good chunk of  change from your royalties. If  you 
become a New York Times or Wall Street Journal bestseller today, it usually 
still means most of  those things. Being a bestselling author by those cri-
teria is a huge accomplishment and is absolutely worth crowing about 
if  it happens to you.

But in most cases, “bestseller” now means something else entirely.
Nowadays, it tends to refer only to becoming an Amazon bestseller. 

And gaining that title usually means selling a few dozen copies of  your 
book, often for free or at a steep discount, during a very small window 
of  time (usually a day or two at most), where you aggressively promote 
the book so that you outsell the handful of  other books in your same 
categories for a few hours. After your book becomes a bestseller under 
those circumstances, the most common next step is for it to fall back 
into obscurity a few days or weeks later.

Being a bestselling author by those criteria might feel exciting, but 
what does it do for your business? Let’s unpack that question.
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On the one hand, becoming an Amazon bestseller can get your 
book a lot of  inexpensive marketing and exposure. If  you have a plan 
to capitalize on that, becoming an Amazon bestseller might be a worth-
while part of  your book marketing plan.

On the other hand, you don’t have to be an Amazon bestseller to 
have a successful book that does a lot for your business. And that label 
doesn’t make you any more money or get you any more book sales 
once the book-launch uproar dies down. You’re just left with the choice 
of  whether to call yourself  a “bestselling author” as a branding move 
(which is unscrupulous but can be effective) or not (which is more hon-
est but potentially less helpful for business growth).

That’s a choice you’ll need to make for yourself, but as far as my 
business is concerned, I can tell you that I don’t use the word “best-
seller” unless it’s (1) unavoidable, (2) qualified within an inch of  its life, 
and/or (3) referring to any list except Amazon.

Smart Move: Learn what “Amazon bestseller” really means.

An Amazon bestseller is not the same as a New York Times Best Seller. 
One can sometimes lead to the other, but in most cases being an Ama-
zon bestseller is about as close to being a NYT Best Seller as a Little 
League pitcher is to joining the Red Sox bullpen next season.

The problem is, a lot of  prospective authors don’t know that. They 
assume that all bestsellers are created equal, so when they hear from a 
book guru that they can become one, they jump on the opportunity 
without stopping to understand or appreciate the difference.

And a lot of  the marketers who sell write-a-bestseller programs and/
or use the “bestselling author” label to boost their personal brands are 
perfectly content to let people remain ignorant as to what those terms 
mean. That cloud of  fuzzy language and ignorance makes selling their 
products and puffing up their credentials easier to do.

Authors who listen to these marketers turn around and write 
books with the goal of  Amazon bestsellership in mind, thinking that 
it will equate to NYT-level success. In doing so, they often write books 
that no one wants to read, then wonder why hacking those books to 
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#1 in a couple of  low-tier Amazon categories didn’t help grow their 
business.

There are thousands of  books like that in the Kindle Store today. 
These books got dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of  free or $.99 
downloads on their launch days, but only a fraction of  those “buyers” 
ever read them. (Be honest—you all have at least one friend or friend of  
a friend who convinced you to download their book for free on a par-
ticular day so they could make that book an Amazon bestseller—and 
that book may still be sitting in your Kindle library, unread.)

Fortunately, audiences are starting to get smarter about the best-
seller label. And some high-profile voices in the industry are starting to 
speak up about what it really means too.

In 2016, Brent Underwood of  book marketing company Brass 
Check published a picture of  his foot on Amazon and hacked it to 
being a bestseller for about $5, 3 sales, and 20 minutes of  work. Other 
prominent book professionals have recently begun to speak out about 
the reality of  Amazon bestsellership as well, and why it’s often a tangen-
tial goal at best and a waste of  time and effort at worst.

I’m hopeful that more authors will start focusing on writing a book 
they’re proud of  than one that earns meaningless accolades.

In the meantime, there’s still plenty an author can do to write a suc-
cessful book—whether it becomes any kind of  bestseller or not.

Smart Move: Harness the power of  the mouth.

To write an Amazon bestseller these days, authors are often taught that 
the most important thing about their book—possibly the only thing 
that matters—is its marketing. The general outlook is to write and edit 
the book quickly, so that you can get to the marketing part and achieve 
bestseller status that much faster.

If  you’re hyper-focused on writing a bestselling book, chances are 
you’ll fixate on the book marketing at the expense of  everything else—
including the quality of  the content. And that nearly always backfires.

Let’s be clear: marketing has its place, and it’s an important one. 
Without marketing, a book won’t ever get any readers. Some book 
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programs provide an immense amount of  value by teaching authorpre-
neurs how to do basic book marketing in the first place.

But when you heed the voices saying that your content doesn’t mat-
ter as long as you market it enough, you’re hurting yourself  and your 
business, and you’re missing out on a powerful driver of  book sales—
word of  mouth.

Think about the last movie you saw, the last song you downloaded, the 
last new restaurant you tried, or the last car repair shop you visited. Why 
did you choose that particular one? Maybe you saw an ad that appealed 
to you, or maybe it was the most convenient one at the time, but chances 
are your main reason was this: because someone else told you it was worth trying.

Books work the same way. I love spending hours upon hours wan-
dering the aisles of  Barnes & Noble and the stacks of  my local library, 
and maybe you do too, but most people these days don’t have the time 
or the inclination to do that. Instead, when they want to read something 
new, they ask their networks for recommendations.

The main reason that anyone in your audience is going to read your 
book won’t be because of  your book launch, your Facebook or Ama-
zon ads, your keywords or categories, your funnel, or any other mar-
keting you do. The main reason they’ll read it is because someone else 
shares it with them and says, “Hey, I just read this awesome book last 
week—you should check it out!”

Word of  mouth is the ultimate power behind book sales, audience 
connection, and business growth.

But word of  mouth only works in your favor if  you write a book 
that people actually want to share. If  they don’t enjoy your book enough 
to want to share it with their friends and colleagues, becoming a best-
seller will only keep your book afloat for a little while. Once its launch 
is done, it will sink back into the obscure depths of  Amazon like a rock 
dropped over the Mariana Trench.

The more marketing you do for a crappy book, the more trouble it 
will make for your business. Think about it. You’re not going to want 
to run around telling everyone, “Hey, here’s my crappy book. You’re 
gonna hate it!”
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But that’s essentially what you’ll do if  you focus on marketing to the 
exclusion of  everything else. And all that does is tell a lot more people 
that you couldn’t be bothered to write a book that gives them value—
that all you care about is whether they buy the book, not whether they 
read it or benefit from it.

If  you do this, word of  mouth will turn on you. Instead of  your 
readers telling their friends to read your book, they probably won’t 
mention it at all. If  they do talk about your book, their comments prob-
ably won’t be positive.

Author and podcaster Srinivas Rao put it this way: “You can’t hide 
shitty art behind great marketing.” First, make sure the book is good. 
Then you can market it proudly.

Smart Move: Write a book that deserves the title, whether you 
receive it or not.

I learned this particular lesson from a dating coach.
Like many people, I’ve had a lot of  ups and downs in my dating 

life, but I’ve been lucky to learn from a few dating experts. One of  
them, Scot McKay, taught me a particular lesson that dovetails almost 
perfectly with the topic of  this chapter: deserving what you want.

If  you want to have a healthy, active, exciting dating life, be the kind 
of  person that healthy, active, and exciting people would want to date. 
Whether you end up dating those people or not, you’ll have a much bet-
ter life and be a lot happier with yourself.

By that principle, if  you want to be a bestselling author, write a 
book that deserves to be a bestseller. That doesn’t necessarily mean it 
will be one, but it does mean that no matter what else happens, you will 
have written a book you’re proud of—and a book that gives value to its 
readers.

Far too many would-be authors look at the bestseller label as the 
thing that will validate their writing or their business and start bringing 
them the acclaim and recognition and clients and money they want. 
And maybe it will, for a little while, but only until people start to realize 
that there’s not a quality, value-packed book behind that label.
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I met Peter Scott IV at a Super Bowl party a couple years back, 
shortly after he’d published his first book The Fearless Mindset. Peter is 
a dynamic coach and speaker, always full of  energy, and he’s used his 
book to grow his business in a number of  ways.

Peter shared a story of  how a friend of  his called him out on using 
“bestselling author” as part of  his branding language several months 
after his book’s Amazon launch had ended. The Fearless Mindset wasn’t a 
bestseller anymore, this friend argued, so why was he still calling it one?

Peter was struck by the conundrum I talked about earlier in this 
chapter: should he keep using the bestseller title to help grow his busi-
ness, or should he get rid of  it and potentially lose a chance to attract 
people who genuinely needed his help?

What Peter ultimately realized was that he’d written the best book 
he could, a book he’d already seen change several people’s lives. Now 
his mission was to get that book in front of  more people who could use 
its message to face and defeat their own fear.

“Since I am really proud of  the quality of  the book,” he told me, 
“I’m okay with still calling it a bestseller and still calling myself  a best-
selling author. If  that gets the book in more people’s hands, I know it 
will impact more people’s lives. I’m fine with that.”

Hey, if  you’re obsessed with the idea of  being a bestselling author, 
you don’t have to give it up entirely. But if  you want an Amazon best-
seller that also helps your business long term, here’s my advice: Write a 
great book that deserves the label, whether you receive it or not. Focus 
on a finished product that makes you proud and gives value to your 
audience. Anything that comes after that is icing on the cake.

Words of  Wisdom

“A good marketing plan is great for a great book, but for a gar-
bage book it’s just putting more garbage out into the world. If  you 
want to be successful, you need to have a good heart. People will 
buy from you (or not) based on your heart, not your marketing.”  
– Dale L. Roberts
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“I’m not against putting out a quick book…just realize that it could 
turn into a bad thing if  a bunch of  people see it and it’s not a good 
book. If  you want the book to sell past the book launch—if  you 
want to feel proud of  it and give it to all your clients—the book’s 
quality is the most important thing. If  it’s not a good book, all a best-
seller label is going to do is kill it faster.” – Tyler Wagner

“The real value of  a book comes when people are recommend-
ing it to their friends and putting it on their blogs and social media 
sites because they enjoyed it so much. If  those things aren’t hap-
pening, you can’t do enough marketing to make a book successful.”  
– Zach Obront
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Mistake #3

Wanting To Have  
A Book But Not To Write One

Any book that you try to completely outsource will always, always be 
crappy.

If  you want to write a book, you yourself  must be involved in the 
process of  writing it.

Even if  you hire a ghostwriter, you cannot simply drop the project 
in that person’s lap and expect them to hand you a finished product two 
months later. And if  you want to do your own writing, you cannot take 
the path of  least resistance, do the bare minimum amount of  work, and 
expect the resulting text to be anything other than a disappointing flop.

Why? Because it represents you, remember? If  you don’t put your-
self  into the process, the tone of  your book will be impersonal and 
distant, like a stranger wrote it. Not only that, but if  you’re not tuned 
into the writing process, you won’t even know when you make mistakes. 
You’ll be walking the edge of  a cliff  blindfolded.

Smart Move: Get your head on straight.

There are helpful and unhelpful mindsets around writing a book. “I’m 
going to write a book I’m proud of ” is a helpful mindset. So are “I 
know why I’m doing this” and “I don’t need to be a bestseller to write 
a great book.” Helpful mindsets like these can keep you from falling 
for flashy shortcuts, getting taken in by the less scrupulous book gurus 
I mentioned earlier, and making many of  the mistakes I’ll be talking 
about in the rest of  the book.
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Unhelpful mindsets make you more susceptible to those mistakes. 
There are plenty to choose from, but right now we’re going to focus on 
two of  them.

Done is better than perfect is common advice in self-publish-
ing, especially in write-a-bestseller programs and products. It’s usually 
introduced as a way to combat perfectionism, preventing authors from 
spending so much time trying to perfect their books that they never fin-
ish them. And in that context, it can be helpful.

But most of  the programs and people who teach this approach don’t 
stop there. Rather than limiting this principle to writing the first draft of  
the book (where it can be helpful without hurting anything else), they 
often say or imply you should use it for the entire book-creation process.

This is a huge mistake. Like, Titanic-level huge.
Writing a book from the standpoint of  “done is better than perfect” 

is kind of  like taking sleeping pills. Take one or two when you need 
them, and you’ll have a healthy nap or a good night’s sleep. Take eight 
or ten, and you’ll make yourself  sick or start getting addicted. Take fifty, 
and you’ll never wake up.

That’s how toxic substances work. It’s not the substance itself  that 
hurts you, it’s the amount of  it you put into your system. Problem is, 
many toxins are also addictive. The more small doses you take, the eas-
ier it is to take more and larger ones.

“Done is better than perfect” is the sleep medicine of  book cre-
ation. Using it a little can be helpful; using it a lot will kill your book.

Don’t get addicted to this approach! By using it for any part of  the 
book-creation process other than writing the first draft, you’re setting 
yourself  up to write a crappy book.

Now we come to the second unhelpful mindset: quick and cheap 
is better than good.

Books are expensive time sucks, or at least they often seem that way 
to authorpreneurs. Who wouldn’t want to save both time and money on 
one?

Authorpreneurs who know the first rule of  project management, 
that’s who.
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Project management runs on a principle known as the Triple Con-
straint, which states that any project can be quick, cheap, and good—
but you can only pick two of  those options. So a quality project done 
cheaply will take a long time, a quality project done quickly will cost a 
lot more, and if  you try to make a project quick and cheap, the quality 
of  that project will fall off  a cliff.

This is just as true in a book project as in any other kind of  project. 
The quality of  any book produced from the quick-and-cheap mindset 
will never be anything but crappy.

But think about the people selling quick-and-cheap tactics. Why 
would anyone instruct you not to do your best work when you’re work-
ing on something that’s supposed to help you grow and improve your 
business?

Well, because quick-and-cheap is what they’re selling—and there 
are a lot of  reasons it’s easy for them to sell it.

 • Quick-and-cheap is scalable, which means they can sell it to more 
people with less work.

 • Quick-and-cheap is one-size-fits-all, which means they don’t 
have to put in extra time and effort to individualize it specifically 
for you.

 • Quick-and-cheap is universally attractive, so they don’t even have 
to customize their marketing to you.

 • Quick-and-cheap is easy to pitch as the only option, because 
many authorpreneurs like you are bootstrappers and tight on 
money, which means the sellers can conveniently ignore other 
options that could help you more.

 • Worst of  all, quick-and-cheap can be used by anyone, which 
means you’re interchangeable and expendable to them—a credit 
card number, not a partner.

Clearly, quick-and-cheap certainly works for the people selling it…
but does it work for you?
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No way. You’ll notice that none of  those reasons for selling quick-
and-cheap shortcuts actually provide better service to you or help 
you write a stronger book. They only benefit the people taking your 
money.

The truth is, quick and cheap isn’t better than good—quick 
and cheap destroys good. Anyone who says differently is selling 
something.

Smart Move: Shun shortcuts in the writing process.

Many authorpreneurs look for ways to save time in the writing process, 
but time-saving methods usually end up giving subpar results that cost 
them time (and money).

 • Speaking your book is the practice of  recording yourself  talk-
ing through the material that you want to include in your book, 
getting that recording transcribed, and publishing the transcript 
as your book.

 • Blogging your book involves taking a bunch of  blog posts or 
other articles you’ve already written, putting them together, and 
publishing that compilation as your book.

These are common tactics to write a book without doing a lot of  
work. Speaking your book in particular is a staple of  the CEO model 
of  book creation, which is very hands-off  and low-bandwidth. These 
practices are highly appealing to people who want to have a book with-
out actually doing any writing.

Shortcuts like this might lead you to believe that once you’re fin-
ished with them, your book will be ready. But as they famously sang in 
Porgy and Bess, “It ain’t necessarily so.” Shortcuts always cost more in the 
long run.

In and of  themselves, using speaking to write a first draft or co-
opting preexisting content into your book aren’t bad ideas. But there’s 
a lot more work you’ll have to do afterwards before your book will be 
publishable.
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Speak To Start

Several of  the experts quoted in this book have used speaking as a help-
ful tactic to write their book drafts.

Some are so analytical that they immediately critique anything they 
write, which breaks down their writing flow completely. For them, 
speaking was a smooth way to get their ideas out without constantly 
second-guessing themselves. A couple of  them are dyslexic, which 
makes writing their books prohibitive and speaking them way easier.

Several (including me) are ghostwriters, who regularly work with 
people who don’t have the time or desire to do their own writing. If  
you’re working with a ghostwriter, speaking your book to them is a bet-
ter use of  your time.

But a transcript is not the same as a book. As Rob Cuesta explained, 
“There’s a big difference between writing conversationally and having 
an actual conversation. The way we speak is very different from how 
we should be writing. We do all our books by interview, yes, but then an 
editor spends weeks turning that into something that looks like a book, 
not a transcript.”

As much as we all might want it to be, speaking your book is not a 
one-off, no-work method that lets the author get a book without put-
ting in any effort.

Not only is this an easy mistake to make when you aren’t great at 
writing, it’s an even easier one to make when you are good at speaking! 
Manley Feinberg ran into this issue as a member of  the National Speak-
ers Association.

People would tell me, “Hey, you shouldn’t have to worry 
about writing your book. You should have a keynote speech 
transcribed and then have a ghostwriter turn it into a book 
instead. It’s super fast and easy and you don’t have to do any 
of  the work!” A lot of  people told me to do that.

And I almost did. But then one of  my mentors pulled me 
aside and said, “No, don’t go there. Your voice needs to be the 
one in the book. You need to sit down and write the book 
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yourself. It’s going to take you two or three times as long, but 
it’s going to have your voice.”

Vertical Lessons took me about 18 months to write and edit, 
but it was completely worth it.

So yes, you certainly can speak your book, and it may be the right thing 
for you and your business, but if  you’re looking at it as a shortcut to 
writing a book without doing any actual work, it’s not going to work 
well for you.

Blog To Begin

Collecting a bunch of  popular blog posts and combining them will get 
you a book draft, but not a finished book. There are three reasons why 
this shortcut won’t work.

 – Blog posts may sound good individually, but unifying them into 
a book requires serious organization and structural work, not to 
mention additional writing to cover the gaps and make them flow 
together.

 – Books and blogs use different writing styles, and most audiences 
can tell the difference. If  your book is just a bunch of  articles, 
your readers will know and may well be turned off  by it.

 – Most importantly, content that’s chatty, human, and wonderfully 
relatable in thousand-word chunks may not translate well to the 
longer content flows of  book form.

I once did a manuscript evaluation for a travel writer, Dean, who 
was publishing a memoir of  the first few years of  his travels. Dean 
had had some pretty epic adventures, and wasn’t bad at telling stories 
about them either. But that’s all his book draft was—a bunch of  stories 
 written one after another. It was as though he’d taken all his blog posts 
from one trip to Europe and crammed them into one chapter, all his 
posts from a trip to South America and crammed them into another, 
and so on.
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Not only did this strategy make the different stories all run together 
so much that keeping track of  everything was near impossible, as the 
reader it left me wondering why I should even care. The stories only 
seemed to exist as a running commentary of  everything that had hap-
pened to Dean several years ago, and I had a hard time finding a reason 
to keep pushing through. It wasn’t a fun or helpful text to read.

Blog posts can provide research material and supporting evidence, 
and they might even help you form your first draft, but don’t try to 
make your blog be your entire book. It’ll just come out crappy.

Smart Move: Write your book, not someone else’s.

Just because a book has your name on it or in it doesn’t make it your 
book.

For example, writing a chapter in an anthology that someone else 
puts together is not the same as writing your own book. No sane and 
savvy reader will look at a book of  20 or 30 or 100 authors, where 
you wrote one 500-word chapter, and believe you when you call it “my 
book.”

And especially don’t do that and use it to call yourself  a bestsell-
ing author, particularly if  the “bestseller” opportunity comes through a 
celebrity who’s offering you the label in return for a fee. (Yes, this hap-
pens. Turn off  your ad-blocker on Facebook if  you don’t believe me.) 
This is a quick way to destroy your credibility and makes about as much 
sense as lying on your résumé. If  you want to be part of  an anthology 
for fun, go for it! But passing it off  as your own book is both fraudulent 
and harmful for your business.

Similarly, don’t try to pass off  other people’s material as your own. 
This is plagiarism, plain and simple. (Don’t laugh too hard—I’ve seen it 
happen more often than you might think.) Plagiarism is illegal in many 
countries and unethical in all of  them, so if  you want to build a lasting 
business, just don’t do it.

Avoiding plagiarism seems pretty straightforward: simply write your 
own stuff  rather than stealing someone else’s. Not that difficult, right? 
But there are some murky waters around this topic.
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For example, be careful that you don’t let other people’s content 
(which can be helpful for research or supporting evidence) take the 
place of  your content. 

If  you love Gary Vaynerchuk or Brené Brown, by all means use a 
couple of  their quotes in your book. (Just make sure to cite them prop-
erly!) What’s not okay is writing your entire book around insights from 
Gary or Brené rather than from yourself. What’s even less okay is doing 
exactly what someone else did for their book just to be like that person 
(or attempt to bring their power or impact to your own work). Imitation 
is the purest form of  flattery, but flat-out copying someone’s methods 
rather than bringing your own voice to them is just lazy (and might get 
you sued).

Plagiarized or imitative books are crappy because they’re a second-
rate version of  what other people are doing. They’re not original to 
you, and they come off  as lazy, half-assed, and not a little pathetic. Your 
audience won’t connect with you or get to know you by reading a book 
like that, and they may even question whether you wrote the book at all.

I almost fell into this trap myself  when I started writing this book.
The text you’re seeing now has a good scattering of  quotes from the 

people I interviewed. But it’s definitively my book, filled with insights, 
stories, instructions, and other messages specifically from me. I include 
the thoughts of  others and credit them properly, but the majority of  the 
book’s material comes from my mind and is written in my voice.

Oh, but if  you had seen the first draft of  this book! It read like 
a scrapbook of  quotes from everyone I’d interviewed, and there was 
very little “James” to be found. I was so excited about the awesome 
insights I’d received from experts I respected that I’d unwittingly let 
them drown out my voice.

Ultimately, I realized I had to write my own book and let my words 
take center stage. As a result, I reframed that draft into a finished prod-
uct I’m proud of, and that’s 100% my own creation.

At the end of  the day, writing a good book is hard and we want it to 
be easy. Hell, we think it should be easy. (Remember entitlement?) And 
when we find out that it’s not, we can react in some pretty self-defeating 
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ways, including looking for someone we can pay to tell us it’s easy after 
all and that we can have a book without actually writing one.

Face it, as entrepreneurs we’ve been sold an image of  what our lives 
are supposed to look like. We’re told that we should be rich, live in ease 
and luxury, retire at 30, and have a four-hour workweek like Tim Fer-
riss suggests. And we think a book is the shortcut that’s going to get us 
there ASAP.

Sadly, that’s not how it works.
As much as we want it to be, a book isn’t a shortcut to anything. 

Writing one is rarely easy, and publishing one will never solve all of  your 
problems for you.

So make sure to manage your expectations. If  you expect your book 
project to be a challenge that’s worth taking on, great—it definitely is. 
If  you expect to get a little help to make it somewhat easier, excellent—
bring on a book coach or ghostwriter to help make that happen.

But if  you expect writing a good book to be easy, then I’m sorry, 
friend. The only book that’s going to be easy to write is a crappy one.

Words of  Wisdom

Wanting To Have a Book But Not To Write One

“With my first book, I didn’t know what I was doing. The only 
advice I’d gotten (from a webinar about how to write a book in a 
weekend) was to audio-record my book and have it transcribed. So 
I decided to do that and, voila, I’d have a book. As I was talking, 
I felt like I was all over the place, I was just jabbering. I was very 
hopeful about the transcripts, but what came back from sending 
them to the editor was just unusable material. I had to throw them 
all out and start over actually writing thoughtfully, and it was a huge 
waste of  time. I’d booked a hotel stay for a whole weekend and 
spent fifteen hours a day recording my book, paying to have them 
transcribed, paying an editor…and everything from that had to get 
trashed.” – Jolie Dawn
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“Patching a bunch of  ideas and excerpts from other people together 
into a text is not the same as actually writing a book. If  people 
want to hear from Tony Robbins, they’ll read his book. When they 
read your book, they want to hear from you. And really, you don’t 
need to base your book on other people’s concepts. If  you’ve been 
doing your business for a few years, you’ve probably already created 
your own system—even if  you synthesized that system from what 
you’ve learned from other people over time. Writing about that sys-
tem will be way more powerful than writing about someone else’s.”  
– Denise Michaels

“Marketing will tell you to write a book in a week and become a mil-
lionaire author-coach-consultant. That’s a bunch of  crap. Could you 
write a book in a week? Sure. But in the long run, you won’t get the 
momentum and the longevity in your business that you would have 
gotten without taking that shortcut.” – Manley Feinberg II
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Mistake #4

Writing A Book Before Your Business  
Can Support One

Starting before you’re ready can be a great idea for authorpreneurs—it’s 
a helpful way to get over anxiety, perfectionism, and analysis paralysis.

But this mistake isn’t about writing before you’re ready to start. It’s 
about trying to put out a book when your business isn’t ready to sup-
port one yet.

You may know your Big Why and your intention. You may be com-
mitted to writing a book you’re proud of. And you may know you’re 
writing your book instead of  someone else’s. But none of  those things 
will help you if  your business isn’t ready for a book.

Let’s unpack what I mean by “being ready.”
There are three ways your business can support a book: financially, 

strategically, and in terms of  bandwidth.
Financial support means that your business is making enough profit 

to cover the costs of  producing and promoting a high-quality book. If  
you’re barely getting by, you won’t have the resources to hire good help, or 
the peace of  mind to focus on writing a book you’re proud of.

Strategic support means that the business has a place for the book 
in its larger strategy and can immediately start leveraging it for increased 
growth. If  you aren’t sure how a book will fit into your overarching 
business plan, you’ll struggle to find success with it.

Bandwidth support means that the business allows you enough 
free time and focus to write the book. If  your business can’t run with-
out 24/7 attention and availability from you, writing a book will remain 
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a pipe dream you wish you had time to pursue. Or worse, it will kill your 
business as you write it.

So how do you know if  you have support in all three areas?

Smart Move: Know what mode your business is in.

Ideally, when you write a book for your business, you’ll have adequate 
(if  not excellent) business support in all of  those areas. But we don’t live 
in an ideal world, and often increasing one of  those types of  support 
means decreasing another one.

To understand whether your business is ready for a book, you need 
to understand what I call the four modes of  business: survival mode, 
traction mode, growth mode, and CEO mode. As you read the following 
descriptions, see if  you can peg which mode your business is currently in.

Survival Mode: minimal finances, no strategy, low to medium bandwidth
In survival mode, you’re living paycheck to paycheck as you try to 

get your business off  the ground. You’re probably making under $2,000 
per month from your business, and you may have a day job and/or addi-
tional side hustles as well. You have no financial support for your book 
because everything you make goes to your living expenses. You have 
no strategic support because you’re so busy hustling you can’t think of  
anything else. You may have some bandwidth, but without financial and 
strategic support, that alone isn’t particularly helpful.

If  you’re in survival mode, don’t write a book yet. Any book written 
in this mode will most likely be crappy. When you’re trying to survive, 
you’ll be tempted to grab at any shortcut you can to stay solvent and 
make money fast. You’ll go into debt, take on work you hate, work 
yourself  into the ground, and buy into quick-and-cheap (and regret it). 
Trust me, it’s not worth it. Better to wait a while on the book and use 
the time to build up your business.

Traction Mode: low to medium finances, low strategy, low to medium 
bandwidth

In traction mode, you’re starting to get your feet under you. You’ve 
had a few successes and a few failures, and you’ve determined that your 
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business is viable and sustainable enough to keep working on. You’re 
making at least $2,000–$5,000 a month, possibly as much as $10,000. 
More importantly, you’re not living paycheck to paycheck anymore, 
you’ve got a little extra cash left once you pay the bills, you’re starting 
to put together a basic strategy for the next year or two, and you’ve got 
enough time to devote a few hours a week to something besides keep-
ing the business afloat.

In this situation, a book can be a strong business-growth tool, espe-
cially for building your email list. But it can also be an overextension.

If  you’re in this mode, you can consider writing a book, but don’t be 
in a hurry to write it right this second. Revisit the question every quarter 
or so, and only pull the trigger when you feel you have both money and 
bandwidth to spare for the next few months.

And here’s a bonus tip for you: when you do write a book in this 
mode, write an awareness book.

This is the first kind of  book any business owner should write. It’s 
designed to bring you visibility, connections, and exposure, to put you 
on the map by laying out who you are and what you stand for so you 
can start growing your audience.

To be clear, the job of  an awareness book is not to make a lot 
of  money for you or catapult you into overnight success. Its job is to 
help you expand visibility for the main products or services your busi-
ness provides. Done well, an awareness book will help you increase all 
three types of  support within your business and help you move toward 
growth mode.

Growth Mode: high finances, medium to high strategy, variable bandwidth
Growth mode is an excellent place to write a book. You’ve got 

plenty of  financial support, likely making $10,000 or more per month 
consistently. You’ve had the time to lay down some serious strategy, 
including specific plans for using a book or several books to keep 
growing the business. Books written in growth mode are typically 
sales tools, branding pieces, keynote books to accompany speaking 
gigs, or deeper explorations of  niches within your business. In fact, 
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the longer you’re in this mode, the more books you should write. Pub-
lishing a book every one to two years (or more often) can be a great 
ongoing growth strategy.

The X factor here is bandwidth. Depending on the nature of  your 
work and how much of  it is tied specifically to your attention or action, 
you may have a lot of  time to throw at book projects or you may only 
have a little bit. And the amount you have at any given time may shift. 
For many authors in this mode, working with a book coach is key, as 
that support allows them to manage their time while still doing a lot of  
their own writing.

CEO Mode: nearly unlimited finances, high strategy, minimal 
bandwidth

In this mode, you finally have the resources to invest in a high-
quality book, the strategy to build a business venture around that book, 
and the authority to get that book in front of  a lot of  people. But it’s 
also a tough place to write a book, because as a CEO, you have next to 
no bandwidth. Writing the book yourself  in this mode is going to be 
nearly impossible.

At this level, if  you want to write a book you’ll do one of  two things: 
either you’ll hire a ghostwriter to do the actual writing for you, or you’ll 
take drastic action to get more writing time, like taking a sabbatical, hir-
ing a COO and CFO to take over most of  your duties, or even selling 
your company first. If  you aren’t willing to do one of  those things, don’t 
write a book. Focus on running your business instead.

Smart Move: Have a solid business strategy for your book.

Having an intention is essential, but without a strategy for how the 
book will accomplish that intention, you could wind up spinning your 
wheels. Let’s look more closely at some common book strategies, start-
ing with a couple that don’t work well.

First, there’s the anti-strategy: writing a book just for the sake of  hav-
ing one. If  you have a business, simply having a book and doing nothing 
with it means you are leaving lots of  money on the table. Publishing is one 
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step in the book process, not the end of  it. While it may be emotionally 
fulfilling to write a book without a strategy, it’s not a smart business move.

Another popular idea is writing a book to try to make extra money 
from book sales. Unless you plan to write a dozen or more books, this 
is not smart. Celebrities, high-demand professional speakers, media per-
sonalities with immense followings, and established authors who already 
write New York Times Best Sellers can expect to make good money from 
selling copies of  only one book. But if  you’re not one of  those people, 
sales income will be unreliable for you.

Most businesses make more money giving their book away than 
they do selling it. Why? Because when you give a book away, you can 
make sure it gets in the right hands. As Sean Roach put it, “If  I could 
get my book in front of  a hundred people who are the right clientele, or 
a thousand or ten thousand people who won’t read past page eighteen, 
I’d take the hundred any day.”

So if  relying on book sales isn’t a good strategy for writing a book, 
what kinds of  strategies are reliable? The kinds that are practical and 
show measurable results.

 • Growing your email list

 • Getting interviewed on podcasts

 • Attracting new/more/bigger clients

 • Becoming a speaker or getting better speaking gigs

 • Expanding your reach as a coach, consultant, or trainer

 • Getting media exposure for your company and/or message

 • Charging higher fees for your services

 • Growing your authority and recognition in your industry

 • Spreading your message on a local, regional, national, or global level

 • Adding new services to your business

 • Educating your audience about parts of  your business they may 
not know about

 • Reaching new audiences you haven’t been able to reach before
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These strategies all have a few things in common. They don’t depend 
on book sales; they have clear, specific goals that can fit into any mode 
(other than survival mode); they don’t overextend the author’s bandwidth; 
and they can overlap as much or as little as makes sense for each book.

The specifics of  your business strategy will be unique to you. But 
if  you don’t have a strategy of  some kind behind your book, it will not 
get you the kinds of  results you want…which makes it, by definition, a 
crappy book.

Words of  Wisdom

“If  your business doesn’t have the money to support a book proj-
ect—to hire an editor and a designer and do marketing and so on—
then maybe right now isn’t the right time to write that book. Take 
another quarter or another year and grow the business further. It’s 
okay to wait. It’s okay to not write the book right now. Because when 
you finally do write it, you’ll have all the resources to make it a book 
you’re really proud of, not just a book you rushed through and didn’t 
really invest in because you were in tremendous scarcity at the time.” 
– Peter Scott IV

“If  you’re not careful, writing a book can derail your business. Carv-
ing out five to ten hours a week for a new project will take you away 
from what you’re already doing. I know many businesspeople who 
are excellent writers. But don’t waste five to ten hours a week of  
your most valuable time, especially if  the survival of  your business 
depends on that time.” – Sean Roach

“A book does so much for you. I regularly send my book to CEOs of  
companies I want to speak to or consult with—if  any one of  those 
CEOs hires me, that’s a client for a year. I have training and lunch-
and-learn materials around my book that these companies can buy. 
I have packages where they can buy the book for their entire team 
when I speak at the company. These are all parts of  my business and 
brand that the book supports.” – Dave Ferguson
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Mistake #5

Forcing A Book-Creation System  
That’s Wrong For You

Imagine a world with only two kinds of  restaurants: all-you-can-eat-
buffets and hyper-exclusive gastronomy-fests. Nothing in between—
no fast food, no cafés, no neighborhood chains, no upper-end local 
establishments. Your only options are Golden Corral and Restaurant 
Gordon Ramsay (or Golden Dragon and Sukiyabashi Jiro, the world-
class restaurant from Jiro Dreams of  Sushi, which only seats six people 
at a time).

Some people would love that world. One of  those two options is 
already their favorite thing ever. It gives them exactly the food they want, 
the environment they love to eat it in, and the approach to food service 
they appreciate the most—not to mention the price point they’re most 
comfortable with.

But a lot of  other people would spend the rest of  their lives grudg-
ingly eating at one or the other while wishing for alternatives.

The self-publishing industry today looks a lot like that world.
It might not seem that way at first glance. As an authorpreneur, it 

probably feels like all kinds of  book programs and gurus out there are 
talking to you. Every time you turn around, you trip over another mas-
termind or event or system claiming to be the solution for people with 
your exact goals.

But have you ever noticed that many of  these options aren’t all that 
different from each other? In fact, most of  them fall into one of  two 
main categories.
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First, there’s Golden Corral—a bootstrapping model geared toward 
helping fledgling business owners get off  the ground by writing and 
publishing their first book. This model is very DIY, often appearing in 
the form of  a program or online course. It tends to run on a fairly quick 
schedule (90 days at most, and often under 60) from start to finish, is 
relatively inexpensive ($2000 or less is common), and uses a self-guided 
approach to teach large groups of  authors at a time.

Then, there’s Restaurant Gordon Ramsay—a CEO model geared 
toward helping successful but busy professionals publish books with 
minimal effort. This model is very hands-off  for authors, often limiting 
their involvement to a few hours of  phone interviews and a couple of  
review passes. It tends to take somewhat longer (six to eight months 
is typical), is quite a bit more expensive than the bootstrapper model 
($20,000 is on the low end), and uses a team/outsourcing approach to 
give multiple authors the support they need concurrently.

These two models cover at least 80% of  what you’ll run into at first 
when you search for “how to write a book” as an entrepreneur.

For some authors they’re pretty appealing, because they’re designed 
with those kinds of  authors in mind. The bootstrapper model looks 
great to a newbie entrepreneur who doesn’t have a lot of  money or 
experience but still wants to write a book. The CEO model feels like a 
lifesaver to a business owner who’s so slammed day to day that they can 
barely plan bathroom breaks, let alone writing time.

As you might imagine, these two main types of  book programs 
don’t play all that nicely with each other. If  you’re a bootstrapper, a 
CEO program will feel intimidating and stressful. If  you’re a CEO, 
a bootstrapper program will feel down-market and micro-managing. 
Most importantly, if  you’re neither one, both systems will be a struggle 
for you.

But what if  you crave an alternative? What if  the all-you-can-eat 
bootstrapper buffet feels too impersonal, too regimented, too mass-
produced, or too focused on quick and cheap for you, but the five-star 
CEO gastronomy feels too exclusive, too disconnected, too advanced, 
or too expensive? Then what?
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It can be all too easy to think that the two options you hear most 
are the only ones. (Remember how a lot of  authors and coaches are 
really marketers? A big part of  that marketing shows up in presenting 
solutions that only work for some people as ones that will work for all 
people.)

Fortunately, there are other options. We don’t live in a two-restau-
rant world and neither does the self-publishing industry. If  you look a 
little harder, you can find middle-ground options serving authorpre-
neurs who fall somewhere between bootstrapper and CEO.

Smart Move: Find a system that works for you.

Writing a book of  any kind requires major self-awareness. Even if  the 
book isn’t directly about you, you won’t be able to write it well without 
taking some long looks in the mirror.

I’ve already talked about the need to understand why you’re writing 
the book, what you want to get out of  it, and what it means for your 
business. Now we enter a different area of  self-awareness: understand-
ing how you work best, and using that knowledge to apply your best 
work to the book. Even if  every other piece falls perfectly into place, 
making this mistake can still give you a crappy book.

When a young musician goes to college to study their instrument, 
two factors control how much that student will improve as a performer. 
One is their own work ethic (no surprise there). But the other is more 
unexpected: who their teacher is. The pairing of  student with teacher is the 
most formative decision in a young musician’s career.

It’s kind of  a no-brainer when you stop to think about it. Not every 
violin teacher teaches the same way. If  a student finds a teacher who 
matches them well and makes them want to put in the work, that stu-
dent’s violin playing will exponentially improve. If  the student gets 
paired with a teacher who doesn’t match them well or doesn’t get along 
with them, that student will stagnate and may quit playing entirely.

What’s unfortunate for young musicians, though, is that most of  
the time, they don’t have much control over who their teacher will be. 
Those decisions get made by audition, by bureaucracy, and sometimes 
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by lottery—and they’re almost impossible to reverse or get out of. I’ve 
known musicians who had to extend their degree programs by multiple 
years or even transfer schools entirely to get away from an assigned 
teacher who wasn’t helping them. (I even worked with one who was 
writing a book about that experience.) It’s devastating and depressing to 
go through. Some musicians never recover.

As a would-be entrepreneur author, your work ethic is clearly 
important. But the system in which you employ that work ethic is just 
as vital to the success of  your book. And unlike an 18-year-old musi-
cian auditioning for teacher studios at prestigious colleges, you have a 
lot more control over what system you choose—and whether you stay 
with it if  you find it isn’t working for you.

This is the kind of  introspection I’m talking about. You know how 
you like to work—and how you work well. Ask yourself:

Do you want a book program that’s rigid and regimented and holds 
your feet to the fire? Or do you want one that’s more freeform and fluid, 
that has guidelines but gives you the freedom to follow them your way?

Do you want a book program with a lot of  hand-holding or one 
with a lot of  independence? One that takes a handful of  people at a 
time or one that’s been scaled to work with dozens or even hundreds?

Do you even want a program at all? Would you be more comfort-
able with a one-on-one coach? Or do you honestly work best alone?

Being in the wrong system is a lot like studying under the wrong 
teacher. You might finish a book, but you’ll hate the process you go 
through to do it. And if  words you were bored writing will bore the 
reader, imagine what words you hated writing will do!

As much as some book programs can be helpful for some authors, 
if  you don’t fit the specific profile of  those authors, those programs 
probably won’t be right for you. They may feel too rigid, too limiting, 
too one-size-fits all for your individual needs. They may even feel con-
descending, like they’re teaching a perfect system and it’s your own fault 
if  you can’t get it to work for you.

Worst of  all, they may also feel like a financial straitjacket. If  you’ve 
paid to join one, you’ve incurred a sunk cost—a cost you’ve already paid 
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and may not get back. Sunk costs make people feel trapped—either 
they stay in an unworkable situation or they lose their investment. Most 
people just stay the course rather than admitting they threw their money 
away.

Problem is, economics and psychology have proven that staying 
the course in those cases is exactly the wrong choice. Throwing more 
money—or time, which for entrepreneurs and business owners is the 
same as money—into an unworkable system doesn’t make the system 
more workable. It just wastes more money.

I’ve witnessed several business authors struggling with that exact 
dilemma. Some had invested as much as $50,000 into book projects that 
just weren’t coming together. They all told me some variation of  “I’ve 
paid so much money to this program/company/guru already, I feel like 
I should give myself/them the chance to finish.” And almost every one 
eventually came back to me a few weeks or months later, saying, “It’s 
just not going to work with them. I need you to help me to fix what they 
screwed up and/or to salvage what I can.”

So not only is it key to find a system that works well for you, it’s 
even more vital to get out of  one that isn’t working for you, should you 
find yourself  in one in the first place. And you can be kind to yourself  
around that decision. There’s no need to beat yourself  up or wallow in 
shame over having made a bad choice. The important thing is to pick 
yourself  up and find something more workable.

Fortunately, some book programs are getting more flexible these 
days. While no one program has gotten it completely right yet, the best 
ones incorporate as much individualized coaching and flexibility as they 
can, allowing authors to adjust their timelines, writing speeds, and launch 
dates to optimize their writing process. Many also include money-back 
guarantees so that authors can back out if  the program isn’t a good fit.

Another option offers even more flexibility: working with a book 
coach. An independent book coach provides structure and account-
ability, but typically works with your process rather than expecting you 
to conform to theirs. They can also adjust systems, schedules and even 
project types on the fly. I’ve worked with multiple clients whose projects 
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initially focused on book coaching and later switched to ghostwriting 
(and vice versa).

Whatever you do, don’t try to force your way through a system or 
program that’s making you want to beat your head against a wall. The 
point of  using any kind of  book-creation system is to make the pro-
cess easier and more enjoyable for you. If  it’s making things harder and 
more painful, you’re in the wrong system, and your misery will probably 
result in a crappy book.

Smart Move: Make sure you’re on the right schedule.

Have you ever done NaNoWriMo? If  you don’t know, it’s an abbre-
viation of  National Novel Writing Month, and “doing NaNoWriMo” 
means writing an entire 50,000-word novel during the month of  
November. Back in the early 2000s, I knew dozens of  people who tried 
to do NaNoWriMo every year. I even know one person who recently 
got a book deal for her fantasy novel, whose first draft was written dur-
ing NaNoWriMo several years prior. It’s a pretty cool concept, and a lot 
of  people try for it every year.

But what’s even more interesting is the average success rate of  
NaNoWriMo authors, meaning how many people finish the full 50,000 
words within the one-month time limit. According to Dan Koboldt, a 
St. Louis author who has successfully completed it six times, it’s about 
15%. People start out strong, cranking out their 1,700 words per day 
with no problem, but by the time the month ends, only 15% have 
reached their goal.

Seriously. Even the first New York Marathon, in 1970, saw 43% of  
its runners finish. Well over the 15% NaNoWriMo level.

Why is this the case? Writing for an hour or so every day for a 
month sounds way easier than running 26.2 miles without stopping. 
(Or at least it does to me!) So why doesn’t NaNoWriMo have a better 
success rate?

Because not everyone can work the same way. Trying to meet a 
deadline or follow a writing schedule that wasn’t designed for the way 
you work is an uphill slog at best and an exercise in futility at worst. On 
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average, the 15% of  people who complete NaNoWriMo aren’t any less 
busy or stressed than the people who don’t. They simply can work well 
within that system, while the other 85% struggle to do so.

Those who aim to self-publish a business book run into the same 
problem.

Some people get seduced by the hype and try to write the book 
as fast as possible, when the truth is that they work best given time to 
consider, reflect, and dig deep into a project. Not every author thrives 
under pressure. In fact, judging by NaNoWriMo, most do not.

The opposite can also be true. Some authors may like to work on 
a book for at least a year, if  not multiple years, just to make sure they 
get it absolutely perfect, although they know they work best with hard 
deadlines and a sense of  urgency, and struggle to stay focused for lon-
ger periods of  time.

The thing about book deadlines in self-publishing is that they’re 
completely arbitrary. You make them up, or you let someone else make 
them up for you. You don’t have to follow them if  doing so stresses you 
out, and you can change them if  holding to a particular one doesn’t 
work. If  you know you work better with deadlines, setting an arbitrary 
one will be better than having none at all—but you can still change if  
you need it to.

By the same token, consider how writing fits into your daily or 
weekly schedule. Some people love writing every day. Others hate that 
idea and would rather carve out a few hours one day a week or two 
weekends a month. Some people can easily fit writing around other 
business tasks, while others have to step back from their work com-
pletely to get into writing mode.

There’s no right or wrong way to do it…except the right and wrong 
ways for you. The only thing that seems to be right for everyone I’ve 
worked with and spoken to is consistency—whatever writing schedule 
you settle on for yourself, make sure you stick to it as best you can.

Also, be aware that whatever schedule you choose, it will proba-
bly change on you. Life happens. I delayed the launch of  this book by 
almost six weeks because the first deadline I chose didn’t allow enough 
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time for thorough editing and design work. I didn’t love pushing back 
my deadline, because I really wanted to launch this book on my thirty-
fifth birthday. But I also recognized that by giving myself  that extra 
time, the book would be better and I’d be much prouder of  it.

Whatever schedule you use to write your book, make sure it’s your 
schedule, not one you’re conforming to because you think you’re sup-
posed to. Following what works best for you will lead to a less stressed 
author and a better book.

Smart Move: Consider whether you’re the best writer for your 
book.

Okay, now let’s look at the question of  whether you should even be 
doing your own writing in the first place.

The CEO model says you shouldn’t. And even if  you’re not a CEO, 
doing your own writing may not be right for you. I always recommend 
that authors do their own writing if  they can, but I definitely recognize 
that there will be times when it doesn’t make sense or it isn’t the right 
move. In those cases, trying to write the book yourself  will almost cer-
tainly result in a crappy book.

If  you’re dyslexic, for example, doing your own writing could be 
incredibly difficult. If  you struggle to express yourself  in writing or just 
straight up hate the act of  putting words onto paper, your book will 
almost certainly be crappy without some external help. If  you never 
write for other aspects of  your business, it might not be the best use 
of  your time and skill set—and if  all you do is write for other aspects 
of  your business, you may be too burned out to do more. If  you know 
writing just isn’t a strength of  yours, then trying to force yourself  to 
write a book will make you feel like a fish being judged on its ability to 
climb a tree.

In other words, if  you want to write a non-crappy book but you 
know you’re a crappy writer, hiring a professional to do your writing for 
you is a pretty solid plan.

But your own writing skill and experience aren’t the only factors to 
consider here. Bandwidth is also a key component.
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Earlier, I mentioned how some book-coaching projects I’ve done 
have morphed into ghostwriting projects. In each of  those cases, the 
main reason for the shift was the author realizing that they just weren’t 
the best person to write their book.

Most often this is a question of  time. It’s easy for busy business 
owners to say, “I’ll make time to write,” because they’re used to making 
time for everything else their business needs from them. But once they 
start writing, many realize that their eyes were bigger than their sched-
ules. This is especially true when their companies frequently need their 
personal attention at the drop of  a hat. Writing is always important, but 
it’s rarely urgent enough to prioritize over putting out fires.

And I’m not just talking about metaphorical fires, either. One of  my 
coaching clients, an educational strategy consultant, had to keep putting 
off  her writing because the school she was consulting for kept having 
emergency alarms and surprise inspections that she had to drop every-
thing to handle. One time, the brand-new building the school had just 
moved into literally caught on fire and she had to help supervise an evacu-
ation during what were supposed to be her writing hours for that week.

After a couple months of  this author promising to get her writing 
done and coming back with nothing, we realized that she just didn’t 
have the bandwidth she’d thought she had when we started. She wasn’t 
a bad writer, but she also wasn’t the best person to be doing her writing 
at that time. If  she had kept trying to do it, the book would have taken 
years to finish (if  it got finished at all).

So we restructured the project to have me do the writing rather than 
her. Once we established a clear outline (more on outlining later), the 
first draft went from bare bones to 75% complete within three months.

If  you want to do your own writing but your business keeps you 
too busy, opting to work with a ghostwriter may spell the difference 
between having a quality business book within the next year and not 
getting one done at all.

One final note here: be careful of  your ego. As you saw in the chap-
ter on why good authors write crappy books, it’s easy for business own-
ers to think that being good at running their business will automatically 
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make them good at writing about it. It’s also easy to think that because 
it’s your business and your book, you need to be the one to write it, come 
hell or high water.

The problem with that mentality is that it puts your ego above the 
quality and value of  the book. And as you’ll see when you start learning 
about your audience in the next few chapters, letting your ego take the 
wheel guarantees you a one-way trip to Crap Town.

If  you know you’re a crappy writer (or at least an untrained or inex-
perienced one), and you want to do all the writing yourself  anyway, 
recognize that there might be some ego behind that desire. Consider 
how much stronger your book will be for your readers and your busi-
ness with the right writer…and be open to the possibility that that writer 
isn’t you.

Words of  Wisdom

“If  you’re struggling alone, if  you’ve been working for months 
or years and you’re not done, ask yourself: Is the purpose of  the 
book to help your readers? Or to prove to the world that you’re 
an author? Is it more important to keep struggling to hold on to 
full ownership of  your book, or to let go of  the need to control 
everything and focus on doing what it takes to help the people you 
want to help? When people consider that question, they are usually 
willing to shift their mindset and start getting the help they need.”  
– Jyotsna Ramachandran

“What I like about book-writing programs is that they lay out each 
step of  how a book comes to life. So all the information isn’t as over-
whelming and the idea of  putting a book together doesn’t seem so 
intimidating. But a coach is what molds that framework into some-
thing that works for you. A coach can even say, ‘Don’t worry about 
doing it that way, you can do it a different way, try this way instead,’ if  
some part of  the program framework doesn’t work for you. A coach 
gives you permission to make a program or system your own instead 
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of  trying to cram yourself  into it. Everyone I coach is different, they 
all have different ways of  working, so it’s about finding out what 
works for each one.” – Lise Cartwright

“When you find writing to be a grind, don’t do it. If  you don’t even 
have a blog, or you struggle to write cover letters, or it frustrates you 
to write the small stuff  in your work, you shouldn’t write your book 
yourself. Those small frustrations don’t go away in the big things—
they magnify. So if  you’re not the type of  person to enjoy writing 
short-form content—if  you don’t enjoy blogging, for instance—
you’re not going to enjoy writing a book.” – Jyssica Schwartz
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Mistake #6

Being In A Big Damn Hurry

Imagine you’re about to run your first marathon. You’ve put in months 
of  physical and mental training, sacrificed other hobbies and pastimes 
in favor of  running, tweaked your diet and sleep patterns, psyched 
yourself  up for the race. You’re ready. And then the morning of  the big 
day, you walk up to the starting line, take out a nine-millimeter Glock, 
point it at your right foot, and pull the trigger.

Assuming you’re not arrested on the spot, how well do you think 
you’ll be able to run those 26.2 miles?

Trying to write a book as fast as possible is like shooting yourself  in 
the foot before running a marathon.

Why? Because writing the book isn’t the marathon. Writing the 
book is the preparation before you start running. The marathon is what 
happens for your business after the book is published.

Remember, your book is an asset—a permanent physical thing that 
you’re building. That asset will be around for the rest of  your business’s 
lifespan and then some. You’ll have years to use your book to grow your 
business. Decades, possibly. Writing your book at breakneck speed will 
not increase its impact in the grand scheme of  things. Nor will publish-
ing your book in February rather than January, in Q3 rather than Q2, or 
next year rather than this year.

Yet one of  the most common pieces of  book-creation advice you’ll 
hear today is to write your book as fast as possible. And one of  the big-
gest supposed benefits of  most self-publishing programs is how quickly 
they take their authors from first idea to published book.
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Why the rush? Why does everyone seem to feel the need for speed?
Well…for a lot of  reasons.

 • Authorpreneurs are generally slammed. No matter how many pro-
ductivity hacks they try, there never seem to be enough hours in 
the day to get everything done. Saving time is the biggest benefit 
any coach or program can offer, even bigger than saving money.

 • The concepts of  “hustling” and “shipping” are glorified in entre-
preneurship today. Speed is something of  a badge of  honor, 
while taking extra time on anything is seen as procrastination, 
indecision, or even cowardice.

 • Writing a book is uncomfortable on multiple levels. It’s human 
nature to want to get through difficult or unpleasant experiences 
as quickly as possible.

 • Competition can be cutthroat. Getting a book out faster than 
your biggest competitor can give you a leg up on them—and tak-
ing too long can let them get one up on you.

 • And let’s face it, speed is sexy and exhilarating! No one has ever 
bought a sports car or ridden a roller coaster because of  how 
slow it can go. The idea of  pounding out a book in a matter of  
weeks or even days sounds like driving a Porsche 911 next to the 
Honda Civic of  writing it in several months.

These are viable and appealing arguments. But they all miss one 
important point: no matter how sexy it is, speed can be extremely 
dangerous.

Smart Move: Face the dark side of  speed.

In music, trying to go fast means hitting a bunch of  wrong notes when 
your fingers can’t keep up with your brain. In cooking, it means cutting 
or burning yourself  or spilling your food all over the floor. In driving, it 
means decreasing your reaction time enough to depend on luck rather 
than skill to avoid an accident. And in work, it means needing more 
time on the back end to fix things you rushed through on the front end.
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Think about the last time you tried to do something as fast as pos-
sible in your business.

I bet one of  two things happened: either you missed your deadline 
and had to ask for extra time, or you raced to the finish only to realize 
that you’d missed a few crucial details, forcing you to go back and spend 
more time getting it right. Either way, trying to speed up forced you to 
slow down.

As they used to say in Texas, “The only way to drive cattle fast is 
slowly.” Your book is a herd of  cattle—it has a mind of  its own, and if  
you try to rush it, you’ll be sorry six ways to Sunday.

I learned this the hard way with a client a couple years ago. On this 
project, I was not only ghostwriting the book, I was also serving as 
project manager. I needed to coordinate the author, a secondary writer/
editor, a designer, a publishing manager, two audiobook narrators, and 
the author’s own editorial and marketing staff, and I had to keep them 
all on a fairly tight schedule. It was a lot to keep track of, but I thought 
I had a pretty good handle on it all.

I was wrong.
For starters, I was so distracted from the writing process that I let 

the secondary writer do more writing than I did—a dereliction of  my 
own duty that came back to bite me hard. After we’d finished what 
was supposed to be the final draft and the author had signed off  on it, 
a member of  the author’s staff  read the draft and was horrified. The 
secondary writer’s work didn’t meet the professional standards of  the 
author’s industry and had to be completely rewritten.

I’d been so focused on sticking to the schedule that I had missed 
a major clue about how the text should be reviewed: that the author 
himself  wasn’t a detail person and frequently missed critical issues. The 
irate staff  member (who always backstopped the author on this exact 
problem) should have been my main point of  editorial contact. Instead, 
I met them the day after the text was supposed to be finalized. Yikes.

In another disastrous turn of  events, I was so intent on finish-
ing the project ahead of  schedule that I brought in the designer, 
publishing consultant, and audiobook narrators before the draft was 
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finalized. When the rewrite issues surfaced at the last minute, grind-
ing the entire project to a halt while they were resolved, I had to place 
several embarrassing calls saying, “Sorry, false alarm—it’ll be another 
few weeks…”

It turned out to be another several months before the project was 
complete. (Thankfully, the book itself  came together well, and both the 
author and his staff  member were thrilled with the final result.)

I learned a number of  lessons from that experience, but the stron-
gest one was how big a mistake I’d made in being in a hurry to get to 
completion. By taking a few extra weeks up front, I could have saved 
everyone months on the back end (and saved the author several thou-
sand dollars).

Speed may be sexy, but it can also do major damage. Just because 
you can go fast doesn’t mean you should.

Smart Move: Embrace your inner Jon Snow.

One of  the most famous lines in Game of  Thrones was the wildling 
Ygritte’s regular tease, “You know nothing, Jon Snow.” I’ve even heard 
people call themselves “the Jon Snow” of  a particular topic they know 
nothing about.

When you’re writing a book, you are Jon Snow when it comes to 
how long writing it will actually take.

You can decide how long you’d like it to take. You can plan for it to 
take a certain amount of  time. You can even put yourself  on a schedule 
to finish the book by a particular deadline. But until and unless you’ve 
written enough books with an editor to know your writing process 
backward and forward, you know nothing.

Why? For starters, there are a rather large number of  factors in play 
around writing a book besides the time you spend putting words on 
paper—and many of  those factors are not fully within your control. 
Life will happen to you while you’re trying to write a book. Sometimes 
it will happen to you with no warning and with extreme prejudice. You 
can’t control that, which means you can’t always control your writing 
process.
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You also know less about your writing abilities and skills than you 
might think. Remember how just being good at your business doesn’t 
mean that you’ll be good at writing about it! Even if  you are an expe-
rienced writer in other contexts, that may not translate to the kind of  
extensive, focused writing that goes into a book. So however long you 
think you’ll need to write a first draft, you will likely need longer.

Now I want to be clear that taking for-freaking-ever to write your 
book isn’t all that good either. A book that sits in your head or on 
your hard drive for multiple years isn’t going to help your business, 
and expecting yourself  hold to a regular writing schedule for that long 
is unlikely at best. Besides, you have a business to run. You can’t just 
schedule out indefinite time to devote to your book—even if  your busi-
ness is ready to support one, it probably won’t support you taking time 
away from running it forever.

The best plan is to sit down with your book coach or editor before 
you start writing and map out a schedule that you feel you can stick to 
and that includes some flexibility. Getting realistic perspective from a 
professional who knows this kind of  project scheduling and can help 
you figure it out for yourself  will help you feel settled and secure around 
your project.

Whatever kind of  schedule you feel will work for you, keep in mind 
that you can’t predict everything. Fortunately, if  Jon Snow can come 
back from the dead and become King in the North while knowing 
nothing, you can still write a quality book while dealing with the same 
malady.

Smart Move: Plan for post-production.

Few people realize how much work goes into making a movie after 
filming is complete. As far as most of  us know, the movie is filmed, 
some indeterminate stuff  happens, and then a few months later the 
movie comes out in theaters. In reality, the “indeterminate stuff ” is 
what actually makes the movie.

When filming is done, all the director has is a bunch of  loose 
footage. None of  it’s in order, much of  it is repetitive with only small 
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changes to differentiate different pieces, and usually only 10%–20% of  
it will make it into the final cut. Imagine sitting in a theater for 30 hours 
straight watching every bit of  footage from Star Wars or The Shawshank 
Redemption or The Hunger Games with no music, no special effects, and 
the scenes completely out of  order. Even the most hardcore fans would 
have a hard time getting through that!

What happens between the end of  filming and the release of  the 
film is called post-production, a term that encompasses all the editing, 
scoring, special effects, structuring, and design work that turns the mess 
of  scattered footage into a polished, watchable two-hour film. It takes 
a lot of  people a lot of  time to do it, but the final result is worth the 
effort.

Books have post-production too. And it’s just as important for a 
book as it is for a movie. Post-prod takes your book from an unpolished 
and scattered first draft (trust me, it will be those things no matter how 
good a writer you are) to a professional, savvy completed text that’s 
ready to represent your business.

It also takes time. Editing is a process of  two to three months mini-
mum. Cover design and interior layout take weeks each. And those are 
just the two main pieces. Revising the content, processing beta-reader 
feedback, setting up publishing logistics, strategizing marketing cam-
paigns and launch tactics…all of  these things take time, even when they 
overlap. And rushing through any or all of  them will be just as dam-
aging to your book as rushing through the writing process—in many 
cases, even more so.

Resist the temptation to rush through post-production! Give your-
self  a month to revise your draft, another month to get feedback from 
beta readers if  you choose to do that, at least two to three months for 
editing, a month or two after that for everything else, and an extra 
month for general flexibility.

If  that sounds like a lot of  time, that’s because it is. Preparing a 
book draft for publication is typically a six-month project. But every 
minute is worth it. This phase of  work isn’t just post-production, it’s 
also quality control. The more effort and focus you put into it, the 
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less crappy and more helpful your final book will be for your business. 
Don’t rush through it, and especially don’t be in such a hurry that you 
skip over it entirely.

Smart Move: If  you must hurry, make like an Eagle Scout.

Having said all of  that, I know some of  you feel strongly that you 
need to write your book quickly. Maybe you have a nonarbitrary 
 deadline for some external reason (a conference where the book will 
be  presented, say), maybe you need to match the book to another 
business initiative, or maybe you’ve just been putting it off  so long 
you know you’ll need to get through it fast or you won’t get through 
it at all.

If  that’s where you are, I’ve got two pieces of  advice for you.
First, try to only rush the writing process, not the post-production. 

Good editing can make up for all manner of  issues that too-fast draft 
writing might cause.

Second, embrace the motto of  the Boy Scouts of  America: be 
prepared.

If  you know you only have a few weeks or even days to write, take 
as much time as you can spare before you start writing to frontload your 
prep work. Write your outline and make it as detailed as possible (you’ll 
learn more about that later). Plan out when you’ll write and how much 
you’ll get done in each session.

In other words, know every single thing you’re going to write in the 
book draft, when and where and how you’ll write them, and how much 
time you’ll allot to them before you ever start writing.

If  you frontload your preparation enough and you know exactly 
what you’re going to write before you start, it’s possible to write a 
30,000-word book in two or three days of  straight writing or a couple 
weeks of  daily work.

Will it be easy? Not a chance. Most book-in-a-weekend programs 
provide a ton of  direction and coaching support both before and during 
the writing process, and few of  them have a 100% success rate. Doing 
it alone will be even tougher. But it can be done, and if  you absolutely 
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must write your book within a short time, intensive preparation is the 
only way to do it well.

I’ll wrap up this chapter with some food for thought. Recently, I 
went through the drive-through at a Steak ’n Shake and noticed a prom-
inent sign apologizing for any wait time drivers may experience between 
ordering and receiving their food. To explain this potential delay, the 
sign simply stated “Quality Takes Time.”

If  a fast-food chain can embrace that idea around making steak-
burgers and milkshakes, I think authorpreneurs can embrace it around 
writing business books. Don’t you?

Words of  Wisdom

“My biggest mistake is being drawn to taking action and moving 
forward even when the best step is to be patient and let ideas mari-
nate. I have a tendency to want to rush and propel myself  forward, 
and I’ve often had to backtrack and redo things I probably shouldn’t 
have done in the first place because I had this anxious desire to make 
progress.” – Zach Obront

“Not giving yourself  the time or focus to complete the book draft 
within a reasonable timeframe is a huge mistake. There can be prob-
lems when people stretch the writing process out too long. If  it’s tak-
ing more than a couple of  months to write, you find yourself  having 
to go back and reread what you’ve already read, you forget the stories 
you’ve told, you essentially lose the flow and momentum of  the writ-
ing. It’s easier to set aside the time and just work at it diligently until 
it’s done.” – Rob Cuesta

“You can write a book in ninety days. The book won’t be done in ninety 
days. There’s a lot you can do in that time, but it will never be every-
thing. Give yourself  time. Look at everything that needs to happen to 
make this book real, and allow the time to get those things done well. 
If  it takes you a year and it’s done well, it’s worth that time. Remem-
ber this is a reflection on you and your business.” – Joyce Glass



Danger Zone B:  
Not Connecting Your Book  

To Your Audience
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Mistake #7

Thinking Your Book Is All About You

In the film Drumline, there’s a scene where the line captain is speaking 
to the band director about another player, a flashy soloist who is a bet-
ter drummer than the captain. The captain is feeling threatened and 
discouraged, wondering if  his position is at risk. To reassure him, the 
director looks him in the eye and says, “I made you captain because I 
knew you loved the sound of  the line more than the sound of  your own 
drum.”

I mentioned earlier that writing a book is an act of  leadership. That 
kind of  leadership is what the band director was talking about. To lead 
with a book, you’ve got to love what it does for its readers more than 
what it says about you.

The mistakes you’ve read about so far are largely internal ones, deal-
ing with your mindset, your intentions, your schedule, your preparation, 
and the state of  your business. That’s logical. Writing a book that you’re 
proud of  starts and ends with you. And it almost always includes infor-
mation, stories, and lessons from your experience and expertise.

But that’s not the same as the book being about you.
People don’t read books to learn about their authors. People read 

books to learn about themselves. And if  they pick up a book thinking 
they’ll learn about themselves, but only learn about the author, they’ll 
feel cheated.

So in the next few chapters, we’ll be talking about more external 
mistakes—ones that deal with your audience. Specifically, we’ll be look-
ing at ways you, the author, can relate your highly personal content to a 
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large audience of  people who clearly aren’t you, may never have heard 
of  you, and don’t particularly care about you—and have those people 
hanging on your every word.

Smart Move: Save the sales pitches for sales calls.

When you’re writing a book for your business, it’s easy to think that it’s 
the book’s job to get people to hire you or buy your products the sec-
ond they finish reading it. And while writing a book that drives traffic 
to an online course or other service of  yours is certainly doable, there’s 
a difference between using a book to help sales and making the book 
into a sales pitch.

What’s that difference? The sales pitch is all about you, what you 
do, and what you want the reader to do for you. Who the reader is and 
what they need doesn’t enter into it, so they’re never able to feel that 
you understand them. Without that sense of  connection, your book will 
come across as boring, or even repugnant.

By contrast, a book that actually leads to sales is hardly about you 
at all. Instead, it focuses on the problems that the reader has, presents a 
solution to those problems, helps the reader understand why that solu-
tion works, and addresses objections or fears they may have around 
using that solution.

A couple years ago, I worked with a pair of  insurance advisors, Kim 
Butler and Jack Burns, on a book about why a particular type of  life 
insurance was the best to invest in. (It was a lot more interesting than 
I thought it would be when I started!) Because these advisors planned 
to use the book to attract new clients, it would have been easy to write 
a book-length sales pitch for the type of  insurance these advisors sold, 
complete with all the benefits it offered and why Kim and Jack were the 
best advisors to sell it to you.

But because Kim and Jack knew that life-insurance advisors are 
often considered on par with used-car salesmen, they realized that writ-
ing a pitch-centric book would fall in line with that exact salesy stereo-
type. Not only would that hurt their credibility and authority in their 
industry, it would drive away the very people who need their help the 
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most—the ones who know nothing about life insurance and are look-
ing for compassionate guidance to make sure their loved ones are taken 
care of.

Ultimately, we decided to write a book that looked at life insurance 
from the perspective of  a reader who has never bought it, has probably 
heard a lot of  different (potentially conflicting) advice about it, and 
doesn’t know what to believe or where to start. That book, Busting The 
Life Insurance Lies, addressed over 35 myths and misconceptions about 
life insurance—including several that made the kind of  insurance Kim 
and Jack sell look better, more credible, and more desirable.

By presenting themselves and their advice as honest, even-handed, 
and transparent in an industry most consider sleazy and salesy, Kim and 
Jack were able to transcend the pushy agent stereotype rather than fall 
victim to it. In the interim two years, both author–advisors have used 
this book to attract new clients and grow their businesses in ways that 
simply writing a sales-pitch book wouldn’t have let them do.

Avoiding sales speak can be a fine line to walk, since at some point 
in the book you will talk about how what you’re doing is awesome (and 
Kim and Jack definitely did that in theirs!). But the point is, there’s a 
way to do that with the reader front and center, and no matter how 
counterintuitive it may seem, putting the reader first will always lead to 
more sales down the line than simply writing a sales pitch in book form.

Smart Move: Relate your story to the reader’s experience.

I once worked with a business consultant named Chris who grew up in 
New Orleans and was deeply affected by Hurricane Katrina. His book 
was about how businesses learn to adapt to sudden change, so including 
both comparisons to and stories about Katrina made a lot of  sense. But 
the first draft of  his text spent an immense amount of  time relating his 
first visit back to New Orleans after the flooding receded—before he 
even got into how the book could help readers design their businesses 
to survive fast changes. Not that it wasn’t a moving story—it very much 
was. But it was so focused on the author’s experience that it left the 
reader behind.
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We ended up condensing the story dramatically, and framing it to 
help the reader recall a tough experience of  change they’d had. The reader 
still got to hear the eerie silence and smell the rotting wreckage left behind 
by Katrina’s floodwaters as Chris had heard and smelled them—but they 
also now had a transition from being inside his experience to remember-
ing their business’s last Katrina-type moment. They still saw what was left 
of  the levees that had failed, but now they could connect that image to 
the things they’d done (or left undone) that had failed their businesses. 
And they could relate the hindsight of  the ruined city to their own need 
to learn from their mistakes and be more adaptable in the future.

In other words, Chris’s book went from a long-winded story that 
was theoretically interesting but unrelatable to one that was engaging, 
directly valuable to his readers, and positioned to help his business. All 
by relating a moving personal experience to more universal moments he 
knew his readers had gone through.

As Michael Butler explained, “You have a front-row seat to your 
own story, so you think it’s great because it’s yours. But at the end of  
the day, that’s not a business book, it’s a memoir. What you need to do 
is take a memoir and tie something into it, a problem that people are 
looking for solutions to. It’s the difference between writing for yourself  
and writing for people you can help, and it takes you from a position of  
consumerism to a position of  serving and giving back.”

Stories are valuable, even essential to the success of  your book. 
But recalling every detail of  your life—or every part of  how you built 
your business, or even a long story that eventually relates but delays 
the reader in getting to your message—these ways of  using stories just 
don’t align with the intentions of  writing a book for your business. It’s 
perfectly fine to write a book that makes your readers go “Awww!” or 
“Wow!” over some aspect of  your life. Just remember that your goal is 
to help them, not just narrate to them.

Smart Move: Be careful with brain dumps.

A common tactic for starting the book process in many book programs 
today is called the “brain dump.” To do a brain dump, you sit down 
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with a blank piece of  paper and write down literally everything you can 
think of  around the topic of  your book. No organization, no order, 
no limits—just a complete word vomit of  every possible idea that lives 
inside your head.

This tactic isn’t terrible. In fact, it can be a helpful technique if  
you are new to writing, intimidated by the blank page, and/or don’t 
know where to begin. But it has one major flaw: your book doesn’t 
need everything you have to say. Realistically, it won’t even need half  
of  that.

Telling the audience everything you know isn’t the same as telling 
them what they need to know. Especially when all the things you know 
may not fit together well or don’t all speak to the same audiences. Trying 
to download your entire expertise on a topic leads to a confusing book 
that doesn’t help anyone.

Derek Doepker ran into this mistake at full speed when trying to 
write his first book. He put together a text containing literally every-
thing he knew about marketing, complete with visuals and action steps 
and videos and on and on. The final draft was 350 pages, as long as a 
typical fantasy novel. And he couldn’t sell it. Not even with a pay-what-
you-want promotion. Not even to his family. He ultimately ended up 
reusing a lot of  its content in other ways, so it wasn’t a total loss. But no 
one wanted to buy a book that was just him sharing everything he could 
possibly think of  about a particular topic.

It gets even worse if  you want to write a book that contains all your 
knowledge about more than just one topic. Let’s say you want to share 
the story of  your life in a way that inspires people, and you also want 
to talk about good hiring practices, and you also want to tell how you 
started your business, and you also want to give real estate advice. That’s 
not one book. It’s at least four. Trying to cram all of  those different 
kinds of  knowledge into one book will just confuse your audience and 
water down your message.

You may know how to grow a thousand different plants. But try-
ing to fit every single one of  them into the same garden will lead to 
an overgrown mess that people will need a machete, a compass, and a 
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bucket of  Benadryl just to walk through. No one will enjoy meandering 
through that garden.

But if  you put in a few plants that grow well together, design their 
growth to follow a vision, and prune them carefully to showcase the 
healthiest and most appealing branches and blooms, you’ll end up with 
a beautiful, inviting space that showcases your expertise.

So as helpful as doing a brain dump may be for getting a first draft 
down, it’s not the same as writing a polished, curated book. The brain 
dump can become a great book, with audience-focused strategy and care-
ful editing. But without pruning, it will just be a tangle that your audi-
ence can’t navigate, let alone fall in love with.

Smart Move: Know the difference between pride and  
self-importance.

I just spent an entire section talking about how important it is to write a 
book you’re proud of. But there’s more than one sort of  pride, leaving 
us with a line to walk here. It’s essential to understand the difference 
between a book you’re proud of  and a book that showcases how proud 
you are of  yourself.

Sometimes that comes out as writing to read your own words (like 
speaking to hear the sound of  your own voice), which usually sounds 
more formal or wordy than your typical writing. That kind of  writing 
sounds inauthentic and will feel off  to your readers (whether they know 
you personally or not).

Other times, self-important writing sounds like straight-up brag-
ging, trying to show your expertise by telling everyone how smart and 
successful you are, how many awesome things you’ve done, how impres-
sive your credentials are, etc. This can also look like describing your suc-
cess and then saying or implying that readers should just do what you 
did and they’ll have the success you have. (Many of  the quick-and-cheap 
book gurus I talked about earlier like to do this kind of  thing—in their 
books and in their marketing materials.)

Sharing a lot of  customer testimonials can also fit into this category. 
A few success stories placed strategically in your text can be immensely 
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helpful, but flooding the book with them will make it feel like the sales 
pitch text I mentioned earlier in this chapter.

At its worst, self-important writing comes across as condescending 
and arrogant, as if  you are convinced that your way is right and all other 
ways are wrong, or as though you know everything and the reader just 
needs to listen to you. Nobody wants to read that sort of  attitude, nor 
do they want to buy what that person is selling.

So how can you steer clear of  self-important overtones?
The antidote is surprisingly simple: On every page, put your reader’s 

needs and desires ahead of  your own. Remember their goals, their ques-
tions, their problems. Think about why they’re reading your book, and 
refocus on what you can say to help them get what they’re hoping for. 
If  you’re not sure, ask yourself, “Is what I’m saying here valuable to 
someone other than myself ?” If  the answer is no, you’re probably in 
self-important territory. Frequent gut checks like this (and honest feed-
back from editors or beta readers) will help keep your tone humble and 
helpful.

Words of  Wisdom

“Will people get value from what I want to say? Can I relate that life 
story to where my readers are coming from and what they need? 
What do they need? We gotta write something that people are going 
to want to read—and do things that mitigate their being busy and 
distracted and preoccupied and disinterested. Don’t put your passion 
ahead of  what people need.” – Dave Ferguson

“Most writers write books that are all about them and their lives. 
But to be honest, the readers don’t care about that. Readers pick up 
books to find out ‘What’s in it for me?’ So keep the reader in mind. 
Serve them first. Don’t make the book just about you. Make it valu-
able for them.” – Jyotsna Ramachandran

“You have to tell your story. But the story has to lead somewhere. 
It’s not you writing in a journal. You have to write a story about the 
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problem that leads to the solution. Am I writing this story for me, or 
am I actually writing it for an audience? Does what I’m writing ben-
efit the reader or just make me feel good about myself ?” – AJ Austin

“Emotionally important to the author does not equal helpful for the 
reader. In a business context, it can’t just be about you. Even a per-
sonal story needs to help the reader identify with it. At the end of  the 
day, it’s about the reader, not the writer.” – Sara Stibitz
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Mistake #8

Not Knowing Who You’re Talking To

Of  course, in order to put your readers’ needs first, you need to know 
who those readers are.

Smart Move: Narrow your focus.

Entrepreneurs often start out wanting to be everything to everyone. 
When I started out, I wanted to be a content writer and a content editor 
and a speaker coach and a grant writer and a book editor. And I tried 
to provide those services to literally anyone who needed them. Imagine 
how many clients I got trying to do all of  that at once! (Spoiler: not 
many.)

Eventually, we realize that we need to niche down to provide one 
type of  service to one group of  people. That’s usually when our busi-
nesses start to make money, get out of  survival mode, and feel stable 
for the first time. For me, that’s when I zeroed in on providing book 
editing to entrepreneurs. (Yes, it’s grown to include book coaching and 
ghostwriting since then, but it started with just one thing!)

As Marie Forleo likes to say (in her trademark Jersey accent), “If  
ya tawkin’ ta everybody, ya tawkin’ ta nobody.” You owe your book the 
same level of  clarity and definition that you’ve given your business.

Not knowing who you’re talking to is the #1 reason your book 
won’t connect. If  you don’t know who your ideal audience is, you won’t 
be able to speak to them in the most powerful and helpful way you can, 
let alone convince them to keep reading, agree with your message, buy 
your products, or hire you.
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The two most important questions to ask to avoid this mistake are:

1. Who is your book for?

2. Who is your book not for?

The more specific you can get with those questions, the better you 
will know the audience you come up with by asking them. And since 
you’re a business author and your ideal readers will likely overlap quite 
a bit with your ideal clients, you can start asking these questions by 
considering who you like to work with—and who you don’t like to work 
with.

Once you know who these people are and aren’t, that delineation 
can come out clearly in your writing.

Smart Move: Be okay with polarizing.

My ideal reader for this book has several specific traits:

 – They have a successful and sustainable business.

 – They want to write a book to help grow that business.

 – They aren’t in a hurry.

 – They value a quality product (especially over a quick or cheap one).

 – They respect expertise, but are careful about whose advice they 
take. 

 – They want guidance in not making detrimental mistakes.

 – They want to write the best book they can no matter what it 
takes.

Anyone without most of  those traits who tries to read this book 
won’t find it appealing and might not even finish it.

And that’s fine with me. I know some of  the things I’m writing 
about will be polarizing. And I’m not afraid to push a few people away 
in the name of  attracting many others. I’m not looking for the best 
readers—I’m looking for the right ones.
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Audience segmentation works kind of  like The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show. People who don’t get Rocky Horror really don’t get it. It seems 
weird, twisted, bizarre, and not at all something they’d ever enjoy. But 
people who do get Rocky Horror absolutely love it. There’s literally noth-
ing they’d rather do at midnight than dress up in flashy, edgy costumes 
and sing along with a showing of  that movie with a hundred other peo-
ple just like them. And while the people who love that film are generally 
welcoming, they understand that Rocky Horror isn’t for everyone—and 
they love it that much more for having such a narrow audience base.

As you narrow down your audience, more and more people will fall 
outside of  that group. But what you lose in quantity you will more than 
make up in quality, because those people who are still in your audience 
will be over-the-moon obsessed with your work. They’ll be the people 
who feel like you just “get” them. They’ll be the ones who buy multiple 
copies of  your book to give to their friends, who recommend your 
business to their colleagues, who write glowing reviews for you without 
being asked, and (often) who will straight up hire you after reading your 
book. And the more you write for those people, the more of  them will 
find you and join your audience—and the less everyone else will matter.

Words of  Wisdom

“I remember a client writing a book on hiring who said, ‘I want 
CEOs to read it, HR directors to read it, and managers who might 
need to hire someone to read it.’ But all of  those people have very 
different concerns, agendas, and priorities and need different infor-
mation, so if  you write for one of  them, you’ll bore the other two. 
Pick one. The other two can be the next books. But without that 
audience clearly set and planned, you’ll disappear down rabbit holes 
and go round and round in circles and write a book no one wants to 
read.” – Rob Cuesta

“Inch wide, mile deep. The more specific you can get, the better. 
It can be tough to narrow that niche down and be specific for that 
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group of  people, but if  you don’t know and you don’t have that end 
in mind, you’re gonna write a crappy book.” – Sean Roach

“Create your ideal client avatar. Get detail-level clear on who that 
person is. Then as you make writing decisions, you can ask yourself, 
‘Would John Cooper be interested in that?’ If  the answer is yes, you 
can include it. If  the answer is no, then you can let it go. And then 
when the reader reads it, they’ll see themselves in it, or maybe some-
one they know. And even if  it isn’t for them, it will still feel relatable.” 
– Lynne Franklin
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Mistake #9

Not Knowing What Your Audience Wants

Once you know who your people are, what do you say to them? It’s 
tempting to just tell your audience what you want to tell them, rather 
than understanding what they want and need to hear.

Remember when I mentioned earlier that I’d already written a 
crappy book? This mistake was one of  the reasons it was so awful. 
Believe it or not, I literally wanted to write a manifesto of  my own opin-
ions. My angle was “How To Write A High-Quality Book According To 
Me, And All The Reasons You’re Doing It Wrong If  You Don’t Follow 
My Approach.” Only I didn’t call it that. I called it Masterpiece Principles. 
And yes, I actually wrote a first draft of  it.

Thankfully, I never published it. After some painful feedback and 
careful reflection, I realized that it didn’t matter how strong or well-
justified my opinions were, because they wouldn’t make for a book that 
would help my audience. Writing a book like that feels cathartic, but 
doesn’t give anyone any real value—only a pile of  opinionated crap. I 
put the manuscript aside, and got to work finding out more about what 
my audience really wanted.

Over the next two years, I had a ton of  conversations with other 
experts in my field, and I got some more experience with authors who 
helped me test my opinions against their needs. I developed a much 
clearer understanding of  what authors actually needed help with. I rei-
magined my book to speak to those things and, as a consequence, it was 
much more valuable to my readers. And I wrote a text that feels a lot 
more solid (and a lot less crappy!) than the first one.
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I was fortunate to have the time to do that research without letting 
my business fall behind. But you might not. If  you need to stay within a 
timeframe of  weeks or months rather than years, how do you find out 
what your audience wants? 

Smart Move: Do some homework.

There’s often at least some overlap between what you want to say and 
what the market wants to hear. But it can be devastating to assume that 
they’ll be the same without checking first!

You can usually tell at least some of  what your audience is looking 
for by researching the other books that are doing well in your field. If  
other books on your topic are doing well, that’s usually a pretty good 
clue that writing a book on that topic will serve more people than just 
you. And reading those books can help you learn some of  the specific 
advice and lessons your audience will appreciate hearing your take on.

What should you research specifically?

 • What other books have been written on your topic or similar 
topics?

 • How recently were these books written? What changes have hap-
pened in your industry since then? Do the most recent books 
address these changes?

 • What do these books have to say that you agree with? How have 
those points shaped your work, journey, and/or development?

 • What do these books have to say that you disagree with? What 
rebuttals would you make to those points?

 • What do people say about these books? (Hint: read their Amazon 
reviews!) What problems do they say that the books solve? What 
do they like and dislike about the books? What, if  anything, do 
they wish the authors had done differently?

 • How do the books describe themselves? What language do they 
use in their book descriptions? Do those words and phrases 
appeal to you or turn you off?
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With this kind of  research, you can start to get a sense for what 
messages do well in your market—and how your message relates to, 
overlaps with, and/or challenges those messages.

Doing your homework will also help you make sure you don’t write 
a book that’s identical to every other one on your topic out there. Your 
audience will always want you to be different from all the unhelpful crap 
(and even the helpful advice) they’ve already seen. Variety is the spice, 
as they say. If  you’re not sure how to make your book stand out, a good 
book coach or editor can help you with this.

Smart Move: Look for pain points you can heal.

The #1 goal of  a business book is to find one or more pain points that 
the reader has and provide specific solutions that make that pain go 
away. If  you don’t look for that pain, all you’re left with is talking about 
yourself. And you’ve already seen how problematic that is.

How do you know what your ideal reader’s pain point is?
Chances are, it’s the thing that your business gets paid to fix. Think 

about why people pay you to do what you do—and then keep asking 
“Why?” until you get to the pain point.

For example, if  you’re a yoga teacher, people pay you to teach them 
yoga.

Why? Because yoga makes them feel good.
Why? Because it’s relaxing.
Why is it relaxing? Because it stretches and relaxes their muscles.
Why do they want that? Because when it happens, their lower-back 

pain goes away for a few hours. Bingo! There’s the pain (literally). Peo-
ple pay you to teach them yoga because you remove or lessen their 
physical pain.

Let’s try another. If  you’re a social media strategy consultant, 
people (or their companies) pay you to tell them how to use social 
media.

Why? Because social media can get them more visibility, which 
translates to more clients.

Why don’t they do it themselves? Because social media is hard.
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Why is social media hard? Because it’s a constantly changing tool, there 
are tons of  different ways to use it, and it doesn’t always work the way 
they expect it to.

Why does that matter? Because they don’t have time to learn a whole 
new system every month, and their people need to spend their time 
doing more important things.

Aha! There’s the pain. People pay you to give them social-media-
strategy consulting so that they don’t lose a bunch of  valuable time 
trying to figure it out on their own.

Once you have an idea of  the pain that your audience is facing, the 
next question is how to address and solve that pain in your book. And 
it turns out there are a couple ways to do that: either deeply or widely.

Cameron Herold, whose writing I encountered during my work 
with Scribe Media, exemplifies these tactics in two of  his books. One, 
Double Double, goes wide. It’s a book that covers literally every challenge 
his audience faces within the book’s topic, but it doesn’t go into a ton 
of  depth or detail on any one of  them. Its goal is to address each one 
without letting any fall through the cracks.

The other, Meetings Suck, goes deep. It takes one issue in particular 
and devotes the whole book to it, going into as much detail as possible 
to solve every pain point associated with that issue.

Both of  these strategies can work well. Neither one is right or 
wrong. But they don’t work together. Going deep makes it really tough 
to go wide and vice versa. You’ve got to pick one and focus on it.

Why? Because deep books address pain points in very different 
ways than wide books do.

A wide book works great for audiences who deal with a lot of  dif-
ferent issues around a particular topic. Double Double is about rapid 
business growth (specifically, doubling a company’s revenue and prof-
its within three years). There are a lot of  things that a business owner 
or CEO needs to do to make that happen. Double Double speaks to all 
of  them just enough to give that reader exactly the information and 
action steps they need to meet that goal, but no more than that. It has 
one chapter on hiring, because hiring is an important step in business 
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growth. But it doesn’t try to be a whole book about hiring, because to 
do so would take the reader’s attention away from the two dozen other 
things they need to know about to achieve their growth goal.

So if  a wide book tries to address as many pain points as possible 
without giving any one of  them more or less attention, what does a 
deep book do?

It takes one and only one pain point, and it directs every piece of  
the book to addressing and healing every aspect of  that pain point. 
Meetings Suck is all about—you guessed it—meetings. It doesn’t need 
a chapter about hiring, because hiring is tangential to meetings at best 
(and often fully irrelevant to them). It focuses on the pain that bad 
meetings cause and shares action steps to “turn meetings that suck into 
meetings that work.”

If  your audience is dealing with a broad problem that has many 
associated pain points, write a wide book. If  they have a narrower prob-
lem that centers around one particular pain point, write a deep book. 
And if  they struggle with both kinds, pick one for your first book and 
the other for your next one(s).

Smart Move: Listen to your audience!

This one can be tricky. When you know what you’re talking about, it’s 
tempting to offer that perspective without taking the time to ask your 
audience whether they want it or not. So you may write what you think 
is the perfect book for your readers, only to watch it fall flat because of  
a disconnect you didn’t see coming.

But the solution is pretty straightforward: just ask your audience 
what they want and/or what would be most helpful for them. You can 
do this any number of  ways—customer surveys, content marketing, 
emails to your list, social media, in-person discussions with your clients, 
etc. Then when you go to write your book, you’ll already have a good 
idea about what topics and advice to include.

Sometimes your customers or audience will make this even easier 
for you. If  they’re asking you to write a book about a particular topic 
or niche, or even just asking you questions in general, then you just got 
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some free market research on what you could write a successful book 
about!

Other times, speaking directly to your audience is tougher—espe-
cially if  you don’t have much of  a following yet.

In that case, one helpful practice is to look for places where the 
audience you want to reach is different than the usual audience that 
authors in your industry speak to and/or doesn’t have the resources that 
other readers in that usual audience have. This will let you address your 
content to more specific audience needs than the typical book—and 
thus help that specific audience feel like you’re listening to them and their 
needs, not just to the industry as a whole. Michael D. Butler shared how 
he did that at the beginning of  his author career.

“I wrote my first book, Single Dad Survival Guide, because there were 
tons of  resources for single moms and none for single dads. Plus many 
men don’t read (only 30% of  readers are men) and single dads don’t 
have time to read. But single dads had tons of  questions about how to 
survive. So I wanted to write a resource for them that met them in their 
niche, felt their pain, added some humor, wouldn’t take them a lot of  
time to get through, and gave them specific ways to take action and 
improve their lives.”

One final tip: use your best clients as unofficial reference guides. 
What did you help them with? What did they learn while working with 
you that they didn’t know before? What was most beneficial for them 
about your work together? Most importantly, what problems did they 
have, and how were you able to solve them? These kinds of  questions 
will give you a good starting foundation for what your ideal audience is 
looking for.
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Words of  Wisdom

“We write books because we want to address the pain points of  our 
audience. We want to create something that helps them achieve what 
they want. If  we don’t fully know what that is, how can we create a 
great book? Most people think of  this as marketing. But guess what? 
It’s also writing. You need to get inside the heads of  the people you’re 
writing for—learn to speak their language—so that you can write in 
a way that makes them say, “Yes! That’s exactly what I was looking 
for.” Identifying that will not only help you market your book, but 
also make sure you write the best book that you can.” – Dave Chesson

“I’ve done several books because people were asking me specifically 
about things, first about how to do freelance writing, then about how 
to actually be a freelancer and run that kind of  business. When cer-
tain topics came up multiple times in these questions, it made sense 
to write books about them.” – Lise Cartwright

“You have to translate what you want to say into what people want 
to hear. The best way to do that is to listen to the words and phrases 
that your audience uses when they talk about your topic, the issues 
they struggle with and the things that they want, and then frame 
your message in terms of  those words, phrases, issues, and desires.”  
– Derek Doepker
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Mistake #10

Not Telling Stories

Stories can make or break your book. Let’s start by looking at two ver-
sions of  the same story.

Version A: Once there was a brilliant women’s coach named Jolie who 
wanted to write a book. She tried to record herself  speaking the text 
of  her book, but it didn’t work well, so she had to start over. Then she 
hired three low-cost editors in a row who each made her text worse. She 
almost gave up, but then she was introduced to a much better editor. 
Together, they saved her book. The end.

Version B: I can still remember hearing the tears in Jolie’s voice on the 
other end of  the phone. “I just don’t even know if  it’s any good now! 
Maybe I shouldn’t have written it.”

I was on a discovery call with a women’s empowerment and lifestyle 
coach who had just written her first book. She’d been having some 
trouble finding a good editor.

This woman is a brilliant entrepreneur, a savvy business owner, and 
a fantastic coach. She’s also, as I would shortly discover, a pretty good 
writer. Her book draft was not only easy to read, but also contained a 
ton of  high-quality content for her ideal readers.

So why was she almost crying as she told me about it?
Turns out, I wasn’t the first editor she’d talked to. She’d already 

hired one. Then another. Then a third. Each one had been sloppier and 
less professional than the last. By the time she called me, the text was so 
far from what she wanted that she was second-guessing having written 
it at all.
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It turned out that three times in a row, she’d gone to a mass-market 
job website for freelancers and posted a request for editors who could 
edit a 20,000+ word book in a couple of  weeks for a couple hundred 
dollars. Why? She simply didn’t know any better. No wonder she hadn’t 
been able to find the kind of  editor who could make her book amazing.

This author and I worked together on crafting her text into a quality 
product. She went on to have a hugely successful book launch, which 
led to a spread in a popular local magazine, many new clients, several 
speaking opportunities, and significant business growth. Two years 
later, her business is stronger than ever—and this book is one of  its 
cornerstones.

Which of  these two stories is stronger? Which reaches out and 
grabs you? Which makes you want to keep reading?

It’s no contest, right? Version A gives just the facts, but Version B 
brings you into another human being’s experience. The story that makes 
the strongest connection always wins.

That’s just the beginning of  what telling stories can do for your 
book.

Smart Move: Open yourself  up and get personal.

Stories make dry, complex, and/or unfamiliar material more interesting 
and easier to understand. How many times have you asked “Can you 
give me an example?” when you just weren’t getting what someone was 
trying to explain to you? The question behind that question is “Can you 
illustrate this concept with a story rather than just telling me what it is?”

Stories break up the lessons you want to teach, so your book isn’t 
just one lecture after another. Just as taking periodic breaks makes com-
pleting a project easier, giving your reader a story break every chapter or 
so makes digesting your whole book easier for them.

Stories do a great job of  highlighting the pain points you want to 
help your audience solve and heal. Think about the two versions of  
the story at the top of  this chapter. What makes the second one so 
much stronger than the first isn’t just its level of  detail and shift from 
third person to first person. What makes it so strong is how closely and 
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clearly it relates the pain its subject is going through. You can’t read that 
story without imagining the author’s frustration and despair—and feel-
ing at least a little of  it yourself.

Most importantly, stories connect you to the audience. When you 
tell stories about yourself, you make a personal connection with your 
readers. Suddenly you aren’t just giving them information, you’re giving 
them a piece of  yourself. And that opens them up to you in a way that 
“just the facts, ma’am” never will.

That level of  connection isn’t easy. Opening yourself  up that much 
can bring up all kinds of  emotional turmoil, and working through that 
can take a toll on us. But it’s worth it.

Sometimes it isn’t even our own resistance that hits us the hard-
est. Sometimes the walls we run into come from someone who cares 
about us. I’ve been fortunate that my family and my partner have 
supported me and my work as much as they have, but not everyone 
is that lucky.

Peter Scott’s book, The Fearless Mindset, shared a number of  raw and 
vulnerable stories around his childhood—so much so that one of  his 
relatives saw it as ruining the family name and threatened to disown him 
if  he published it. Peter had to decide which was more important to 
him: keeping his family’s approval and validation or sharing a message 
he believed could both help humanity and support his business.

Two years later, The Fearless Mindset is a centerpiece of  Peter’s coach-
ing and speaking business and has allowed him to help hundreds of  
people face and defeat their fears. In hindsight, publishing it was the 
right choice for him. But that didn’t make it an easy one.

Here’s Peter reflecting on what that decision taught him:
“At the end of  the day, the people you love most are not there to 

give you permission, they’re there to challenge you, so you can learn to 
do it on your own. Making the choice to go ahead with the book was 
really hard, because I had initially been looking for this permission from 
everyone close to me that I could write a book. I had to be willing to 
share what I felt led to share without their permission, and I had to give 
myself the permission I’d been counting on from them.”
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Stories that go deep into your past, your personal development, 
your struggles, or your pain won’t be fun to explore. And they’ll make 
some readers uncomfortable. They might need to be handled carefully 
so they don’t give your audience an impression you don’t want to give.

But whether or not to include them is up to you and your editor, no 
one else. Even if  those people love you and want the best for you, what 
you include in your book is not their decision. And leaving out your 
edgier or more vulnerable material for fear of  offending them might 
make your book more crappy, not less.

One final note: it’s okay to use other people’s stories as well as your 
own! Sometimes another person’s story will have way more emotional 
impact or relatability than yours. These stories can serve as case stud-
ies for how your methods work, illustrations of  why your message has 
broad applications, or deeper ways to connect to your audience’s emo-
tions, all of  which will make your book stronger and less crappy.

Just make sure that the person is okay with you using their story, and 
make sure the stories you tell don’t turn into a cascade of  salesy testimonials.

Whatever your stories may be, put your real self  into your book. 
Give your reader what they need to find inspiration in your words. Any-
thing less will make your book disappointing to the people you want to 
reach most. And there’s nothing crappier than a disappointing book.

Words of  Wisdom

“If  you’re writing a story in a nonfiction book, you need to have 
fiction elements in that story. Grab the reader’s attention by start-
ing in the middle of  what’s happening. Don’t say that you got up 
and then took a shower and then brushed your teeth and then went 
to the airport, if  the point is that you learned an important lesson 
on an airplane. If  you lose people in the first few sentences, you’re 
done. People will skim past to see if  it gets better, or they’ll put the 
book down. You have to know how to tell a story with a beginning, 
a middle, and an end—a story that makes people feel something.”  
– Joyce Glass
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“Stories give the reader’s brain a chance to relax and air out before 
you get into more facts. Especially look for stories that illustrate good 
things that happened when someone followed your advice (or bad 
things that happened when someone didn’t!).” – Denise Michaels

“One huge mistake I made was I took a bunch of  stories that illus-
trate what it’s like in your head to have an eating disorder, just made 
a list of  the stories I wanted to include, but I didn’t organize them 
before I started writing them down. And the book was in chrono-
logical order, but the stories weren’t, so as I wrote, I would go from 
Chapter 1 to Chapter 6 to Chapter 10 to Chapter 3 and so on, and it 
got very confusing. There are sections of  the book that don’t match 
each other in tone or style because I wrote them at different times 
with different attitudes. It may be entertaining, but it’s also jumpy, 
disjointed, and harder to read, like going over a bump in the road 
while you’re driving.” – Shannon Howard
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Mistake #11

Not Using An Outline

Up to this point, I’ve talked a lot about connecting your book to your 
audience mentally and emotionally. Now it’s time to get literal. It’s time 
to talk about your actual writing.

I promised this wouldn’t be a becoming-a-better-writer book, and 
I’ll keep that promise. But we can’t talk about crappy books without 
talking about crappy writing. There are a few writing mistakes that too 
many authors make…mistakes that make their books confusing, inac-
cessible, hard to follow, and tough for audiences to connect with. In this 
and the next chapter, you’ll explore two of  them in particular.

First, there is one surprising mistake that has come up in all my 
conversations with experts and book professionals over the last two 
years. It wasn’t the one I would have expected. It wasn’t writing an 
embarrassing book or forgetting to tell stories or not hiring an editor 
(though all of  those did get mentioned many times). It was not making 
an outline.

Say what?
You read that right. Skipping the outline is the single most common 

author mistake that leads to a crappy book.
A great outline is the business author’s secret weapon, but at first 

blush, outlining doesn’t sound all that exciting. Most of  us just want 
to jump into the writing without having to do a bunch of  boring prep 
work. Outlining can sometimes seem like being told to eat your Brussels 
sprouts before you can have ice cream. But like eating your veggies, the 
actual benefits of  outlining are enormous. Let’s talk about why.
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Smart Move: Understand what an outline does for your book.

Treasure Island was my favorite book as a kid. I must have read it 25 
or 30 times by the time I was 10 years old. And like many young boys 
who discover pirates, I was fascinated by the idea of  a treasure map. 
Sail to a deserted island, follow the map’s directions, dig in the right 
spot, and discover a fortune in lost pirate treasure—what imaginative 
kid wouldn’t love that idea?

Now imagine getting to write your own treasure map to a cache 
only you know how to get to. You might not know exactly what’s in it 
or exactly where it is, but you know the map you’re making will get you 
there if  you just follow it correctly.

With an outline, your book is exactly like the treasure on Captain 
Flint’s map. It will take some planning, trekking, and digging to get to, 
but the steps you laid out for yourself  will take you right to it. (And 
unlike the unfortunate pirates in Treasure Island, no one will have come 
along to steal your treasure before you get there!)

Without an outline, your book will be more like the Isla de Muerta 
from the first Pirates of  the Caribbean movie—out there somewhere, but 
only findable by those who already know where it is (which you don’t). 
You might come close by randomly sailing around for a while, but with-
out your map or Captain Jack Sparrow’s magic compass, you’ll have to 
get pretty damn lucky to find it.

Let’s look more closely at some of  the ways an outline helps you set 
a course for treasure.

An outline saves you time.

When you just sit down and write from a burst of  inspiration, what 
comes out will probably be pretty messy. To turn that mess into a well-
ordered book, you then have to put in dozens more hours restructuring 
it—sometimes down to moving individual sentences around—which 
hampers your progress and lowers the final book’s potential quality. 
Some authors have found it so daunting that they have given up on the 
text entirely and started again from scratch.
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An outline rescues you when you’re stuck.

An outline helps you fight writer’s block and procrastination, remind-
ing you what to say next and providing concrete, measurable steps for 
you to follow. With an outline, you have far fewer issues with taking the 
next step in your writing process, because you have a clear idea of  what 
that step will be and what it requires of  you. The more complex those 
steps are, the more detailed your outline can be to keep you on track 
through them.

An outline keeps you moving forward.

Going through the outlining process allows you to understand the writ-
ing process better, which makes it easier to navigate. While reading a 
book is a linear, start-to-finish activity, writing one is often circular (if  
not downright labyrinthine). Having an outline keeps you moving for-
ward, even if  the path isn’t a straight line.

An outline helps you put your readers first.

Most importantly, making an outline allows you to manage and main-
tain your connection to your readers by building it into the skeleton of  
your book from the beginning. You won’t have to spend valuable time 
coming up with stories and insights to make your lessons relatable as 
you write them, because you’ll already have a framework to write to.

Smart Move: Make your outline part of  the book process.

If  outlining is so important and beneficial, why do so many authors 
make the mistake of  not doing it?

Well for one thing, book gurus and programs don’t always teach it 
or advise on how important it is—and the ones that do usually say to 
outline as quickly as possible.

Also, when you’re excited about your book, it can be tempting to 
just sit down and start writing! The act of  writing carries an active, 
productive connotation, like you’re moving forward or accomplishing 
something. Outlining can feel more like the long line you have to wait 
in before you get to ride the roller coaster.
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Problem is, without an outline to guide you, writing often looks a 
lot more like staring at a blank page for hours or days because you don’t 
know what you want to say, how you want to say it, or the best order 
to say it in.

The solution here is to build the outlining work into your writing 
process from the beginning, so you don’t lose the productive feeling of  
writing momentum, but you also don’t shortchange all the great things 
an outline will do for your book. Here are four helpful ways to make 
that happen.

1. Spend at least 25% of  your writing time on outlining. If  
you know you have six months to write the first draft, spend the 
first six weeks of  that time on the outline. (It may help to make 
the outline its own project, separate from the first draft.) Get 
as detailed and intricate as you possibly can, and then go even 
deeper. Yes, this will feel like way more time than you need, and 
you will get frustrated because you want to start writing already, 
but trust me—every hour you spend on outlining here will save 
you five or more when you do start to write.

2. Make your outline a map to a journey—your reader’s jour-
ney. Know where they’re starting and what it’s like there. Define 
the problem and pain of  being in that space, talk about why it’s 
a problem and how it got so bad in the first place. Then figure 
out the first step they need to take to solve the problem, the 
milestones they’ll hit along the way, the places the journey will 
take them, and where they will end up when it’s finished. You get 
to design the ideal journey for your ideal reader and then guide 
them on it. (And make sure they find the treasure at the end!)

3. Choose the right outlining method for you. Forcing an 
unworkable outlining system is just as bad as forcing an unwork-
able writing system. Find one you know you can work with. 
Maybe that’s listing all the questions your book will answer for 
your audience. Maybe it’s writing out every step of  your system in 
full detail. Maybe it’s laying out the chronology of  your story and 
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adding the lesson that each major event taught you. Maybe it’s a 
combination of  a couple of  those. Your coach or editor can help 
you find the right one for you.

4. Accept that your outline will evolve. The table of  contents 
for this book went through dozens of  changes before I even 
started the first draft. That’s normal. It’s part of  the evolution 
process your text will go through on its way to becoming the 
great book you want it to be. So don’t freak out if  the outline you 
start with looks very different from the one you actually begin 
writing from. That’s how it’s supposed to happen. What’s impor-
tant is that you wind up with a skeleton for your book that lets it 
stand up straight, and will help keep you out of  crappy territory.

These four practices will help you not only write a successful out-
line, but also have a clear sense of  when your outline is finished and 
when you’re ready to start writing. At that point, the book draft should 
almost write itself.

Words of  Wisdom

“I’m a big-picture thinker, so an outline helps me visualize the whole 
book. It’s dangerous to start writing without one. You won’t end up 
with a cohesive product, and you’ll have to spend more time fixing 
the writing than if  you’d had one to begin with. It also helps you get 
and stay clear on your audience and [ensure] that your message is 
appropriate for the audience. It’s beginning with the end in mind.”  
– Kim Butler

“I like to have an idea of  the book’s title before I start writing. It 
might change as I go, but it gives me a solid starting point. Some 
people really prefer to write some or even all of  the book first, and 
let the title come out of  that. Either is fine, you can go with which-
ever method you prefer. The point is, you need some form of  direc-
tion for your writing. Just sitting down and starting to write will work 
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to a point, but without any kind of  structure, it will eventually turn 
into chaos.” – Derek Doepker

“I once worked on a book by a really good writer who told amazing 
stories and gave great examples…but had no outline. I would finish 
a chapter that was mesmerizingly good and then wonder what the 
actual point of  it was. It was slippery writing—really good word use, 
not boring at all, but left me feeling like I was missing something. 
The author hadn’t decided what she was saying in each chapter, so 
each chapter was powerful to read but felt like a letdown. I kept hav-
ing to say, ‘This is great writing, but what are you trying to say?’ And 
you never, ever want a reader to ask, ‘This is awesome, but why is it 
here?’” – Sara Stibitz
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Mistake #12

Not Writing Well For Your Audience

We’ve already established that you’re not a professional writer, and 
there’s no need for you to become one, since the key to success is avoid-
ing the same mistakes other amateurs make. But you should still make 
an effort to ensure that your book looks and sounds professional for 
your specific audience. Because if  your writing looks and sounds unpro-
fessional, your audience will assume that you are unprofessional. Don’t 
forget, to your readers your book is you.

Let’s look at three ways to write well for your specific audience.

Smart Move: Nail the basics—be clear, consistent, and polished.

There may not be an angry English teacher in the sky judging your writ-
ing with a celestial red pen. But if  you deliver a sloppy text that doesn’t 
meet even the basic standards of  what any reader would expect from a 
professional book, you’re in trouble.

A text with more than a handful of  typos or errors doesn’t meet 
basic standards. Up to about five is excusable, a few more can be over-
looked if  the book’s content is strong (and thanks to e-book and print-
on-demand tech, fixed quickly). Any more than that is unacceptable. 
Think about it. If  you leave little mistakes everywhere in your book, 
potential clients will think you’ll leave little mistakes in your work with 
them. Being sloppy straight-up torpedoes your credibility.

This mistake is easy to fix. Proofread your text carefully and make 
sure you have professional help (lots more about that coming soon). 
But it’s only easy to fix if  you care enough to fix it. And if  you’re not 
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willing to make sure your book is well-polished and error-free, you’re 
probably not ready to write one yet.

Similarly, an inconsistent text looks almost as sloppy as one riddled 
with typos. If  you have some chapters that are 25 pages and some that 
are 2 pages, that’s inconsistent. If  you talk about your services by one 
name in Chapter 4 and a different name in Chapter 7, that’s inconsistent.

Inconsistency is problematic because it distracts your reader from 
your message. Some of  the most glaring inconsistencies include:

 – Spelling the same words differently

 – Formatting pages differently

 – Changing the person you speak to (you vs. they)

 – Changing the voice you speak with (I vs. they) 

 – Changing tenses in the middle of  a sentence or paragraph (such 
as past and present)

 – Structuring chapters unreliably 

A strong outline and a good editor can help you spot these mistakes.
Lastly, don’t neglect your book’s cover. If  you think what’s inside 

your book is more important than what’s outside, you may be technically 
right. But what’s outside is usually what determines whether anyone will 
actually look inside in the first place. Don’t shortchange yourself: have 
a polished, professional cover designed.

Smart Move: Get out of  your own head.

In every single book draft I’ve edited, there’s been at least one moment 
where the authors all made the same mistake: assuming the reader could 
read their mind.

This is an easy trap to fall into. See, you know what you’re talking 
about. You’ve known what you’re talking about for approximately for-
ever. And you’re used to talking to other people who also know what 
you’re talking about—industry colleagues, warm prospects, and clients 
who’ve gotten to know you. It’s almost second nature to assume that 
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whoever you’re talking to understands your topic well enough to follow 
your writing on it.

But with a book, especially a first book, you’re mostly talking to 
people who have never heard of  you. Even if  they’re familiar with your 
industry or have worked with someone like you before, they don’t know 
you. (And unless you’re writing for the crew of  the starship Enterprise, 
none of  them can do a Vulcan mind meld and instantly know every-
thing you do.)

Basic concepts that are simple in your eyes will seem complex to 
these readers. And more advanced ideas that you’ve worked hard to 
internalize may as well be in Klingon. Your mastery of  the topic doesn’t 
matter if  you don’t write about it in a way that non-masters can under-
stand. Or as Derek Doepker’s business partner Ben Patwa put it, “It 
doesn’t matter how good your French is if  the person you’re talking to 
only speaks Japanese.”

I recently worked with spiritual intimacy coaches Londin Winters 
and Justin Pierce on a relationship book for awakened women. The text 
was crammed full of  value for the reader—in fact, it was too crammed. 
This was their first book on this topic, but they’d included material for 
all levels of  readers, from beginners who had never heard of  them to 
advanced practitioners.

Our first task was to take everything above the introductory level of  
their teaching and set it aside for a later book. This not only streamlined 
the flow and impact of  the remaining material, it also made sure that 
material was fully accessible for the readers they wanted to reach—poten-
tial clients who didn’t know them yet. The book, The Awakened Woman’s 
Guide To Everlasting Love, had a runaway launch, gained national-level 
media exposure, and still brings new clients in to their coaching business.

If  you’re writing for a beginner-level audience, make sure you’re 
only including beginner-level content in your book. (If  you want to 
write an advanced book, make sure that your audience is completely 
ready for it—this is easier if  you’re writing a second or third book rather 
than a first.) Then, get out of  your head and explain things clearly for 
people who aren’t familiar with you, your methods, or your industry.
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If  you’re struggling to describe things clearly or getting bogged 
down in industry jargon, try giving yourself  Denzel Washington’s 
famous instruction from the film Philadelphia: “Explain it to me like I’m 
a six-year-old.” Whatever concepts you’re sharing, if  you can explain 
them so a child will understand, any reader in your ideal audience should 
grasp them pretty easily.

That might sound like too much simplification, but trust me, it isn’t. 
What feels to you like dumbing things down is what allows people with-
out your perspective to benefit from the information you’re sharing. 
Simple analogies and straightforward language make complex processes 
easy to understand.

Smart Move: Find the sweet spot between too much and not 
enough.

Wordiness can be a tough line to walk. On the one hand, you need to 
give enough information and to flesh out stories enough that readers 
get everything out of  your writing that you want them to. On the other 
hand, you don’t want to ramble on for so long that they lose the point 
or fall asleep.

How do you find that middle ground?
First, embrace your writing style. If  you are a bullet-point writer 

who loves short sentences and likes to get straight to the point, write 
like that. If  you are a storyteller who enjoys painting pictures with your 
words and you prefer sentences that draw the reader through at a lei-
surely pace, write like that. Up to a point, making your writing sound 
like you is more important than making every sentence a certain length 
or every chapter a set word count.

You also need to know what’s valuable in your text and what isn’t. 
Not everything you have to say will be important enough to make it into 
the final draft—and that’s okay! Being willing to take out good things to 
leave great ones will make your final text stronger.

One area to be especially careful with is repetition. Sometimes 
you’re saying too much because you’re repeating yourself, reiterating 
points you’ve already made, repeating yourself, restating arguments 
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from earlier in the book, including redundancies to make sure every-
thing’s covered (or to fill out more pages), repeating yourself…you get 
the idea. Don’t do this. The occasional emphasis or recap is fine, but 
make sure you’re adding value for your reader, not just filling space or 
padding your text.

Finally, be ruthless about cutting out and setting aside anything that 
doesn’t 110% belong in your current book. Not belonging in the book 
you’re writing at the moment doesn’t make a piece of  writing bad, it 
simply means that you get to save it for another book where it will be 
amazing, instead of  forcing it to stay in a book where it will be mediocre 
(if  not awful). That’s not a bad choice to make.

It’s certainly possible to not say enough. But aside from being 
somewhat harder than saying too much, this is more often an effect of  
other mistakes—particularly being in a big damn hurry, not making an 
outline, and not telling stories. If  you avoid those mistakes, not saying 
enough shouldn’t be a problem for you.

Either way, writing a book to hit a certain number of  words is like 
saying Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony is beautiful because it has 70,359 
notes in it. (Yes, someone counted them.) It’s not about the number of  
notes; it’s the overall effect that matters.

Remember the Goldilocks principle: you don’t want too hot or too 
cold, you want just right. Figuring out what “just right” is for your book 
is a job for you and your editor.

Words of  Wisdom

“There are certain cardinal sins that books should never commit. 
When I buy a book, I expect there won’t be grammar or spelling 
errors, for example. Think about the things you just expect to be 
there—those things will ruin you. We have to deliver on the things 
that are expected.” – Dave Chesson

“Don’t fall for the idea that giving your readers more, more, more 
will be the most effective way to teach or help them. If  you can get 
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them where they need to go in less space, fewer words, or shorter 
time, they’ll get more out of  it and appreciate it more. It’s like going 
to the grocery store. You may buy enough food for a week, but 
you won’t cook it into one big meal all together. You’ll decide on 
certain foods for certain recipes and save the rest for other ones.”  
– Derek Doepker

“We see this every day, where we look at a book and it has a great 
idea in it that would have made a wonderful magazine article. There 
has to be enough content to keep us engaged throughout the whole 
book—and if  there isn’t, it shouldn’t be a book.” – Lynne Franklin
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Mistake #13

Ignoring Book Marketing

I love feel-good movies, especially ones about sports or music. They 
just make me happy, and I’m always surprised at how many great life 
lessons I learn from them.

But there’s one that bothers me more than a little: Field of  Dreams.
Kevin Costner’s character, a farmer in Iowa, hears a disembodied 

voice saying, “If  you build it, he will come.” He interprets that to mean 
that if  he builds a baseball diamond in his cornfield, Shoeless Joe Jack-
son will come back from the dead to play on it. Long story short, that’s 
exactly what happens, and the events that follow allow Costner’s charac-
ter to reconcile with his estranged (and deceased) ballplayer father and 
replace his lost farm income by selling tickets to watch famous, dead 
Hall-Of-Famers play baseball in his field.

Like most feel-good sports movies, Field of  Dreams is fun to watch 
(if  a bit strange).

But variations on its famous phrase (“If  you build it, they will 
come”) have been adopted as the foundation for all kinds of  schemes, 
business ventures, and even books. And that’s a problem.

Why?
Because that advice doesn’t work in the real world. If  all you do is 

build it, no one will come. It won’t matter what it is or even how amaz-
ingly epic it is. If  no one knows it exists, they won’t come to see it. As 
much as it pains me to admit, even the most high-quality masterpiece 
book in the world won’t get far if  you expect that book to do all its own 
marketing.
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Smart Move: Accept that marketing is part of  your job 
description.

When I started out as a book editor, I ran into a lot of  book-creation 
advice that said, in essence, “Screw quality writing and good editing. All 
you need is marketing and you’re set!” And I immediately did what I 
thought any self-respecting editor would have done, which was run as 
far as I could the other way and start saying, “Screw marketing. All you 
need is quality writing and good editing. Fight me!”

Did that work for me? Well, yes and no. I eventually found clients 
who wanted to prioritize writing a good book, which allowed me to build 
my business in a way that aligned closely with my values. But I also 
eventually realized that good marketing is critical to the book-creation 
process. Even the most perfectly-written book will fail if  no one knows 
about it. You need to let your audience know your book exists—and 
you need to be proactive about doing that. Just sitting in a metaphorical 
cornfield/baseball diamond and waiting for readers to show up won’t 
be enough.

I also learned that book marketing isn’t easy, intuitive, or even famil-
iar to most authors. That isn’t true of  writing. No matter the mistakes 
they may make during their writing processes, everyone at least already 
knows the basics of  communicating their thoughts via the written word. 
Forming letters into words and words into sentences isn’t a skill most 
authors need to learn from the ground up.

Marketing, however, often is.
Learning marketing as an author can feel foreign, kind of  like learn-

ing Japanese as a native English speaker. There are strong pros to that 
idea: Japan has a fascinating culture, learning one of  the toughest lan-
guages on Earth provides an intriguing challenge, and knowing Japa-
nese can open doors in business. But there are sizable cons to that idea 
as well: mastering even the basics of  Japanese takes years, its systems 
of  grammar and pronunciation are completely different from those of  
English, and putting in all that work seems unnecessary if  you never 
plan to visit Japan.
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So it’s easy for many authors to look at marketing as too hard, too 
complicated, too confusing, and not worth their time. Unfortunately, 
unless you want your book to never be read, ignoring marketing isn’t an 
option. Let’s look at a couple of  solutions that can make it easier.

Smart Move: Look at marketing and writing as parallel, not 
sequential.

The good news about book marketing is that you already know more 
about it than you think—especially after reading this far in this book. In 
fact, the solutions to the last six mistakes are also marketing tips.

Knowing who your audience is, understanding what they want, 
relating the book to their experiences, telling stories…you might not 
think of  these things as marketing techniques, but that’s what they are. 
They make your book more accessible and relatable for your ideal read-
ers, which in turn makes it much easier to sell, promote, and otherwise 
draw attention to.

You know that feeling when you make a checklist of  everything you 
have to do today, but then you include five things you’ve already done 
so you can check them off  right away? Suddenly your list doesn’t feel 
so huge anymore. Shift your mindset from the idea that writing and 
marketing are two completely different things to the notion that they 
overlap quite a bit and you’ll be a lot less intimidated by the marketing 
side of  things.

This “overlap” mindset also moves writing and marketing from 
a sequential time frame to a parallel one. Marketing no longer has to 
come after writing, either as a delayed reward for finishing the book or 
a dreaded chore that you put off  as long as possible. Instead, marketing 
and writing can happen concurrently. It’s part of  your process now, not 
something that you wait to do after the process is done.

Smart Move: Start talking about your book while you’re still 
writing it.

One particular opportunity this shift opens up is the chance to make 
organic connections with your audience by engaging with them while 
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you’re writing the book rather than waiting until you’ve published it. 
Here are some helpful ways to do that.

 • Share progress updates. If  people are going through the pro-
cess with you, they’ll look forward to the book being done so 
they can read it.

 • Let them vote on aspects of  your book. This is great for 
choosing things like your cover design, your title and subtitle, 
even subtle things like which font you use. Letting your audience 
have input into these decisions makes them feel like they’re part 
of  the book process.

 • Give sneak peeks of  your content and process. Audiences love 
getting to go behind the scenes of  anything, and it helps them 
feel more invested.

 • Show off  things you’re excited about. If  you get a blurb from 
someone famous, invite your audience to celebrate with you! If  
your editor helps you make some amazing changes that up-level 
your text, give them a shout-out so everyone knows what a great 
help they’re being.

 • Get visual. Whether that looks like an “I’m writing today” selfie 
with your laptop and coffee mug, a video of  you reading an 
excerpt of  your book, or something else, expanding into visual 
media is never a bad choice.

 • Ask for feedback. Many authors ask their audiences for early 
reactions and reflections on their first drafts. (This is usually 
called “beta reading.”) This feedback can be super helpful in 
catching major issues early on—and beta readers tend to be the 
most dedicated members of  your audience.

The point of  all this is to start building a sense of  community 
around your book, which allows your audience to feel part of  things 
and take ownership in the project. It also helps you feel like you have 
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people to write for—even if  you haven’t started writing yet. It’s an 
immense win-win.

Smart Move: Pick a few things and do them well.

Now the big question here is where to do all of  those things? And the 
answer is…wherever it makes the most sense for you. If  you’ve got 
loads of  Instagram followers or you love LinkedIn, start there. If  you 
have an active blog or a growing email list, definitely include those. If  
all these different platforms give you a headache and you only want to 
use Facebook, then Facebook it is.

In fact, you shouldn’t try to do everything or be everywhere at once. 
The sheer number of  options is one of  the most intimidating fac-
tors in marketing. And trying to include them all is the easiest path 
to doing a little of  everything but accomplishing nothing. Don’t fall 
into that trap. Pick one or two things that make sense for you and 
your audience, and that you can either do without wanting to curl up 
in a ball and hide till the launch is over, or easily delegate to a virtual 
assistant (VA). Then do those things (and only those things) as well 
and as often as you can.

Being careful who you listen to also comes into play here. As you’ve 
probably noticed, different book programs and gurus tend to promote 
particular marketing practices—usually centering around an Amazon 
bestseller launch, but often including a range of  additional options. 
Some of  those options might feel workable and exciting for you. Oth-
ers might feel overwhelming and terrifying. As with writing and out-
lining systems, don’t feel like you must follow a particular marketing 
strategy if  it doesn’t feel right.

Conversely, getting external advice or coaching around marketing 
can be hugely valuable. Continuing our earlier analogy, it’s the equiva-
lent of  hiring a private Japanese tutor or joining a language immersion 
program to accelerate your learning process. A marketing coach can 
provide perspective and recommendations around areas you just don’t 
know well enough to make informed decisions on.
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Smart Move: Learn how to talk about your book.

Finally, bear in mind that you’re going to need to talk and write about 
your book in a couple of  specific places—and that how you do so may 
entirely make or break your audience’s reception to the book.

The first ones your audience will see include your title, your subtitle, 
and your Amazon book description. These elements are your oppor-
tunity to grab your audience’s attention and entice them to read your 
book…or to just kinda wave at them halfheartedly and hope they’ll stick 
around.

There are dozens of  resources out there on writing great titles, sub-
titles, and book descriptions, some even written by experts mentioned 
in this book. These tactics get a little bit advanced for the kinds of  foun-
dational solutions I’m talking about, so I’ll let you explore them in detail 
on your own. I also encourage you to work closely with your editor on 
these parts of  your text.

In the meantime, here are a few beginner tips I’ve found particularly 
helpful:

 • Your title’s job is to grab the reader’s attention. Not to inform 
them, not to educate them, not to inspire them—just to get them 
to stop in their tracks and look at your book. Think of  it like the 
red light in a traffic signal. It doesn’t mean “Think about slowing 
down,” it means “STOP RIGHT NOW!”

 • Your subtitle’s job is to intrigue the reader about what’s inside 
the book. It follows naturally from the title, giving a bit more 
information about what the reader can expect. If  the title grabs 
the reader’s attention, the subtitle tells the reader why they should 
be paying attention.

 • Your book description’s job is to sell the book. If  there’s any-
where you can get a little salesy and give your reader a pitch, it’s 
here. Dave Chesson compared it to having an elevator pitch for 
your business: “Imagine your client, then pretend you’re in the 
elevator and have fifteen seconds to convince them to read your 
book. Cover your main points, address big objections, present 
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your book as the solution to their problem, and give a quick call 
to action at the end.”

These aspects of  your book can be fun to experiment with, if  you’re 
into that kind of  intellectual challenge. Or they can be outsourced if  
they feel overwhelming to you. Just don’t ignore them, or you’ll miss out 
on a powerful way to help your book succeed.

Here’s where I’m going with all of  this: It’s okay to dislike market-
ing. Just don’t ignore it. Even if  you don’t love it, it’s something you must 
do if  you want a book that gives you results. Find some aspect of  mar-
keting that you enjoy, are good at, or at least can tolerate, and double 
down on that aspect. Do whatever you must to make sure your valuable 
message gets out to the people who need to hear it.

Words of  Wisdom

“If  you really want to make money from your book, you need to live 
and breathe marketing it from three to six months before you pub-
lish through a year afterward.” – Julia Willson

“If  you’re going to write a book, it might as well last longer than a 
couple months after the launch. We make time for what’s important 
to us, so make the time to focus on quality and marketing equally. 
That way, you’ll create something that lasts for years and decades 
after you launch it.” – Tyler Wagner

“The day you decide you’re going to start writing a book is the day 
you need to start marketing that book. The more you can understand 
your market from the beginning, the better book you’ll be able to 
write for them.” – Dave Chesson





Danger Zone C:  
Writing a Book All By Yourself
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Mistake #14

Not Seeing Value In Getting Help

Getting professional help with your book should be a no-brainer. Yet 
many business authors see it as an unjustifiable expense, or a delay 
between writing the book and getting it out into the world. Even authors 
who are taught to include editing in the self-publishing process tend to 
see it as a necessary evil, and gloss over it or rush through it on the way 
to their book launches.

As a result, hundreds if  not thousands of  books come out every 
year in subpar condition. Their authors’ businesses suffer, stagnate, or 
(at best) hold steady, when instead they could explode onto the scene 
riding a tsunami of  reader support.

Even putting aside my own biases as an editor, it makes no sense 
that brilliant business professionals, who pride themselves on giving 
the best possible service to their clients, would skip over getting the best 
professional help they can afford when they write a book. Especially 
when those same would-be authors rarely hesitate to invest in high-
ticket coaching packages and masterminds or to hire dynamite personal 
assistants and consultants. But it still happens. A lot.

So I’m going to share with you some reasons why authorpreneurs 
might avoid getting professional assistance, and the solutions I’ve found 
that will help you not fall victim to that mistake.

One fairly obvious reason is that book professionals are rare birds. 
Business owners and entrepreneurs only work with them in a specific 
scenario: when they want to write a book. If  a first-time author doesn’t 
know many (or any) other authorpreneurs, they’ll have little or no 
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supportive knowledge around what makes a good book professional, 
how to work with one, and how much one is worth. And unless you 
happen to be related to one or have a lucky connection, you may not 
know any book professionals or how to begin looking for one.

Compare that to a consultant who advises on marketing, branding, 
scaling, or social media. Businesses and entrepreneurs work with those 
kinds of  consultants every day. If  you aren’t working with one yourself, 
chances are you know a handful of  them, not to mention several people 
who are working with them or have in the past. It’s a lot easier for you to 
understand what those professionals do, how they do it, what benefits 
they provide you, and how much they’re worth. If  you don’t already 
know those things, they’re pretty easy to find out from trusted sources.

Until you’ve worked with a true professional on a book, you may 
not realize how valuable that pro will be for you. Even if  you’ve del-
egated other tasks or hired other consultants within your business, you 
still won’t know what it’s like to work with a book professional.

Let’s start by talking about the value of  good help.

Smart Move: Understand what professional help can do for you.

Remember Jolie from Mistake #10, the chapter on telling stories?
She had tried everything she knew, all the strategies and tactics 

she’d been told or taught, and they’d all come to nothing. Then the 
people she’d paid and trusted to make her work better had failed her, 
one after another. She was close to giving up on her book entirely. She 
felt exhausted, depressed, frustrated, and scared—so much so that she 
couldn’t hide or hold back the tears, even though she was talking to a 
complete stranger.

All of  this anguish was hitting her because she had decided to hire 
cheap, low-end help—people who didn’t know enough about good 
editing to give her what she needed, who weren’t right for her or her 
book, who wanted her money but didn’t care about her success. And 
those people huffed and puffed and blew down her manuscript so 
thoroughly that she almost chose to give up on it rather than try to 
salvage anything.
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The first lesson in Jolie’s experience is on how to tell a good story. 
The second is on what happens when you don’t understand the differ-
ence between good help and bad, and therefore you settle for the first 
“professional” help you can find.

So the first piece of  value I’ll point out around getting good pro-
fessional help is that it nearly always prevents you from dealing with 
the kind of  situation Jolie ended up in. Hiring a good first editor is the 
best way I know not to find yourself  in tears on the phone with a good 
fourth editor. And that’s just as true for a book coach, ghostwriter, cover 
designer, or any other book professional you might work with.

Here are a few more benefits of  professional help:

 • Coaching on the parts of  the project you’re unfamiliar with and/
or could use extra support on

 • Guidance tailored specifically to you rather than to a faceless 
group of  other authors you may or may not fit in with

 • Advice on finding a process that works for you, and accountabil-
ity on sticking to that process

 • Acceleration of  later parts of  the process (rewriting, revising, 
editing) by ensuring the early parts (strategizing, outlining, writ-
ing) are solid and supported

 • Reliable assistance they’re accountable to you to provide

 • Help with improving your writing and related skills so that in the 
future you’re more self-sufficient

 • Freedom to focus on the tasks you do well and enjoy while some-
one else takes care of  the tasks you don’t

 • Experienced perspective on the mistakes you’re making and how 
to stop making them

 • Counsel on what your book needs in order to be better and 
actionable advice to get it there

 • Partnership with people who care as much about your project’s 
success as you do
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You may not need or want all of  those things for the book project 
you’ve got in mind. But I bet some of  them sound pretty damn good.

Getting good professional help fills in the holes where your own 
knowledge and experience may fall short. It ensures that people other 
than you are focused on the quality and success of  your book. And 
it gives you the peace of  mind that comes with knowing you have a 
skilled, dedicated support system at your back. If  those things aren’t 
worth having on a project like this, I don’t know what is.

Smart Move: Take some pressure off  yourself.

Have you ever felt like you have to do everything yourself ? Like you’ve 
got to wear all the hats to keep your business going, even if  it’s running 
you into the ground? Or like if  you have to ask for help, you’re “doing 
it wrong” and should feel guilty and ashamed?

That’s a trick question—you’re an entrepreneur, of  course you’ve 
felt like that. I have too. It’s not a fun feeling. It puts your days into a 
pressure cooker, makes it hard to sleep well at night, and can sometimes 
put you down for the count.

I remember one semester of  college where I took a full class load, 
worked two part-time jobs, wrote for the newspaper, took voice lessons, 
had a role in the spring musical, and kept up a long-distance relation-
ship. I was doing a lot of  things, sure. But you know what I remember 
most about that semester? Getting so sick by the halfway point that I 
put myself  in the campus clinic for a solid week. I know a number of  
authorpreneurs who have done something similar in running their busi-
nesses while also trying to write a book all by themselves.

Don’t go there. Writing a book might be important to your busi-
ness, but it’s not worth your health.

Keeping a vise grip on every aspect of  your book because it’s yours 
and you must do it all yourself will hurt you. It will also hurt your book.

When you do that, you’re basing the quality and success of  a major 
business asset on the knowledge and experience of  a beginner (you). 
Then you’re putting immense pressure on that beginner to learn every-
thing there is to know about creating and promoting that asset, to learn 
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those things quickly even if  they don’t match the beginner’s skill set, to 
get them 100% right the first time, and to not screw anything up. And 
you’re giving that beginner no support whatsoever and expecting them 
to handle everything on their own.

If  you don’t want to curl up in a ball and hide under a blanket after 
just reading that, let alone trying to do it, you might be a masochist.

Yet far too many authorpreneurs look at both running their busi-
nesses and writing their books exactly that way, as though being so busy 
they can’t think or function is a badge of  honor.

Here’s a different idea.
If  you’re putting together a book, and that project includes some 

tasks you don’t know how to do or haven’t mastered or just don’t enjoy, 
don’t do those tasks yourself. Trying to learn how to do them, or forcing 
yourself  through them, isn’t a good use of  your time and will likely hurt 
both you and the book.

Take the pressure off  yourself. Get someone who already knows 
how to do those things, who’s already mastered them, and who enjoys 
doing them. Don’t spend the project beating your head against a wall 
of  stuff  you don’t want to deal with. You’ll turn it into a crappy book 
without even meaning to.

I promise you, there is no shame in asking for help or in not know-
ing how to do something and engaging a professional who’s way better 
than you at that thing to do it for you.

Smart Move: Learn the different kinds of  help you might need 
(and the two you must have).

If  you’re not familiar with book creation, you won’t have any idea what 
kind of  professional help to get—or how to even start thinking about it.

Let me break it down for you. The help you want will depend on the 
areas of  the project you need support with. There are some areas where 
you may or may not need support, depending on other aspects of  the 
project—and two where you absolutely will, no matter what.

If  you need help writing the book, you need a book coach. A 
book coach functions as a literary Sherpa—they know the path you’re 
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on, so they’re uniquely qualified to help you walk it. They’ll help you 
answer many of  the questions I mentioned earlier in this book—ques-
tions like “Who am I talking to?” and “Why am I writing this book?” 
They’ll also help you put together an outline and writing plan, and they’ll 
give you regular support by phone and email as you write. Most book 
coaches work like other coaches do: on retainer for a predetermined 
period of  time.

If  you need someone to do the writing for you, you need a 
ghostwriter. Ghostwriters aren’t just for celebrities and high-level CEOs 
(though they aren’t cheap, either). They specialize in helping you get all 
your ideas out of  your head and then take the lead on turning those 
ideas into a book draft. Many of  them work by interviewing you or 
having you speak your ideas, and then translating your audio recordings 
into written text. The best ghostwriters will include at least one rewrite 
in their service packages, so that they can write a first draft and then 
refine it. (One caution: Hiring a ghostwriter doesn’t mean that you get 
to unplug and disengage from the book project. You’ll still be actively 
involved with the writing process!)

If  you need help getting the book published, you’ll want a self-
publishing specialist. These people know all the ins and outs of  Ama-
zon and can guide you through the technical side of  bringing a book 
to life. They’ll coach you through uploading your book, choosing your 
keywords and categories, setting up your author page, and so on—and 
some of  them will even do all those things for you. Self-pub specialists 
also tend to know some great hacks for optimizing your book’s Ama-
zon presence, and many also specialize in running book launches there. 
Of  course, you can learn to do all of  these things yourself, but if  you’re 
looking for parts of  the book process you can safely delegate, start here.

If  you need help promoting your book after it’s published, 
you’re looking for a book marketing consultant. Whatever your goals 
are for your book, these people know what marketing strategies will 
help you get there. They can help you get reviews, be interviewed on 
podcasts, connect with influencers who will help you promote your 
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book, write guest posts on highly read blogs, and at the highest levels, 
even hit a major bestseller list like New York Times or Wall Street Journal. 
Many self-publishing specialists are also book-marketing consultants 
and vice versa, so you may only need one person to cover both those 
needs.

If  you just need an extra pair of  hands, a virtual assistant will 
be helpful. Especially for authors who are closer to the bootstrapper 
end of  the spectrum and/or want to do most of  the work themselves. 
Having someone to take on those few things they aren’t as skilled or 
experienced at or just don’t have the bandwidth for can be a huge help. 
I wouldn’t recommend using a VA for any part of  the actual writing 
process, but in lieu of  a full-on publishing or marketing person, they 
can be a great investment.

[MANDATORY] If  you want your book to look professional, 
you need a designer. I mentioned this earlier, but it’s worth repeating 
here: a well-written book with an amateur cover or a sloppy interior 
layout is still a crappy book. Unless you’re a graphic designer or for-
matter yourself, I strongly suggest that you not do your own cover or 
layout. Hire someone who gets paid to do those things for a living and 
pay them well. Find book covers you like and connect with the designer 
who did them. (Often their name is credited inside the book—if  it 
isn’t, you can always ask the author.) Also, be aware you may need two 
separate people for cover design and interior layout. Some designers do 
both, some don’t.

[MANDATORY] If  you want your book to just not be crappy, 
you must hire a professional editor. Good editing or lack thereof  will 
make or break your book. Period. Your editor is the most important 
person in your book process, after yourself.

And yet, editing is also the professional help that most authorpre-
neurs rush through, minimize, or disdain outright. I spent a good two 
years in “WTF” mode around that before I started to understand the 
reasoning behind it. In the next chapter, I’m going to address this issue 
directly.
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Words of  Wisdom

“The best thing I did was hire a mentor. Because for me, when I 
invest in myself, I pay attention to that investment. I knew I could 
write the book myself, but I knew it would take me longer and I 
wouldn’t prioritize it. Having someone help me along the journey 
was extremely helpful for me.” – Peter Scott IV

“Especially if  you’re writing a book for the first time, and you’re 
struggling through the process, don’t struggle through it! Have some-
one help you! It’s like a walk around the world, you need a map…
and sometimes you need a Sherpa. You need to have someone help 
you through the struggles with the benefit of  their experience.”  
– Polly Letofsky

“You don’t get an award for how hard you hustle. Maybe you spent 
eighteen hours a day working on your book, but what happens to the 
rest of  your business? Your family? Your health? Don’t fool yourself. 
You’re not the next incarnation of  Gary Vaynerchuk or the Incred-
ible Hulk. Don’t hustle hard, hustle smart.” – Dale L. Roberts
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Mistake #15

Not Hiring A Good Editor

An editor’s job is to help you say what you want to say better than you 
could say it yourself.

A good editor will make your text clear, consistent, and command-
ing. They’ll strengthen your content’s connection to your audience. 
And most importantly, they’ll help you fix most of  the mistakes you’ve 
learned about so far.

 • If  you don’t know who you’re talking to, an editor can help you 
figure it out—and then help you write with those people in mind.

 • If  you don’t write in ways your audience will understand, an edi-
tor can make your writing more accessible for them.

 • If  you’re making the text all about you, an editor can help you 
reframe your words to be more reader-focused.

Ultimately, a good editor will help you curate a text that has you 
saying, “Wow, this is exactly how I wanted it, but better than I could 
have made it alone.” And let me tell you, friends, holding a book draft 
in your hands that makes you feel like that is the literary equivalent of  
winning the lottery.

What makes an editor so valuable isn’t that they do something 
you’ve already done. It’s that they do something that you are physically 
and mentally incapable of  doing. They start where you finish. They 
take something that’s the absolute best that you can make it by yourself, 
and they make it better. And at the same time, they take something that 
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might not be all that great (and may in fact be terrible) and they make it 
workable, viable, and not an embarrassment.

Editing is the most important and necessary thing you can include 
in your book process if  you want to avoid writing a crappy book. Trust 
me on this. If  outlining is the authorpreneur’s secret weapon, editing is 
their magic wand. But like a magic wand, editing only works when you 
actually use it. (Imagine how effective Harry Potter would have been 
if  he’d never drawn or used his wand. Voldemort could have totally 
bypassed the whole twin cores thing and just killed Harry outright at 
the end of  Book 4.)

Sadly, lots of  authorpreneurs just don’t seem to want to draw their 
wands. Most business authors see the value in hiring a designer. If  they 
have the money and/or are in CEO mode, they usually see the value in 
hiring a ghostwriter as well. But many of  them seem to fall for a strong 
temptation to skip over editing—or to pay it the least amount of  atten-
tion they can get away with.

That’s a major mistake. Let’s look at how you can avoid making it.

Smart Move: Understand how editing helps your text.

So what does an editor do, anyway? A big reason many authorpreneurs 
gloss over editing is that they simply don’t understand what goes into 
it. Let’s start there.

There are three kinds of  editing: content, language, and polish.
Content editing deals with what you’re saying. It can also be called 

developmental editing and/or structural editing. It’s the big-picture 
work that helps you figure out your message, the stories you want to 
tell, the supporting evidence you want to use, and the way everything 
is organized. This level of  editing tends to change the text a lot, often 
prompting the author to cut or condense some areas, expand others, 
and spend a good amount of  time rewriting. It also provides the most 
value to the text of  the three types, which is why it takes the longest and 
costs the most.

If  content editing is what you’re saying, language editing deals 
with how you’re saying it. It’s usually called copy editing or line editing, 
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and is often divided into degrees of  light, medium, and heavy. This edit-
ing deals with your language and tone, helping you use all the words you 
want to and none of  the ones you don’t, and making sure you sound 
exactly the way you want to sound. It also often includes editing for 
length, usually trimming wordiness and repetition. Depending on how 
stringent it is, language editing can change the face of  a text almost as 
much as content editing or only refine it in a few key places. Either way, 
it runs a wide range of  time commitment and cost.

Editing for polish is typically called proofreading, though it can 
overlap somewhat with copy editing. It deals with spelling, punctua-
tion, grammar, sentence structure, and the thousand and one other little 
things that allow the reader to focus on what’s being said rather than the 
words being used to say it. Proofreading is the quickest and cheapest of  
the editing levels. It’s also what most people tend to think of  when they 
imagine editing as a whole, which is one reason many would-be author-
preneurs think of  editing as something to be done quickly and cheaply.

There are editors who can perform all three kinds of  editing. There 
are also editors who specialize in one or two of  them. But whether you 
use one editor or several, every book will need at least some of  each 
kind of  editing to avoid making all of  the mistakes you’ve read about 
so far.

Why do you need to understand all of  this?
Three reasons.
First, if  you understand all the different ways your text might 

change when you work with an editor—and the reasons it might need 
to go through those changes—you’ll have a much easier time embrac-
ing and investing in the amount of  work it will take to make your book 
non-crappy.

Second, if  you can speak your editor’s language and understand 
some of  the recommendations they might make for your text, it will 
make working together that much easier. Good working relationships 
with editors always lead to better books.

Most importantly, if  you don’t know the different ways editing 
works, you won’t be able to grasp the importance of  what your editor 
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tells you your book needs. You may even feel threatened or intimidated 
by their evaluation. And that will lead to a bad working relationship with 
that editor (if  it allows any relationship at all).

When you write the first draft of  a book, you’re too close to that 
text to know what it needs. You might think you’re not, but I promise 
you are. It’s the best example I know of  “you can’t see the forest for 
the trees.” Every editor I know (including me) could tell you a dozen 
stories of  authors who came to them thinking their texts just needed 
proofreading, but actually had major content and/or language issues 
that these authors just couldn’t see.

Being Jon Snow around what your text needs doesn’t make you a 
bad author. It takes a different skill set to discern editing needs than it 
does to write a first draft—a skill set that you, the author, don’t need to 
learn because your editor already has it. But if  you don’t understand the 
different ways your editor will explain those needs to you, it may seem 
like they have their own agenda or want to tear up your text, when what 
they really want is to make it better.

Smart Move: Know what you need to do during the editing 
process.

A common misconception around editing is that as the author, you 
go through the editing process by handing your text to an editor, wait-
ing a while, and then getting back a finished manuscript that’s ready to 
publish.

Sorry to disappoint, but no. Editors are highly skilled and dedicated, 
but they’re not infallible. And like your readers, they don’t live inside 
your head. If  you want a quality book, you need to stay involved with 
your text during the editing process.

Editing is not an outsourced task that you give to a VA and forget 
about until it’s done. Editing is a partnership. Your editor will make 
changes and suggestions that you then get to respond to. You’ll make 
rewrites that the editor will respond to. You’ll almost certainly ask each 
other lots of  questions. You may even disagree or argue with your edi-
tor—and that’s okay!
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Many first-time authors don’t realize that they can have a conversa-
tion with their editor, ask why they made certain changes, even reject 
ones that don’t feel right. Typically, you should be prepared to accept 
80%–90% of  edits your editor proposes. This is partially because your 
editor almost certainly knows more about good writing than you do, 
but mostly because if  you find yourself  disagreeing with or objecting to 
more than 20% of  your editor’s changes, they’re probably not the right 
editor for you. Allow yourself  to be led on that 80%–90%, but on the 
10%–20% that’s left, feel free to put your foot down! After all, it’s your 
book.

It’ll take a couple months or more to edit your book, so leave space 
in your schedule to converse with your editor(s), review their edits, and 
complete rewrites during that time. This timing will be fluid, but there 
will be at least a few weeks in aggregate where you’ll need to be actively 
working on the text together.

It’s usually best to let your editor dictate the schedule. If  you need 
extra time, you can ask for it, and if  you need a rush job you can pay 
extra for it. But for the most part, your editor will be in charge of  
what happens when. If  they say the job needs three months, believe 
them. And if  that schedule includes specific deadlines for you, stick 
to them.

Smart Move: Accept that even good writers need editing.

If  you’re a good writer, it can be easy to feel like you don’t need editing.
Sometimes it’s an ego trip, sometimes it’s a sense of  accomplish-

ment, sometimes it’s just a desire to be done already, but if  you write a 
draft you think sounds good, you can run into a strong temptation to 
say, “That’s great the way it is. I’m going to skip hiring an editor and 
publish it just like that!”

Sadly, many of  the book gurus out there support this strategy. I’ve 
spoken to several who suggest tasking your readers with editing your 
text for you by asking them to point out typos and make suggestions. 
That might be okay for a paranormal romance novel, but for a book 
that represents your business, it’s a death sentence.
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Even most of  the gurus who do suggest hiring an editor will advise 
you to find one that will run through the editing process as quickly as 
possible, focusing largely on light language editing and proofreading. 
As slick and sexy as that might sound, it purposefully glosses over the 
deepest and most helpful parts of  the editing process, which means it 
does your book, your audience, and your business a huge disservice.

Being told you’re a good writer feels good. Being told your text 
needs a lot of  work…well, that doesn’t feel so good. But the second 
experience will make your book way better than the first one.

Trust me on this. You have your writing skills, your industry knowl-
edge, your great stories. Your editor has their editing skills. The two of  
you will unite to create something that’s bigger than just the sum of  those 
two skill sets. What you build together will be light years better than either 
of  you could have built alone. And the better a writer you are at the begin-
ning of  that partnership, the better your book will be at the end of  it.

Words of  Wisdom

“How hard is it to make yourself  read a bad book? It’s so much 
easier to quit reading it. Even if  it’s a really well-told story, if  it’s 
poorly edited, I can’t get past the shitty editing to read the great 
story, so I stop reading it. I’m not looking for perfection, but too 
many errors distracts the reader. If  you’re pouring your time and 
your soul into this, why would you publish it half  finished? You may 
not need ghostwriting or book coaching, but you must get editing.”  
– Jyssica Schwartz

“There are always things that you as the author will skip over, because 
our brains are really smart and they’ll turn what we see into what we 
want to be there, not what’s actually written. That’s what happened to 
me on my third book. I figured I had it figured out and my editor was 
just proofreading, so I published my next book without using her. 
Within a week, I had four one-star reviews saying the book needed 
editing! I had to go back and get the book edited…but those reviews 
are still there.” – Lise Cartwright
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“Sometimes there needs to be some back and forth, some patience 
and forgiveness and willingness to listen and try again and so on, and 
that’s the nature of  working with teams on things, and yes that can 
be frustrating. But by going through that process, you’ll get a much 
better product. My editor and I spent three months reworking our 
manuscript on my last book, but that took it from pretty hit or miss 
to exactly what it needed to be.” – Kim Butler

“It was an eye-opening experience to work with an editor as an edi-
tor. Seeing all the markup was a shock! But remember, editing is a 
collaboration designed to make your book fabulous, not a teacher 
grading you. We editors nitpick as much as we do because we don’t 
want the readers to be distracted from the amazing content you’ve 
written.” – Julia Willson
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Mistake #16

Letting Fear And Doubt Take Over

Writing a book can be scary. You’re putting yourself  out there into the 
world, you’re sharing parts of  your story you may never have shared 
otherwise and messages you may never have publicly spoken about, 
and you’re staking the future success of  your business on the hope that 
doing all those things won’t blow up in your face.

There’s nothing wrong with being scared. But when you’re dealing 
with fear and anxiety, there are only two options: either focus on the 
fear and let yourself  be paralyzed, or recognize that you’re afraid and 
move forward anyway. One of  those ways leads to a crappy book (or 
no book at all). The other leads to getting the help you need to write a 
good book.

Smart Move: Verify, then trust.

It’s not easy to let someone you don’t know, and who doesn’t know your 
business, put their hands all over this text you’ve poured your soul into. 
And to be fair, a good portion of  the burden here is on your editor to 
show you that they’re worthy of  your trust.

But that doesn’t mean you should haphazardly let just anyone get 
their hands on your book draft. Just because you need to trust the edi-
tor you ultimately work with doesn’t mean you should automatically 
trust every potential editor to be the right one for you. (Remember the 
cautionary tale of  Jolie and the Three Bad Editors!)

President Ronald Reagan was well known for using the phrase 
“trust but verify” in relation to US–Soviet relations during the Cold 
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War. I’m going to flip the script on it here for working with an editor: 
verify, then trust. First find out if  the editor is a good fit for you. Then 
once you’ve confirmed that, let go of  your anxiety and trust them to do 
right by your book.

Here are some helpful ways to verify that an editor is worth your 
trust:

 • Ask your network for recommendations. Reach out to other 
authorpreneurs and ask who edited their books (and if  they had 
good experiences with them). If  someone you trust recommends 
an editor, that’s a good sign.

 • Find out how long the editor has been in business and/or how 
many authors they’ve worked with. The more experience they 
have, the more likely they’ll be to take good care of  your book. 
(It may also help to see if  they’ve worked with clients like you or 
topics similar to yours before, especially if  your topic requires a 
lot of  special insider knowledge or language.)

 • Read the editor’s client testimonials. If  the people they worked 
with loved them (and could speak to specific things that went 
well), that’s another good sign. If  they don’t have testimonials, or 
the ones they have feel vague and disconnected (or super salesy), 
that could be a red flag.

 • Talk to them! Not every editor loves talking on the phone (the 
field attracts many introverts), but every good editor has a system 
to communicate with prospective clients. Plug in to that system, 
ask every question you can think of, and give them a chance to 
set your mind at rest. The ones who succeed will be great project 
partners.

 • Ask for a sample edit before you book a full project, so you can 
get a sense of  how the editor works and what they’ll do with your 
text. Some editors offer this for free, others ask a small fee—
either way, it’s one of  the best ways to tell if  an editor will be a 
good fit for you.
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Finally, and this is crucial, hire an editor who is actually a professional 
editor! Let me be crystal clear: “an editor” only refers to a professional 
who gets paid to edit books. Not your aunt, not your best friend, 
not your business partner, not your high school English teacher, not 
your group of  beta readers, not even the person who writes your web 
content.

You may be tempted to go with some of  those people because 
they’ll charge you less than a professional editor will—they may even 
do it for free. But what you’ll save in money, you’ll lose in expertise and 
experience, which means your book will fall short of  its potential. Plus, 
hiring a friend or relative to take the place of  a professional has major 
potential to blow up in your face.

Smart Move: Let go of  perfectionism.

Having an editor frees you from having to make your text perfect. Their 
presence takes the pressure off  of  you to write really well, so you can 
feel free to just write. In that sense, working with an editor alleviates a 
lot of  the mistakes you may have made earlier in the process, and may 
solve some of  them entirely.

This relief  is hugely helpful, because perfectionism can be a major 
blocker when working with an editor. Maybe you feel like you can’t 
hand off  the text to your editor until it’s “perfect.” Or maybe you feel 
compelled to keep editing it over and over and over until it’s “just right.”

If  that’s you, let me go ahead and put you out of  your misery. Mak-
ing a book “perfect” is pretty much impossible. Even the best editors 
can’t do that, which is why you’ll often see professionally published 
books that still have a couple of  typos in them.

Even with a great editor, you run into diminishing returns on the 
amount of  work that goes into your book. Getting a book to 80% is 
pretty easy once you know the mistakes to avoid. Getting a book from 
80% to 90% takes about as much work as it took to get it to 80% in the 
first place. To get it from there to 95% is like getting it from 0% to 90% 
again. It’s like approaching the speed of  light: the closer to it you get, 
the harder you have to work to move just a tiny bit faster.
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So how good is good enough? I think stopping at 95% is okay. You 
can even get away with 90% if  you have to, if  the text still meets the 
basic standards I mentioned earlier in this book. Readers will be okay 
with an A minus—they won’t be okay with a B minus or an F. And a 
good editor will have the skill and perspective to tell you when a book 
is as close to perfection as it’s going to get.

The other thing to keep in mind here is that getting your text to 
90% or better will probably be more than you can do by yourself. In 
fact, for the first draft, you don’t even need to worry about getting it 
that high. It won’t happen. What you’ll think is 95% will actually be 
more like 80% if  you’re lucky, and likely closer to 50%.

And that’s okay, because it’s your first draft. That’s the job of  the 
first draft: to suck as much as possible, so that you and your editor can 
improve it as much as possible. In other words, you want to get it right 
the last time. But that doesn’t mean you have to get it right the first time. 
The first draft, you’ll remember, is the one and only situation where 
“done is better than perfect” is acceptable and even helpful. After that, 
let your editor help you get it the rest of  the way.

Smart Move: Embrace constructive criticism.

As you’ve seen already, writing a book is often deeply personal. The 
kinds of  stories that audiences love to read usually involve sharing per-
sonal and emotional moments, and that can make the writing experi-
ence a highly vulnerable one. You wonder if  people will accept and 
appreciate what you want to share with them—and the idea that they 
might not can feel like a personal attack, even if  it hasn’t actually hap-
pened yet. Add to that any doubt or anxiety you may be feeling around 
the writing process itself, and suddenly the idea of  taking constructive 
criticism from an editor sounds like paying to be tortured.

Also, as someone who runs a successful business, you’re used to 
being right most of  the time. Being told you’re wrong is hard. Being 
told to redo things you’ve put time and effort into is hard. Being told 
you aren’t as smart or talented or savvy as you think you are is hard. 
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When you run into that many hard things, it can be all too easy to put 
up walls and meet the constructive criticism from a place of  wanting to 
defend yourself.

If  you feel like you want to do that, even in the face of  qualified 
feedback from a dedicated editor who wants the best for your book, 
I don’t blame you one bit. It’s natural to react defensively when work 
you’ve poured yourself  into is challenged.

But before you completely close off, let me ask you one question: 
Would you rather be challenged on issues around your book now, before 
it’s published, by someone who has your book’s best interests in mind? 
Or would you prefer to be challenged in the real world, once the book 
is out and it’s too late to change it? Would you rather hear from an edi-
tor or from competitors, acquaintances, or potential clients looking for 
reasons not to work with you?

Yes, your editor may tear your text apart, but only so that it can 
be rebuilt stronger and better. An audience who finds out your book 
is riddled with mistakes won’t care if  you ever make the book better. 
They’ll just write you off  and hire your competition.

Constructive criticism can be painful. You might be asked to give up 
what you think are the most important things in your text, or to change 
it in ways you don’t want to and (given all the work you’ve already put 
in) feel like you shouldn’t have to.

But no matter how frustrating and challenging it feels, one thing 
about it is always true: if  it’s coming from the right editor, honest feed-
back will always make your text better. Think of  it like a crucible, where 
the impure dross is burned away and the true metal is refined and 
strengthened. The editorial fire may sting for a while, but the polished 
draft it leaves behind will be strong and clear enough to represent you 
well and grow your business for years to come.

In other words, if  some aspects of  editing suck, then grit your 
teeth and embrace the suck. I promise you it will be worth the pain 
when you look at your finished book and think, I never knew it could be 
this good!
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Trusting your text to a stranger, letting go of  perfectionism, and 
embracing constructive criticism are all scary. But on the other side of  
those fears, you will find editors like me ready to turn your draft into a 
decent book—or even a great one. Don’t let the fear control you. Do 
what’s best for your book.

Words of  Wisdom

“I didn’t know what I was looking for in an editor at first. I went on 
Upwork and interviewed maybe five editors, but I remember feeling 
like ‘I need more than this.’ I eventually figured out this wasn’t a fault 
of  my own writing ability, but a fault of  the connections I had made 
that weren’t giving me what I needed, a disconnect between what I 
was looking for and what I was being given. Once I realized that, 
I reached out to a friend, who connected me with the editor who 
ended up helping me save my book.” – Jolie Dawn

“You want to have someone help you know when you’ve crossed the 
book-I’m-proud-of  line. There will always be ways to make the book 
better. At some point, it won’t just be good enough, it’ll be really 
good, and anything else you do will just be tinkering that doesn’t 
actually make it any better. At that point, you have to let it go and 
accept that you’ve made it the best you can.” – Manley Feinberg II

“Your identity changes when you write a book. You may be used to 
the identity of  being an expert in your field, someone who knows 
your business really well. But when you write a book, you’re step-
ping into a new identity as a thought leader. Many people struggle 
with that shift because in a new identity, you need to do different 
things for different reasons than you used to. Those may be things 
you don’t know how to do, or aren’t used to, or have to learn how 
to do well, which means suddenly you aren’t the expert anymore.”  
– Jennie Nash
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“Don’t just get your editor at a random networking event. Anyone 
can find a typo and think they’re an editor. Get referrals from other 
authors who have used them. Are they skilled? Are they commu-
nicative? Do they do what they say they’re going to do? Also, slow 
down. Don’t take the first person you talk to just because they’re 
the first person. Talk to at least three people (that other people have 
already vetted) and find one that works well for you and with you.”  
– Polly Letofsky
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Mistake #17

Not Spending Enough Money

If  you aren’t prepared to spend good money on editing, you’re making 
a huge mistake.

I heard a story once about a man who applied for a job as a welder. 
The job ad said it paid $18–$24 per hour. To interview for the job, 
applicants had to do a test weld to show their skills and experience. This 
man, however, didn’t do one test weld. He did two. The first one was 
fairly decent but nothing to write home about, something any appren-
tice welder could have done. The second one was professional grade, 
putting the man ahead of  many other applicants.

When the interviewers asked him why he’d done two welds of  such 
different quality, the man pointed to each weld in turn and said, “The 
first one is for $18 an hour; the second one is for $24.”

As with welding (and many other things), with editing you get what 
you pay for.

The more you’re able to pay an editor, the better work they’ll be able 
to do for you. And the less you pay them, the more marginal their work 
will be. Your investment in editing is directly proportional to the quality 
of  your finished book. Period.

Unfortunately, the idea that editing should be dirt cheap is posi-
tively rampant in book programs and online writing groups today, which 
means a lot of  authorpreneurs base their understanding of  editing 
exclusively on that idea. And that’s a big problem. That approach wastes 
the author’s potential, disrespects the editor’s value, and undermines 
the quality and desired success of  every book it touches. There is no 
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crappier strategy for a business book than trying to pinch pennies on 
editing.

In this chapter, we’re going to look at three solutions to that mistake 
that will help you find the right budget for your book project and keep 
you from shortchanging your book’s future success.

Smart Move: Understand how to budget for editing.

How much does an editor cost, anyway?
That’s not always an easy question to answer, because different edi-

tors charge different rates based on many different factors. The length 
of  the book and the complexity of  its material always factor in, as does 
how much editing the book needs and how that editing splits between 
the three types of  edits (which will be different for every book). How 
experienced the editor is and how quickly you need the book edited also 
play a part.

All of  these factors influence how many editing passes an editor will 
recommend and how long the process will take, which in turn influence 
how much they’ll quote you for the work.

When you talk to different editors, ask them about their rates—not 
just what the rates are, but what work they cover, how the editor came 
up with them, and how the editor will apply them to your book to come 
up with a quote. The more detail they can give you, the better.

Talking directly to editors is super important here because no one 
else is qualified to tell you how much to pay them—especially not book 
gurus and programs. Everything these “experts” tell you about the price 
of  editing is wrong. There are people out there teaching that editors 
should be paid half  a cent per word (which translates to $260 to edit 
a book of  this size, about 52,000 words)—this is laughable, and the 
equivalent of  sweatshop wages for an editor. No, you cannot find a 
good editor online for $500 or less. Don’t listen to this sort of  advice—
it’s a shortcut to Crappyville.

Expect to pay a four-figure sum to cover all three types of  editing 
(content, language, and polish). You can usually get serviceable edit-
ing for $2,000 or so for a book of  this size, above-average editing for 
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around $3,000–$6,000, and premium-level editing for $8,000+. If  ser-
viceable editing is all you can afford, that’s fine, but still budget for that 
price range. If  your book is shorter than this one or doesn’t need much 
content editing, you may pay less, but still expect to pay at least $1,000.

If  an editor offers you a low-end price (anything under $1,000–
$2000) for anything other than light language editing or proofreading, 
tread carefully. Low prices tend to be a red flag, indicating problems like 
these:

 • The editor may only know how to do editing for polish, even if  
they say they offer content and language work as well.

 • They may primarily edit fiction, where prices are often much 
lower, and thus may not have the experience or perspective to 
give your business book the help it needs.

 • They may prioritize working fast over digging deeply into your 
text.

 • They may not be confident enough in themselves to charge what 
they’re worth, which often leads to wishy-washy editing work.

 • They may be so new to the industry that they’re still getting their 
feet under them, and thus may give you apprentice-level work at 
best.

 • They may live in a poor country and not be a native English 
speaker. (And if  you’re writing a book in English, you must have 
a native English speaker edit it.)

Whatever their reasons are for charging low prices, these editors 
will almost certainly be working with a lot of  clients at once just to make 
ends meet, which means they won’t be able to give your book their 
full attention. Paying their low rates will not be worth the tradeoff  of  
subjecting your book to sloppy, distracted, and/or inexperienced work.

Job search platforms like Upwork and Fiverr, and Facebook groups 
for writing and self-publishing programs, are full of  editors like these: 
appealing for their price point, but disappointing for their actual ability. 
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Don’t bother with those sites. Ask other authorpreneurs you know for 
recommendations instead. If  you’re stuck, feel free to reach out to me. 
If  my services aren’t a good fit for you, I would be happy to connect 
you to another great editor in my network. (My contact info is at the 
end of  this book.)

There are inexpensive editors who deliver professional-grade work, 
but they are rare. Some newer or younger editors can fall into this cat-
egory when their prices haven’t caught up to their skill set yet. If  you 
do find an editor who clicks perfectly with you and only wants $500 to 
give you the editing job of  your life, treasure them as a pearl beyond 
price—and then get ready for their rates to start going up as more peo-
ple discover them!

Something else you should know: it’s okay to negotiate pricing with 
an editor. Most will be at least somewhat flexible if  you’re willing to 
meet them at a number they can work with, pay in installments, and/or 
adjust the scope or schedule of  the project to allow for a lower quote. 
Even offering to barter services can sometimes work here, though not 
all editors are willing to do it (or need what you have to offer). Either 
way, a respectful negotiation can often lead to a strong working relation-
ship, so don’t be afraid to try it.

If  an editor’s rates are well above your budget, and negotiation 
doesn’t seem workable, politely acknowledge that there’s not a price 
match, and ask if  they can recommend someone closer to your price 
range. Many skilled editors refer work to each other all the time.

Smart Move: Don’t be too impatient to wait and save up.

A few months before I started working on this book, I made a rookie 
social media mistake: I got into an argument on Facebook. On one side 
were a number of  people who agreed with the statement “If  you can’t 
afford an editor, you shouldn’t write a book.” On the other side were a 
number of  people who disagreed with that statement. (You can prob-
ably guess which side I was on.)

The argument went pretty much how you’d expect an argument on 
Facebook to go—lots of  people were angry, most of  them yelled at 
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each other, and nothing got resolved. I remember kicking myself  pretty 
hard for getting into it in the first place.

But in the process of  trying to learn from my mistake, I realized 
something important. Everyone who disagreed with the statement “If  
you can’t afford an editor, you shouldn’t write a book” was an artist or 
patron of  the arts in some way (including several fiction authors). Most 
of  their arguments centered around how limiting book creation to peo-
ple with money was elitist, snobbish, and crushed people’s dreams. On 
the other hand, everyone who agreed with the statement was a business 
owner or entrepreneur (including several authorpreneurs), and their 
arguments largely had to do with editing being a business investment 
that guaranteed quality control for your book and resulted in a superior 
end product.

To be clear, both sides were right. I’m an artist myself, and I would 
never dream of  telling you to quash your creativity just because money 
is tight. If  you want to write because you love to write and you feel 
called to share that love with the world, that’s wonderful. If  you just 
want to create art, you should absolutely do that, regardless of  how 
much money you’re able to invest in it.

But making art for its own sake is not the same as creating an asset 
specifically for your business. If  you’re writing a business book and you 
can’t afford to pay an editor, consider whether you’re actually ready to 
write that book—and whether your empty bank account might cause 
you to make some of  the other mistakes mentioned already, especially 
ones related to not writing a book you’re truly proud of.

Listen, if  you’re broke, just don’t write the business book yet. There’s 
no shame in saving up for a few more months or even a year or two, 
using that time to grow your business in other ways and get out of  sur-
vival mode, and then going all in on the book once you have the funds 
to make it a success. Peter Scott in particular talked about having to put 
writing The Fearless Mindset off  for a year while he built up his business 
to where it could pay his editing and marketing costs, and he spoke pas-
sionately about how that was exactly the right decision for him.
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Alternately, if  you’ve got a fire in your belly to get the money 
together sooner rather than later, there are any number of  ways to come 
up with it. You can sell things you don’t use anymore, get a side hustle 
or a part-time job, or run a crowdfunding campaign for your book. And 
I bet you can charge up your creativity and come up with a dozen more 
ways to find spare cash.

Not having the money for an editor isn’t an insurmountable obsta-
cle. But it is one you need to navigate before you start writing.

On the other hand, what happens if  you do have money, but you 
don’t want to use it?

Smart Move: Understand the ROI of  good editing.

This is one of  the biggest stumbling blocks authorpreneurs run into 
around editing: fear of  a low return on investment (ROI). They’re afraid 
that if  they spend a lot of  money, they won’t make enough back from 
the book to cover it. So they try to minimize their outlay of  cash to keep 
that risk low.

But when you’re writing a book for your business, saving money is 
not the point. Using your money wisely is the point. This is not a time to 
pinch pennies or hold back a cushion; this is a time to invest in creating 
the best product you can, so it can help you grow your business further 
than you could without a book.

The best use of  your money is to spend it on good editing. There 
may be other places where you can save money—design is almost always 
cheaper than editing, and marketing tasks can easily be outsourced, just 
to name two. Look to those areas to save, but not to editing.

Not seeing the ROI of  professional help is often a result of  hav-
ing no business plan behind your book. But I’ve already talked about a 
number of  the specific returns and results that a high-quality book can 
bring. Remember, a new client or a speaking gig is worth a lot more 
than a book sale. A handful of  new clients at $500 apiece (or a couple at 
$2500 apiece) can cover your editing costs and then some. Even if  that 
takes a few months to happen, it will still be worth it.
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Even if  you are working with a business plan that relies on book 
sales (say, if  you’re a speaker who sells your books from the stage), you 
can still cover your investment. If  each book sells for $20, then you’ll 
only need to sell a few hundred full-price copies to break even. For an 
active speaker, that’s a few months of  work at most.

Whether you’re thinking of  sales or new clients or both, remem-
ber you’ve got years to use this book to grow your business and sup-
port your other initiatives. Be willing to play the long game, and you 
can watch book-driven income flow in for the rest of  your life. Take a 
shortcut now, and you’ll sabotage that long-term revenue.

The point here is that your business’s bottom line will almost always 
be positive and solid if  you invest in getting a good editor for your busi-
ness book. There really is an ROI to getting the best editing you can 
afford. And it’s way, way more than what you’ll get from going through 
editing the quick-and-cheap way.

Don’t let fear of  spending money hold you back. If  you can’t afford 
a good editor now, wait to write the book until you can. If  your busi-
ness isn’t bringing in enough money to support a book project, maybe 
put off  the book for a few more months and use that time to build up 
your business, get a few new clients, and increase your income. If  that 
means your book comes out next year instead of  this year or in the fall 
instead of  in the spring, who cares? It will be a hell of  a lot more fun to 
read—and a hell of  a lot better for your business.

Words of  Wisdom

“The less money you pay, the worse work you will do and the less suc-
cess you will have. When you commit to learning and being guided, 
then you are going to do better. The money is an indication of  your 
commitment and investment in the process.” – Jennie Nash

“There are times when ‘it takes money to make money’ is true, and 
this is one of  those times. If  you can’t afford editing, you cannot 
afford publishing. Having a badly put-together book will do more 
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bad things for your business than not having a book at all will do. Do 
what you have to in order to come up with that money. Get a second 
job. Help a friend move. Sell things. Or wait until you can save it 
up. If  you’re not willing to do the work to do a professionally com-
pleted book, the book isn’t going to work well for your business.”  
– Jyssica Schwartz

“If  an author doesn’t have the money to invest in a book, they don’t 
have a business behind the book, and might not be ready to write the 
book yet. There’s a mindset difference here. A smart entrepreneur or 
a person who wants to create a community or sell services through 
their book, either they’re starting the biz with the book or they’re 
using the book to take the biz to the next level. Those people clearly 
understand the value of  what they’re creating, so they don’t balk at 
investing thousands of  dollars in it.” – Jyotsna Ramachandran
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ConClusion

Staying Out Of  Crap Town

You did it! You got through 17 awful, self-defeating mistakes that author-
preneurs make, and you found the solutions for how to avoid, defeat, 
and solve them. You are now officially ahead of  the pack in terms of  
your knowledge and awareness of  what goes into the authoring process. 
Whether you read every page or just the mistakes that jumped out at 
you, I salute you for being willing to challenge your own perceptions 
and learn a few things that may have been undermining your success.

But we both know how easy it is to finish a book feeling fired up 
and inspired to apply it to your life…and then get so slammed with 
day-to-day work that you barely remember what you read a week later.

You will absolutely be tempted to go right back to making the mis-
takes this book helped you uncover. Inertia, busyness, stress, habit, and 
the desire to just do things your way are all going to grease the slide 
down to Crap Town for you. And you’ll probably make at least a few of  
these mistakes again. (Hell, I made a couple myself  writing this book, 
and I didn’t catch them until my amazing editors pointed them out.)

To help you keep yourself  on the straight and narrow, here are two 
strategies that cut to the root of  most backsliding issues.

Remember your Big Why and intention.

First, go back to where you started, with your Big Why and your inten-
tion for the book. Why do you want to write this book for your busi-
ness? What’s the motivation that sets you on fire? What’s the intention 
that will let it support your next three years of  business growth? How 
much more will you be charging for your services once the book is out? 
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How many more paid speaking gigs will you have after a few months 
or a couple years as an author? And best of  all, how many more people 
in those audiences will have the chance to reshape their lives based on 
your message?

When you remember your goals, you’ll also remember how impor-
tant the quality of  your book is to achieving them, and that the way to 
create a quality book is by avoiding the huge mistakes that the authors 
of  crappy books make. And then you’ll be back on track, or at least on 
your way.

Each time you bring yourself  back to your Big Why and your inten-
tion, your determination will get stronger. In time, the temptation to 
make those same old mistakes will fade away like a bad dream, and 
genius-level book practices will take their place. Your crap will have 
become fertilizer.

Reach out for help.

The second thing you can do when you start backsliding into Crap 
Town is to call me! I wrote this book to give you a solid foundation in 
non-crappy book creation, and I’ve put all my best and shiniest advice 
in it. But if  you find yourself  craving a more direct and personal level 
of  support than these pages can give you, please feel free to reach out. 
I’ll be happy to work with you to defeat whichever mistakes are giving 
you trouble and get you back on the path to success—and if  I’m not 
the best fit for who and where you are, I’ll connect you with someone 
who will be.

Everyone deserves the chance to do their best work, and see that 
work create a valuable business asset they can leverage for years to 
come. If  you’ve made the choice to write a book you’re proud of, I 
invite you to share your thoughts, your process, and your amazing book 
results with me. You can reach me anytime at james@jamesranson.com.

Thank you so much for reading. Now go write an amazing book!
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Leave A Review

Hi there! Thanks so much again for reading!

I want to tell you about a special goal I have for this book. As you might 
have guessed from the chapter on Amazon bestsellers, I’m not doing 
a big Amazon launch for this book, and I don’t care all that much if  it 
becomes a bestseller on that platform.

But I do want it to be successful by a different yardstick: reviews.

Book reviews are a much stronger metric of  a book’s reach on Amazon 
than a bestseller label. Amazon promotes books that get more reviews 
over books that get fewer.

Reviews are also a more authentic way for the book to demonstrate 
its success. People only review books they care about! Otherwise they 
won’t take the time.

So here’s my big, hairy audacious goal: I want Don’t Write A Crappy Book! 
to get ONE HUNDRED REVIEWS on Amazon. And I want it to get 
them by the end of  2018.

What will getting so many reviews do? It will show that this book has 
the power and influence to hang with other high-profile books about 
book creation and self-publishing, ones that have much bigger market-
ing teams behind them than this one does. It will convince Amazon to 
promote this book more highly in its algorithm, so more people will 
hear its messages and learn how not to write crappy books. It will give 
potential readers a strong spectrum of  feedback about what they’ll learn 
from this book and how it will help them.
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And the more reviews the book gets, the more likely those things are 
to happen.

Now clearly I can’t make this happen all by myself. So I’m asking you 
to help me out. If  this book gave you something to think about, if  it 
taught you something you didn’t know, if  it helped you overcome an 
issue in your book process, please leave a review on the book’s Amazon 
page.

It doesn’t have to be a five-star review (though I’d prefer if  it weren’t a 
one-star). It doesn’t matter how long it is (a couple of  sentences is fine). 
All that matters is that it’s honest. Let future readers know how you felt 
about this book so they can make an informed decision.

So if  you got something helpful out of  this book, please hit up the 
Amazon page for Don’t Write A Crappy Book! and leave your review right 
now. Help me meet my goal, and help the messages in this book get 
into more people’s hands. Just a minute or two of  your time will make 
a real difference.

Thank you so much!
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Meet The Featured Guest Experts

You’ve heard from them throughout the book, now meet them up 
close and personal! Read carefully—a few of  them have left free gifts 
that will help you write a great book or grow your business in other 
ways.

And if  you’d like to get to know these brilliant book professionals 
even more, visit jamesranson.com/summaries to download your free 
book of  interview summaries!

Andrieka “AJ” Austin
Master Business Coach, 
Founder of  The Boss of  Me
thebossof.me

“A book is a marketing tool. If  
you don’t have anything to sell 
other than a book, what’s the 
point? Give the readers some-
thing to engage with, join, or 

buy—and use the brilliance of  what you’re writing about and the 
value you’re sharing with them to give them a reason to engage 
with, join, or buy it.”
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Kim D. H. Butler
CEO, Partners For Prosperity
partners4prosperity.com

“Books are not like software. 
With software, people say to 
get it to 60%–70% and then 
get it out there, then iterate 
based on reception and feed-
back. Books don’t work that 

way. People have an expectation level for books. It’s way too risky 
for your personal brand and reputation to have a book out there 
that’s only partially done.”

Change the future of  your family and learn to maximize your 
savings. Learn about Prosperity on Purpose and why typical 
financial planning has failed. https://partners4prosperity.com/
subscribe/
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Michael D. Butler
CEO, Beyond Publishing
beyondpublishing.net

“If  you have a throbbing pain, 
you’ll pay any price to make 
the pain go away. If  your book 
meets someone where their 
pain is and helps them get 
out of  it without making their 
life harder, ‘I don’t have time 
to read’ suddenly becomes ‘I 
have to read this.’”

Get Michael’s free book: BEST SELLER STATUS: Becoming 
a Best Selling Author in the Digital Age at BeyondPublishing.net/
freebook.
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Lise Cartwright
Full-Time Author and Coach
hustleandgroove.com

“When people start writing, 
they’re often writing from a 
place of  ‘I,’ writing from their 
point of  view, sharing all of  
their information, and not tak-
ing a step back to ask if  any 
of  it is valuable for the reader. 
They do a brain dump and are 

like ‘I’ve written it!’ and off  they go, and then they wonder why they 
get bad reviews.”
For a free digital copy of  my book Side Hustle Blueprint: How To 
Make An Extra $1000 Per Month Writing Ebooks, visit https://www.
hustleandgroove.com/become-a-full-time-writer.
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Dave Chesson
Kindle Marketing Jedi
Kindlepreneur.com

“If  there’s not a market for 
your book, no one will buy 
it. Make sure you understand 
your market and can speak 

to them, rather than just putting the book out there and hoping 
Amazon will sell it for you.”
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Rob Cuesta
Founder and CEO, Bright-
Flame Books
brightflamebooks.com

“What is a new client worth to 
you? If  they’re only worth $10 
to you (like a book sale), then 
writing a book isn’t a good 
idea for you. If  they’re worth 
$500, a book may be a good 
idea. If  they’re worth $5,000 or 
$50,000, then a book is a great 
idea, because if  it gets you a 

few clients (or even one) over any period of  time, it will pay for 
itself  and then some.”

Grab a free copy of  Rob’s book Sixteen Ways to Grow Your Business 
With a Book at www.brightflamebooks.com/16ways.
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Jolie Dawn
Intuitive Business Coach
joliedawn.com

“There must be depth in the 
writing. Surface-level how-to 
stuff  doesn’t stand out. Bare 
your soul. Go to the terrify-
ing places, the things you’re 
scared to hit publish on. Share 
your most intimate details so 
that I as the reader feel con-
nected to you and that I want 
to know more and follow your 

story. 2% of  Americans read only one book a year. You must have 
something strong enough in your book to convince THOSE peo-
ple to read. If  you’re not shaking, you haven’t gone deep enough.”

Use this free meditation to completely up-level your flow of  clients 
and gain a feeling of  relaxedness and ease in your sales process.
www.joliedawn.com/clientattraction
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Derek Doepker
Founder of  Bestseller Secrets
bestsellersecrets.com

“Authors may feel like they’re 
‘supposed to’ write a book, or 
they may be passionate about 
writing about something or 
even a great idea that they 
really love, but if  it doesn’t 
connect with what their audi-

ence wants to hear or it’s not what the market wants, it will fall 
flat. As my business partner Ben Patwa says, it doesn’t matter how 
beautiful your French is if  the person you’re talking to only speaks 
Japanese.”
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Manley Feinberg II
International Keynote 
Speaker, Business Leadership 
Expert, and Author
verticallessons.com

“What’s a world-class pitcher 
doing in the off  season? They’re 
working with coaches to get bet-
ter at their game. Every smart 
executive has at least one coach 
for day-to-day, and many have 
specific coaches or consultants 

for specific needs. If  you think a book is part of  you being successful, 
get a coach to help you with it.”

Get the first three chapters of  Reaching Your Next Summit! For 
FREE!
A resource to help you gain clarity, build momentum, and get 
what’s important done.
http://ReachingYourNextSummit.com/
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Dave Ferguson
The Leaders’ Coach
livingtolead.com

“Self-awareness is key. Why 
is it important that I write a 
book? Why is it important that 
I write this book? What do I 
want this book to do for me? 
We have to look inside before 
we can lead outside.”

Get a free digital copy of Boss or 
Leader, the book that solves lead-
ership problems and turns bosses 
into leaders, at livingtolead.com.
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Lynne Franklin
Persuasion Expert, Speaker, and  
Author
lynnefranklin.com

“We see this every day, where 
we look at a book and it has 
a great idea in it that would 
have made a wonderful maga-
zine article. But the author 
stretched it out and expanded 
it and added lots of  extra mate-
rial just to make it the length of  

a book. If  I’m reading a book like that, I get angry, because the 
author isn’t giving me the value I thought would be there when I 
picked up the book. And I’ll put the book down.”
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Joyce Glass
The WRITE Coach
thewritecoach.biz

“You can write a book in 90 
days. The book won’t be done 
in 90 days. There’s a lot you 
can do in that time, but it will 
never be everything. So give 

yourself  time. Look at everything that needs to happen to make 
this book real, and allow the time to get those things done well. If  it 
takes you a year and it’s done well, it’s worth that time. Remember, 
this is a reflection on you and your business. Do you want to put 
something out there that’s half  done or all done?”
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Shannon Lagasse Howard
Author of  Why Can’t You Just 
Eat?
youneedashannon.com

“It takes the time that it takes. If  
you rush it for the sake of  getting 
it done, you’ll end up with a crappy 
book that people will buy and read 
the first 10 pages and then give 
away or throw away. Quality takes 
time.”
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Polly Letofsky
President, My Word Publishing
mywordpublishing.com

“If  you’re going to put some-
thing together that’s pro-
fessional, you must treat it 
professionally. You are show-
ing who you are with a busi-
ness book. Other people will 
be able to tell if  your book is 

sloppy—they may not be able to say why, but they’ll know at the 
first glance. They’ll know that you DIY’d it, and they will be able 
to tell that you’re sloppy, a shortcut taker, and don’t take things 
seriously. And they’ll wonder, is that the way you do business?”
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Denise M. Michaels
Book Coach and Ghostwriter
internationalbookwritingguild. 
com

“Self-publishing these days is 
set up so that anyone can write 
a book without professional 
help. But to write a good book, 
you need professional help! 
Otherwise, you’ll just write a 
throwaway book. Not only will 
readers throw it away, but after 
it’s been out for a while, you’ll 
wish you could throw it away  

 yourself.”
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Jennie Nash
Founder and Chief   
Creative Officer of  Author 
Accelerator

“If  you are already seeking  
help, you’re already in the 
ninety-ninth percentile of  
authors. Just looking for help 
puts you so far ahead of  the rest  
of  the industry. You’re already 
self-selecting to write a better 
book!”
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Zach Obront
Cofounder of  Scribe Media
scribemedia.com

“Be SO over the top and 
ridiculous with your outline 
that you get bored with it. 
When you say, “I’ve spent ten 
hours on my outline and it’s 
five pages long and it’s pretty 
detailed,” what you’re really 

saying is, “I want to go straight into writing.” And there’s always 
more depth you can get into. It’s a frustrating feeling, but every 
extra hour of  work you can spend on the outline at that point, 
you’re going to save 5–10 hours on the back end.”

To learn the new way to quickly and easily write your book, 
check out The Scribe Method, the new book from Scribe Media 
cofounders Zach and Tucker Max. https://scribewriting.com/
freebook/.
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Jyotsna Ramachandran
Founder of  Happy Self-Publishing
happyselfpublishing.com

“If  an author doesn’t have the money 
to invest in a book, they don’t have a 
business behind the book, which means 
they might not be ready to write the 
book yet.”
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Sean Roach
Business Strategist, Speaker, 
and Author
seanroach.com

“I don’t care if  your book sells 
40 or 50 copies; it’s designed 
to position you as an expert in 
your niche. If  I could get my 
book in front of  100 people 
who are the right clientele, 
versus 1,000 or 10,000 people 
who won’t read past page 18,  

 I’d take the 100 any day.”
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Dale L. Roberts
Self-Published Author
SelfPublishingWithDale.com

“You don’t get an award for 
how hard you hustle. Maybe 
you spent 18 hours a day work-
ing on your book, but what 
happens to the rest of  your 
business? Your family? Your 

health? Don’t fool yourself. You’re not the next incarnation of  
Gary Vaynerchuk or the Incredible Hulk. Don’t hustle hard, hustle 
smart.”
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Jyssica Schwartz
Writer, Editor, Book Coach
jyssicaschwartz.com

“Your outline basically is your 
first draft. You can put down all 
your thoughts, order and reor-
der things, remember impor-
tant notes, see the breadth of  

the book before you start writing. You’ll write the book much faster 
when you know what the book will be about. I’m passionate about 
outlines! People are like, ‘I don’t need an outline,’ and I’m like ‘No! 
You do!’”
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Amy Scott
Founder of  Nomad Editorial
nomadeditorial.com

“Readers may not know the 
rules of  grammar or format-
ting, but they know when 
something doesn’t look right—
even if  they don’t know why! 
They can feel it!”

Thinking of  hiring an editor? Learn how to hire the best editor for 
you and your book with this free guide, “10 Essential Questions to 
Ask Before Hiring an Editor.” Get yours at https://www.nomadedi-
torial.com/free-guide/.
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Peter Scott IV
Founder of  Fearless Coach 
Academy and Author of  The 
Fearless Mindset
designafearlesslife.com

“It’s okay to wait. It’s okay to 
not write the book right now. 
Because when you finally do 
write it, you’ll have all the 
resources to make it a book 
you’re really proud of, not just 
a book you rushed through 

and didn’t really invest in because you were in tremendous scarcity 
at the time. I didn’t start writing my book until Year Two of  my 
coaching business. I don’t know if  my biz would have survived if  
I’d taken 20% of  my time or more during Year One to focus on 
writing a book rather than getting coaching clients.”

The 6-Figure Coaching Secrets Masterclass reveals the four-step 
game plan my clients are using to build a six-figure coaching busi-
ness. http://bit.ly/earn100KmasterclassLIVE

What you will discover in this masterclass:

Secret #1 - The step-by-step game plan my clients are using to 
earn their first $100K and beyond in their coaching business

Secret #2 - How to attract your dream clients who are pre-quali-
fied to invest $3K–$10K to work with you

Secret #3 - How to build your business to support the lifestyle 
you want, working from anywhere in the world, with just a laptop
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Sara Stibitz
Writer and Editor
sarastibitz.com

“Emotionally important to the 
author does not equal helpful 
for the reader. In a business con-
text, it can’t just be about you. 
Even a personal story needs to 
help the reader identify with it. 
At the end of  the day, it’s about 
the reader, not the writer.”

Go to www.sarstibitz.com/nocrappybooks for a free worksheet 
that will help you strategize your book concept and get your out-
line started the right way!
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Tyler Wagner
Founder of  Authors Unite
authorsunite.com

“I’m not against putting out 
a quick book. Just realize that 
it could turn into a disaster if  
a bunch of  people see that it’s 
not a good book. If  you want 
the book to sell past the book 
launch, if  you want to feel 
proud of  it and give it to all your 
clients, obviously the quality is 
the most important thing. If  it’s 
not a good book, all marketing 
is going to do is kill it faster.”

To learn how one of  my previous clients became a #1 bestsell-
ing author in front of  The Alchemist and created a multiple six-
figure business from her book, check out the free case study at 
authorsunite.com/case-study.
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Julie Willson
Managing Editor at Thanet 
House Books, Productivity 
Guru at LifeEdits by Julia,
and Author of  Virtually Kissing 
Frogs
LifeEditsbyJulia.com

“Most people think they can 
make money from quickly 
spewing out an e-book with-
out having anyone else look 
at their content. Either they 
don’t think there are issues, 
they don’t care that there are 

issues, or they think the readers will be so dazzled by the amaz-
ing message that they won’t notice the issues. Don’t fall for that! 
Get other eyeballs on your work. Get perspective from people 
who don’t come from your background so you can get objective 
feedback.”
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